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Chapter 1
The black iron pot voiced its objections as it crashed into the hairy skull of
the Shredgasp. The creature let out a pitiful, dog like yelp before slumping down
to the ground. Rand gave the dented pot a sorrowful look. He had bought it for a
few coins just two days ago and hadn't even had time to use it for its intended
purpose. Now it was more or less ruined.
“Rand!”
The shout pulled him back to reality. He turned just in time to land a hit on
a Shredgasp galloping his way, sending it to the side with a yelp. The things ran
like a cross between a monkey and dog. Sharp teeth glimmered in the light the
campfire cast and claws flashed as they tried to rip his flesh.
Rand dropped the pot and made the short lunge to his bedroll and pulled his
sword from its scabbard. He lifted the blade just in time to cut down the
Shredgasp he had deflected earlier. Dark blood splattered on the ground and on
Rand.
He had a moment to survey the situation.
There was Carl on the other side of the campfire. The tall, lanky man was
swinging his axe and keeping a single monster at bay. Two lay dead at his feet.
He had always been deadly with the axe. Claimed the hours spent chopping wood
in his childhood had made him a master. Rand suspected it had more to do with
the years of adventuring they had done together.
Only a few feet to the left of Carl there was John. The fat bastard moved
surprisingly gracefully for someone his size and the heavy metal stick he used as
a weapon had already put down one Shredgasp while another one was yelping
out in pain as the heavy hits landed.
Then there was Seth, swinging his morning star over his head before sending
it crashing down on an attacking monster. The spikes dug in deep, pierced bone,
forcing the man to strain the big muscles on his arms when he kicked the thing
free and turned his attention to the remaining threat. Out of all the men Seth was
the only one who looked like an adventurer with his muscles and rugged face that
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looked to have gone through more than a few fist fights. Which it had.
Rand shook his head and rushed to help Carl and John. The two remaining
monsters were quickly put down with the concentrated efforts of all four men.
The silence that landed on the small clearing after the last one was down felt
eerie. The heavy breathing of the four friends was the only thing to be heard. The
forest around them was dark and silent.
“I thought the Oracle said this area was safe,” muttered John and leaned on
his metal staff. It nearly bent under his weight.
“He did,” assured Rand. “He's never wrong.”
“Then what the hell was that?” asked John and pointed at the dead
monsters. “We'd be dead now if I hadn't been paranoid and put up the usual
tripwires.”
“I don't know. A wandering group that just happened upon us?” suggested
Rand.
“A wandering group of Shredgasps a mere two days walk away from a city? A
Protectorate city no less?” Seth shook his head and raked his hand through his
jet black, long hair. “Something is not right here.”
Rand felt all their eyes on him. He had been the one to suggest they come
here. Now they were blaming him for the danger. Still, it was odd to have such a
group of monsters attack. They were still in Protectorate lands and the Red
Ravens usually did an excellent job of keeping the lands safe and void of any
dangerous beings, even in the hills of the unexplored lands. That had been the
case for so long that many monstrosities had learned to avoid coming to the
lands. In general it was thought safe to go in the woods if you didn't venture too
far beyond the forest covered hills. Two days should have been safe.
A shrill cry echoed from the forest. All four men grabbed their weapons and
looked around nervously.
“What was that?” demanded John. His double chin quivered as he moved
around.
The cry sounded out again, this time closer.
“That's no Shredgasp,” said Carl. The lanky man had been silent, but a new
threat made him talk. They could hear branches snapping and heavy footsteps
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coming their way.
“Sounds like something much bigger,” said Carl and readied himself with a
wide stand while gripping his axe.
“It can't be..” muttered Rand. A bad feeling welled up inside him.
Scaly, clawed hands grabbed two younger trees by the clearing and bent
them out of the way as if they were mere twigs. The monstrosity that stepped
through the opening made the men on the clearing huddle closer together. A
snake like tongue slipped out from between dagger like teeth to taste the air.
Yellow eyes nailed themselves on Rand and his companions. The creature stood
well over ten feet tall. The green scales glimmered in the light of the campfire and
showed off its muscular build and the bone spikes that extended out from its
head.
Behind it they could see more Shredgasps, yapping and laughing like a pack
of hyenas.
“Well, we're fucked,” muttered Seth.
Rand wished he could disagree with him, but facing off a monster like the
one standing in front of them looked like it would take more than they had.
“Evacuate,” said Rand finally.
“But what about our stuff? We can't just leave everything in the middle of
the woods,” demanded John.
“Your stuff isn't going to be much use to you if you're dead,” said Carl.
The monster launched itself forward with surprising speed, forcing the group
to scatter to avoid its sharp claws. John wasn't fast enough and claws ripped
through his clothes, leaving behind red scars that spilled out his lifeblood.
“John! Get out!” shouted Rand and tried to distract the scaly monster by
whacking it with his sword. It bounced off harmlessly from its arm, but it got its
attention away from John who was laying on the ground at its feet. A moment
later a bright flash told Rand the fat man had managed to get to safety.
He dodged a clawed hand coming his way and turned to run. There was no
point trying to fight the thing. Rand swatted away a Shredgasp that lunged at
him. It yelped and lunged to the side, allowing the man to run past and into the
woods. A flash of light cast momentary visibility in the dark woods, telling that
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yet another member of the group had found their way to safety. He could hear the
monster rummaging after him through the woods. Branches snapped, heavy
footsteps thumped on the ground followed by the lighter ones the Shredgasp
made.
“Time to go,” muttered Rand and lifted his left hand and dropped the sword.
With his right hand he pressed his middle knuckle and a small keypad appeared
underneath the skin of his hand. It shone an eerie blue in the dark woods, but
made it easy to see the numbers on it. Rand punched in the code that would save
him from the pickle.
Seven, two, nine, five, one, three, enter.
A bright flash.
Even with time the transfer never came any less disorienting. One moment
Rand had been running through dark woods with monsters on his heels, the next
he was standing on a cold metal floor without any shred of clothing. His sword
was gone as was everything else that had been on him. The trees around him
were gone and replaced by dull grey metal walls, cold artificial lights and all sorts
of machines lining the area.
Carl and Seth were there, both looking to be unscathed by the attack. John
on the other hand laid on the floor, bleeding profusely enough from his gut
wound to build a large puddle of blood around him.
“Call the medical team!” shouted Carl and rushed to the fat man. Seth
followed close behind while Rand rushed towards the console that was mere feet
away from him. There was a dedicated button on it for calling in help and that's
what he pressed. A siren started to blare.
Rand rushed over to his friends to see how bad the situation was. He'd
always thought John fat enough that you'd need to drive a ten foot pole through
him just to scratch any important organ.
“Take it easy John. The med team is on its way.” Carl tried to hold him down
with help from Seth.
“It was supposed to be safe!” shouted the fat man followed by wails of pain.
Rand did his best to stifle the flowing blood, but the claws had cut deep and
wide and there was simply too much area for him to cover with two hands.
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The door slid open and two men rushed in, one pushing a trolley in front of
him stacked with medical supplies.
“Give us room,” demanded the first man as he knelt beside John. They did
as told and gave the two men room to work. They soon had bandages over the
wounds and painkillers flowing into his vein. With help from Seth and Carl they
hoisted him up on the trolley and started to cart him out of the room.
“You'll be all right, John,” said Rand right before the trolley left the room.
“It was supposed to be safe..” was all John could mutter out in his drugged
up haze.
The three men stood in the room and looked at the door their friend had
been carted out from. They all knew it was a risky game they were playing, but
seeing a comrade get hurt like that gave all of them pause. There had been
injuries earlier, broken bones and small scrapes, but this was the first time
something major had happened. And it had happened despite the Oracle
declaring the area safe.
Rand walked over to a sink that was one of the walls and washed off the
blood from his hands. He was the first one to get to the lockers on the left side of
the room and pull on his regular clothes: a pair of jeans and a white tshirt. The
others soon followed in silence. There was no need to speak. There was only one
place for all of them to go.
The door opened up into a corridor and Rand headed left, the opposite
direction to which John had been taken. He passed several doors with Carl and
Seth in tow until they reached a wide doorway with a sign above it saying
“Oracle”. With a swipe of his left hand the door opened. Rand was the only one
with access to the room out of the group.
All three men entered without hesitation.
“Welcome back, Rand. I was not expecting you back so soon,” echoed a
flamboyant male voice as soon as they entered the nearly empty yet brightly lit
room. The only furniture in the room were a few chairs and a console in the
middle of the room. The voice seemed to come from all around them.
“Hello, Oracle,” said Rand and walked to the chairs and took a seat. Carl and
Seth took their own seats.
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“How was your trip to Kendle and the lands of the Protectorate?” asked the
Oracle. “You were only gone three hours. You said you'd stay a full seven.”
Three hours home was three days in Kendle. The difference in the way time
worked was what made the place so appealing. You could get home from work
and spend a few days out adventuring, having fun or just sleeping. That is if you
were willing to break the laws and deal with the shady figures that ran the places
that still offered Alternating as a service.
“There's a reason for that. John's at the hands of medics,” said Rand and
eyed the console in front of him. It was only a simple interface to give the Oracle
commands that could not be spoken – or that you didn't feel comfortable saying
out loud for fear of someone listening in.
“Oh dear. What happened?”
“That's what we'd like to know,” muttered Carl.
“You said the area was safe,” noted Seth.
“Indeed it was,” replied the Oracle. “There was nothing in the area that
indicated any sort of trouble.”
“Well we met a pack of Shredgasp and some sort of lizard monsters with
claws that could rip apart a bear,” said Rand.
“We've never seen anything like it,” added Carl with a shiver in his voice. It
was clear he was still shook up over what had happened.
“I hit it with my sword and it just bounced off and did nothing to it,” said
Rand and glared at the console in front of him as if that would somehow make
John unhurt or the mistake done by the Oracle forgotten. He wasn't that worried
about John surviving, he had seen the med team sow together men cut in half
and replace severed limbs with artificial ones, but the fact the Oracle had made a
mistake was a deeply disturbing one. The safety of all the men and women
alternating rested in its hands and if it could not be trusted then the activity went
from being comparable to the extreme sports of the past – jumping from
helicopters to snowboard down a mountainside or soaring through the sky with
nothing but flimsy fabric keeping you from smashing into the ground – to being
sent into a war zone without a helmet and bullet proof vest.
For an accountant like Rand that was a risk he was not willing to take for
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simple entertainment.
“Gentlemen, I really do not have an answer for you right now,” said the
Oracle. “I will have to run a full diagnostic of myself. That will take some time. I
will begin immediately.”
A progress bar appeared on the console in front of Rand. He frowned at it.
There had been more questions he'd like to have asked.
“That's it?” demanded Seth. “It just shut itself down?”
“It's looking for answers,” said Carl. He was a systems administrator at the
government tax office. He knew computers better than anyone else Rand knew. If
a program was misbehaving or the virtual personality of it was acting up he'd fix
it in no time. In this instance there was nothing even he could do. The Oracle was
well protected against any tampering and the console in front of them only
allowed access to the outward facing virtual personality. The only person who
could grant access to the more important function was Vincent.
“Looking for answers? Well that's bloody brilliant then, isn't it?” said Seth as
he bounced up from his seat and started to pace around. “Our friend is laying in
the med bay with his guts hanging out and the bloody computer is taking its
sweet time getting us nothing!”
“That's generally what you need to do if you want answers,” said Carl and
gave the raging man the sort of look that would have demeaned even a king. “The
answers aren't magically pulled from thin air.”
Seth glared back at him. Muscles tensed on his arms. Despite his
appearance he was not some bouncer at a seedy bar, but rather a relatively
successful business owner in the area of groceries. He claimed to have gotten his
well toned body from lifting boxes in the back room though that claim was
suspect at best since much of that warehouse business was handled by robots.
Rand had always suspected he had gotten the muscles like anyone else – the gym
and steroids. It explained his occasional temper as well.
“Guys, calm down,” said Rand and stood up. “Nothing we can do about the
Oracle now so let's just go and talk to Vincent, all right? He needs to hear what
happened and maybe we'll get some answers out of him.”
Both men gave him a sceptical look. They all knew that getting a straight
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answer from Vincent could be like trying to squeeze water out of a rock. He'd
answer any question you asked, but he'd dance around the truth, give you half
the story and leave out important bits, but do so well enough that you'd be none
the wiser.
None the less they followed Rand out the door and further down the corridor.
They took a staircase up one level, passed a few more doors and a pair of guards
that searched all of them for weapons before letting them pass. Vincent was not a
man you simply walked up to.
Few important men in the underground were.
And the underground was the only place left where you could alternate.
The government had banned the practice ten years after its widespread use
as a recreational pass time. Only scientific use was allowed and even that needed
approval from the government. But the masses had gotten a taste for it and there
were engineers and technicians readily available who could build the needed
facilities and equipment to continue business. The legitimate places went
bankrupt, some turned criminal and continued their operation from less
conspicuous places, such as the underground facility Rand and his friends were
at now.
On the street level it was a simple bar, but if you ventured down a hundred
or so feet you'd find a vast complex that offered all the needed amenities for
alternating. Of course, you needed the money and connections to get in.
They found Vince in his office. It was an opulent room filled with art, a large
aquarium with exotic fish, lush carpets and luxurious looking chairs. It was a
stark contrast to the balding, pudgy man that was Vincent. The thick cigar in the
corner of his mouth may have made movie stars of the past look cool, but on him
it looked pretentious, almost ridiculous. Combined with the striped suit that
seemed to be pulled straight from a sixties gangster flick, he came off as
something very different from what you'd expect from a man running a
underground business measured in billions in profit.
Of course, not all of that came from alternating. There was the usual stuff;
booze, whores, drugs, cigarettes, gambling: everything fun and decadent the
government had decided to make illegal. Banning things never worked, but
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Vincent sure thanked the government for every new thing they decided was bad
for the general population. It meant more money in his pockets.
“Rand, what can I do you for?” asked Vincent and took the cigar out of his
mouth. He tapped it gently on the edge of an ash tray and a large chunk of grey
ash fell in.
Rand knew Vincent from way back. He'd helped him a few times with his
books and taxes. It was how he had gotten in and the discount he got for services
rendered enabled him to afford to continue his hobby with the meagre salary an
accountant got.
“There's a problem with the Oracle,” said Rand as he sat down in a plush
chair. Carl and Seth found their own seats to his sides.
“Problem?” asked Vincent and put down his cigar. He frowned and the
concern was evident in his voice. He knew full well the importance of the Oracle.
If it failed and stopped working his alternating business would go down the toilet
quickly.
Rand explained to him what had happened. The expression on Vincent grew
more worried the more he heard. Finally, once he had heard everything, he
cursed.
“First one of you thrill seekers decides to go Dark and now the Oracle is on
the frizz. Great fucking day,” complained Vincent.
All three men perked up when they heard the mention of someone going
Dark. It was never a good thing and was one of the reasons that led to the
outlawing of Alternating.
When someone went Dark they removed the chip implanted in their hand. It
was the chip that allowed those alternating to travel to other worlds and once
removed you could not put it back in. You needed a new one and getting that
delivered to another world was difficult at best since you could not bring anything
outside your own body. It meant you were stuck in the world you had arrived in
and exposed to all the dangers as well as opportunities it presented.
In the instance that had provoked the government to outlaw the practice a
man had went Dark. Back then it had not been a big deal so no one had paid
much attention to it, but when the man managed to seize full control of the world
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he had chosen, people paid attention. The world had been sent down a different
path than it would have gone without the man. Who knew what had changed and
what sort of brilliance his tyranny had wrecked?
Then there were the rumours that those going Dark developed strange
powers over time. Something to do with being from a different place. By lucky
accident the chip provided a stabilizing field around you when you were in a
world not yours and kept you from changing, but once removed that protection
was gone.
But those were rumours, things whispered around Alts during a night of
drinking.
“How much is the bounty on him?” asked Seth, suddenly more eager to hear
of the troublemaker than finding out what was wrong with the Oracle. Rand and
Carl couldn't blame him. Once you went Dark the establishment that had allowed
you to go to the other world would put a bounty on you. Usually they were
enough to let you live comfortably for a decade without working. Everyone would
be looking for you.
“Her,” muttered Vincent grumpily. A painful expression grew on him. It
always appeared when he had to part with a significant chunk of money. “I'm
starting off with two million.”
Seth whistled. It was a much higher bounty than usually. The woman must
have really angered Vincent.
“That should get everyone's attention,” said Rand in a surprised voice. He
knew Vincent. If he was willing to part with two million just to start off, the
woman being hunted must have done something else besides going Dark.
“Once John recovers maybe we should go after her,” suggested Seth with a
wide grin.
“We're not exactly bounty hunters, are we?” asked Carl.
It was true. Most of the time they had spent on others worlds had gone by
exploring and simply taking in the sights. They'd faced monsters of all sorts and
other dangers, but nothing as serious as what had happened before. It was only
recently that they had settled on a world and started working towards something
more concrete. They'd gathered equipment, wealth, and even started making
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friends with the locals by sticking close to the same area.
They all enjoyed the medieval feel of the world. Swords and bows were the
sort of things they'd always dreamed of wielding. They'd practised hard to learn
how to master each weapon and in the world they'd been in few had managed to
gain such skill in so little time.
“It's never too late to start,” said Seth. He looked to be serious about it.
One problem Rand saw with the plan was the fact they'd have to kill her.
Monsters were one thing, but another human being, from their own world? Could
they do that? Strictly speaking it would count as murder should the government
ever find out about it and the punishment would be harsh as they'd have broken
the law on Alternating as well and that would count as an aggravating
circumstance.
“Best leave her to the professional, boys,” said Vincent. “You can't take her
lightly just because she's a woman. If you do she'll cut your balls off and feed
them to you.”
“What the hell sort of a woman is that?” asked Seth, taken a back by the
graphic depiction.
“The kind we should steer away from,” said Carl in a flat tone.
“See? Listen to your friend there,” said Vincent and pointed to Carl. “Unless
you're absolutely ready to rip open her throat with your teeth if need be then just
leave her alone and alert a professional about her. I like you boys and wouldn't
want to see any of you in the medics hands, spitting out your family jewels.”
When a man like Vincent warned you not to go near someone, it was usually
wise to listen. He wasn't the sort to be easily frightened into warning others about
someone.
“We'll steer clear of her,” said Rand but then realized they didn't know
anything about her. “Has the poster been put out yet?”
Vincent nodded. “It's on the board.”
“All right. We'll check it on our way out. But what about the Oracle? If it
keeps sending people into dangerous places you'll be out of clients in no time.”
“Almost lost us four already,” reminded Seth with a nod from Carl.
“I'm sure it's just a temporary glitch,” assured Vincent. “Once it has ran an
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analysis of itself we'll know more. I assure you, the problem will be fixed by
tomorrow.”
He didn't sound too convincing, but given that there was very little anyone
could do until the Oracle had investigated itself Rand saw no point arguing about
it.
“Tell you what. You boys go up to the bar. Drinks are on me tonight because
of the mishap,” offered Vincent with hands spread open to convey openness and
good will.
All three men saw right through it, but free drinks were free drinks. They
thanked him for his time and left the room. It took them a while to get to the
elevator. The underground facility was huge and it was a small miracle the
government had not taken notice of it as of yet. Many smaller places had been
hit.
The bribes Vincent paid must have been enormous.
At the bar there was an area reserved specially for those who alternated. It
was a more quiet area where you could still hear the music, but talk without
having to shout.

That, combined with the free drinks, had Rand and his

companions staying well past the time any working man should be.
But none of that was a concern for them.
They were just happy to drown away the bad day they'd had.
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Chapter 2
Rand popped the capsule in his mouth and washed it down with some cold
water from a bottle. Free drinks had made him forget all about it being a work
day the next day and he was now paying for it with a throbbing headache while
being forced to sit in his little cubicle. The noises from the surrounding office
grated his nerves and made the headache seem worse than it was. The text on his
console seemed blurred at times and his shaky hands had so far caused more
than one error, which was not a good thing when working on clients accounts.
He had staggered home late and gotten barely a few hours of sleep. The
apartment had warned him of the high blood alcohol content and offered to
prepare some remedies, but he had promptly ignored it. At the time of purchase it
had seemed like a good idea; a complex system of monitors and sensors backed
up by a computer system that knew how to respond to health issues, but over
time it had grown into to something to be ignored. Who wanted to listen to your
home lecturing about high cholesterol?
Then there had been the wife. She had been non too happy about the state
he crawled into bed with. The nagging at the breakfast table had been almost
enough to send him into a fit of rage. So he had left early for work. Having had
some time to think about it during the commute he realized the wife had had a
good reason to say words to him. He'd decided to make it up to her with some
flowers and something good to eat.
“Look sharp, Rand. The boss is looking for you,” warned Greg from the next
cubicle as he popped his head up. He grinned at seeing the miserable state he
was in.
“Shit,” muttered Rand and fumbled to stash the container of pills in a
drawer. He took a quick swig from the bottle of water before turning to his work
and looking busy. Greg had never been a friend to him. He was a backstabbing
bastard who'd smile at you face to face and then badmouth you as soon as you
were gone. If he saw an opportunity to put you down he'd take it and if he could
outright steal your work and take credit for it he would. Why he had bothered to
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warn about the boss coming only meant it didn't matter and he had wanted to
see Rand sweat a bit beforehand. Though he was already sweating enough
because of the hangover.
“Rand!” came the voice of the boss. Rand turned around to regard the man
standing in the small opening leading to his cubicle.
“Yes, Mr. Jenchov?” asked Rand and gave the balding man an uncertain
smile. The only hair on his head was fast slithering down from his head and
towards his shoulders. He had a slightly pudgy build and a nose that was
impossible to miss, but the worst part was his voice. It had the sort of all knowing
whiny quality to it you'd expect from a nerd explaining his hobby to someone.
“Where's that report I asked you for? I was supposed to have it yesterday!”
Ah, the report, thought Rand. The one he had put off finishing because he
had wanted to go Alternate. Good choice that had been.
“I'll have it to you by the end of the day,” assured Rand.
“End of the day? That's still late! You'd better watch it, Rand. I'm not going
to tolerate delays like this. One more and you're fired!”
“I understand, Mr. Jenchov. It won't happen again.”
“Now I'm going to have to explain this to my boss. You're making me look
bad!”
“I'm sorry,” said Rand and bit down. How could someone have such an
annoying voice? Ah, if only it was Kendle. There'd be a sword sticking through
Mr. Jenchov's throat already. Or maybe he could have been knocked out and tied
to a tree in the forest. The Shredgasp would have dealt with him. He couldn't help
but smile a bit at the thought.
“What are you smiling at? This is no time to smile! Get back to work and
finish that report! Work fourteen hours if you need to, but I must have it by the
morning! If I don't, you're fired!” The pudgy man stormed away, his white collar
shirt showing stains of sweat on its back. Rand grinned. That's what a leather
chair would do for you.
“Sounds like you're in trouble, Rand,” said Greg as he peeked over the
divider. He had the sort of annoying grin that – after witnessing it daily for years –
could drive people to bring a gun to work and start shooting just to see it turn
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into fear. His hair glistened under the pale light because of all the gel he had
lathered on it. He looked like a greasemonkey from a sixties movie.
“Mind your own business, Greg,” snapped Rand and turned his attention to
his console. He really would have to work long to get that report done.
“Touchy, aren't we?” asked Greg and laughed, but still sat down in his own
cubicle.
Rand ground his teeth and started to work. The headache helped nothing,
but at least the pill kicked in and started to make it better. By the time he was
done with the report the office was empty and his cubicle was the only one with
light coming from it. The bad side of it was that much of the work he had been
supposed to do today was pushed for tomorrow. There'd be more long days ahead
in order to catch up.
Rand clicked send and the report started its milliseconds long journey to Mr.
Jenchov's desk. With a sigh he stood up and grabbed his jacket that had been
draped across the back of his chair. A long stretch had joints popping and
muscles straining. He watched the console shut down and then started towards
the exit. Motion sensing lights flickered up where ever he walked, giving him
visibility in the darkness. It was convenient and saved energy.
The lift played its annoying music all the way down the hundred floors it
took to get to the ground level. The only blessing was no one else got on. Rand
couldn't quite put his finger on why, but he felt incredibly angry. The report and
Greg certainly played their part in it, but it wasn't the first time something like it
had happened. It had never gotten under his skin that bad.
The security guards in the lobby nodded to him as he exited the building. A
cold night breeze blew down the street and made Rand hunch down while he
waited for a free transport to arrive. After the multitude of smells the forest in
Kendle had assaulted his nose with the city seemed odourless and stale. The tall
buildings surrounding him were dotted with lights, telling of people still working.
He knew from experience some of them would still be there when the sun rose,
poor bastards. He watched the transports whisk by on their set paths. Some were
big enough for a single person while others could carry anywhere from four to
seven people. They reminded him of sleek eggs with their design.
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Finally, a single seater parted from the main road and curved onto the stop
Rand was waiting on. The door popped open and he climbed onboard, fastening
the seatbelt.
“Good evening, sir. Where would you like to go?” echoed a pleasant female
voice from within the dash. Had he been a woman the voice would have been
male. Sometimes he wondered who had made the decision to institute such rules
on the computers voice.
“Bedrow Street, Safe Haven Apartments,” said Rand.
“As you wish, sir,” came the computer voice and the transport nudged
forward. It merged in with the rest of the traffic and accelerated to a speed no
human could have driven in safely. The amount of traffic would have led to a
crash in a matter of minutes even at such a late hour.
Rand watched transport pods whisk by along with larger trucks delivering
goods to shops and factories.
“Damn, the flowers,” he muttered. No appeasing the wife this evening. All the
stores were already closed. She'd probably be asleep already.
I'll just make her breakfast, Rand thought and settled back in the
comfortable seat.
The pod went up a ramp and several turns before making the final climb to
the entrance of Safe Haven Apartments. Rand stepped out of the pod as it came
to a halt and looked up at the building towering above. With a slight frown he
noted the e in the Apartment sign was dark. It wasn't the first time and he'd
mentioned about it several times, but the lights on the letter just kept breaking.
The company responsible for maintaining the building and its facilities had not
been able to trace down the problem as of yet.
He made his way through the rotating door and the lobby. The guard there
greeted him and Rand mentioned the broken light in passing, not really expecting
him to do anything about it. He had to wait for the elevator to come down before
being able to get to the seventh floor where his apartment was. He dug out the
key card from his pocket and pushed it into the slot next to the door. The light
turned green and the door opened. There was no welcome from the apartment
which meant his wife was already in bed. The lights were out, but as he entered
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some started to give out a low light that wasn't enough to blind him, but gave him
the ability to see where he was going.
Not bothering to do much before getting to bed, Rand simply started taking
his clothes off and by the time he made it to the bedroom all he had on were his
trousers and the shirt he had unbuttoned halfway.
A figure stirred under the sheets.
“Is that you honey?” mumbled a sleepy voice.
“Yeah. Go back to sleep,” replied Rand in a soft voice and took off his
remaining clothes before climbing between the sheets. His wife rolled closer and
he could hear a sniff.
“At least you haven't been drinking,” came a mutter before she turned to the
other side.
Rand wanted to respond to it, but it did not seem like a good time to start an
argument. It had been his fault after all. No reason to snap at her for it in the
middle of the night.
He knew he had fallen asleep, but when snapped awake he felt like it had
only been a minute since closing his eyes. With a groan he turned to look at the
clock on the night stand.
A half an hour before his usual wakeup time of half seven.
Go make her that breakfast, thought Rand and glanced over to his side. She
was still fast asleep judging by her steady breathing. Gingerly, Rand hoisted
himself up from the bed, fumbled around for a bit to put on his morning robe and
then walked into the kitchen. It was an open kitchen with a good view to the
living room and the small dining area that separated the two spaces. The lights lit
up as soon as he entered.
“Good morning, Rand,” came the voice of the apartment. It was a neutral
voice that was hard to distinguish whether it was male or female. Some found it
creepy, but Rand and his wife had decided it was better than arguing over
whether the voice should be male or female.
“Morning,” muttered Rand as he dug out a frying pan from one of the
cupboards and set it on the stove. He opened the fridge and rummaged through it
for the ingredients. A simple omelette, toast and fresh vegetables always worked
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to cheer up the wife.
“Would you like to hear the latest headlines?” asked the apartment as Rand
worked on the breakfast.
“No.”
“Would you like to hear the weather forecast?”
“No.”
“Would you like to..”
“No. Stop pestering me!” snapped Rand and looked for a knife. There were
tomatoes that needed chopping along with bell peppers, onion and mushrooms.
He started with the peppers.
“Good morning.”
“Morning Mary,” replied Rand and turned to give his wife a smile. She had
on a robe much like his only instead of blue it was green. They had been a gift
from her parents.
“Making breakfast?” she asked and took a seat on a high stool by an island
like counter that was in the middle of the kitchen. Rand had his back turned to
her as he worked by the stove.
“I figured I owe you at least that much,” said Rand and continued chopping
vegetables.
“Where were you last night?” asked Mary.
“The boss had me working on a report,” replied Rand. “I'm sorry I didn't call.
I should have.”
“Well, at least you weren't out drinking with your friends again,” said Mary
in a sour voice. She was still hung up on that.
“I'm sorry about that,” said Rand. She didn't know about the Alternating
hobby. As far as she was concerned he had just been out with friends after work
and staggered home drunk.
“You should be more responsible,” said Mary, completely ignoring his
apology. “Going to work hungover isn't going to make the boss go any easier on
you.”
“I know,” replied Rand in a flat tone and tightened his grip on the knife and
started to furiously chop the veggies. She continued to dish out her advice and
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make jabs at him for being irresponsible and possibly an alcoholic. Then she
went on to berate his friends for tempting him into the wrong sort of places and
crowds.
It was too much for Rand. He snapped.
He turned around and swung his arm, intent on slapping her to make her
shut up and to show who the man of the house was. He forgot the knife in his
hand. It sunk deep into Mary’s neck, spurting out a stream of dark red blood. She
looked surprised, then panicked as she put a hand around the knife to try and
stem the flow of blood. She slumped to the floor and gasped for breath.
Rand stood behind the counter with a baffled expression on him. Where had
the knife come from? Oh, right, the vegetables. He looked at his empty hand.
There was a bit of blood on it.
“Warning. Excessive amount of blood detected. Weakening life signs
detected. Do you require assistance?”
The voice of the apartment finally snapped Rand out of the haze he had been
in. He rounded the counter and saw Mary on the floor. She had managed to drag
herself a few feet, but then her strength had ran out. She laid there motionless,
eyes wide open, looking forward unseeing, her head resting on its side against the
floor. There was a large puddle of blood pooling underneath and around her.
“Warning. Life signs flat lined. Building security has been notified.”
“Oh shit,” muttered Rand. The panic started to set in. He had killed his wife.
There'd be no escaping that fact and the courts would quickly find him guilty.
He'd be off to prison in no time. He'd never see the outside again. There'd be no
Alternating.
Ha! That was it. The only way to escape and possibly have a few more days
of freedom. Alternate.
With panicked steps Rand made his way to the bedroom and put on a decent
pair of clothes. He didn't care the socks went on the wrong way or that his shirt
was wrinkled with half of it sticking out from his trousers. What he cared about
was getting out as fast as possible.
He rushed through the open kitchen and took care not to step in the puddle
of blood. He felt a sting of guilt as he glanced at Mary while stuffing his wallet
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into a jacket pocket. Despite the nagging, she had been a good wife. He had loved
her and there had been many good moments. Rand frowned. Should he have
been feeling more guilt over killing her? Shouldn't he have been crying over it?
Why was escaping and avoiding punishment the first thing on his mind? Didn't
the woman deserve justice?
“Fuck,” cursed Rand and made for the door again. It wasn't the time to think
about such things. Even if he ran now he'd probably be caught soon. At worst the
escape plan would postpone his capture by a few hours, but to him they'd be
days. It was worth it, no matter how hard he tried to guilt himself into staying.
The house voice kept reminding that security was on the way along with
medical assistance, but as Rand opened the door and peered into the corridor he
saw no one. He quickly made his way to the elevators. He noticed one as getting
up, probably bringing with it the security guards. He pressed a button and waited
impatiently for one of the elevators to get to him. He could only hope it would be
before the guards arrived.
He glanced at the door leading to the stairway, but decided it was not worth
it. Even if he only went down one or two floors, it wouldn't make much of a
difference in his chances. Security cameras would record all his movements and
once the guards got to the apartment and found a dead body instead of one of the
many sensor malfunctions that had come about because someone had cut their
finger while preparing food, they'd start the real search. The only hope he had
was to be out of the building before then.
The sound of an elevator arriving snapped him out of his worries and a sigh
of relief left his lips when the doors opened to reveal an empty cabin. He glanced
at the display above the other elevator, noting the guards were still several floors
away. He quickly stepped in and pressed a button for the ground floor. The doors
seemed to take forever to close and as it nudged downwards he could not help
but feel like the thing was moving through tar.
But it reached the ground floor without incident.
Weary, Rand glanced outside before taking any steps towards the doors
leading to the street. There was no one around. Usual procedure was to have at
least one guard at the lobby at all times, but it seemed even he had gone up to
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investigate the alert. There had been cutbacks on the amount of guards, but had
it been that bad as to completely thrash the planned safety model for the
building? What had he been paying for every month?
As absurd as being annoyed about it at such a moment was, Rand could not
help it. If he paid for something he expected to get what was promised in return
and it seemed to have been a rare case with the building for a good while now.
Even if it would now have sent him to prison, it made him angry.
Still, instinct pushed him on and he made his way across the lobby as
quickly as he could, all the while looking around. There was no one in sight and
he made it safely to the street outside. Now the choice was waiting for a transport
in front of the building or walking some distance away. He decided to walk.
Hurrying along the pavement gave him time to realize for the first time how
reliant everyone was on the system of transports. There wasn't much room on the
path as it was more meant for service personnel to get around than to handle any
sort of significant amount of pedestrians, but there weren't any people besides
him walking. They all used the transports as they were safe, fast, and not that
short in supply at the hour it was.
Several transports whisked past Rand at incredible speed. A chainlink fence
was the only thing separating him from the deadly bullets. He hastened his steps.
There was a building complex near by that he was familiar with and that was
near a transport depot so one should arrive quickly. Rand was surprised he made
it there without even hearing sirens from approaching police. It made him
question whether anything he had been told about the security features of his
apartment complex still held true.
A short wait by the transport pole and a single seater soon appeared. Rand
climbed aboard and instructed it to take him to Vincent's club. He let out a sigh
of relief when the vehicle nudged forward. If the police had not even arrived at the
scene yet he'd have plenty of time to get out. Despite the fast pace of the
transport it felt like forever before it rolled to a stop in front of the club.
Rand stepped out and looked around. It looked like a normal morning with
the usual customers going in and out of the bar; couples and groups of friends in
various stages of intoxication. The city never slept. Nothing seemed to indicate
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anyone was paying undue attention towards him. He looked around one more
time before entering the bar.
The usual blast of music greeted him along with the chatter that the people
managed to produce. Lights flashed and waitresses navigated through the crowd
like ship captains in dangerous waters. Rand paid no attention to any of that and
started to make his way towards the back of the bar. There was a metal door
there that was, supposedly, reserved for VIP guests, but the truth was it led down
to the underground complex. It was a simple ruse, but had worked well so far
and the two bouncers guarding it at all times ensured no unwanted people got in.
There was a relatively small VIP section behind the door to give any who got an
accidental glimpses the impression it was what it advertised.
The two bouncers stepped in front of the door to block his way as soon as he
got close enough, but after they used a device to read the chip in his hand they
let him through no problem. It told them who he was and showed an image they
could compare to his actual appearance. Once his identity had been confirmed
they had no reason to stop him as he had the proper credentials.
The music disappeared almost completely as the heavy door slammed shut
behind him. There were a few other Alters sitting in the booths there. The VIP bit
was not completely fake, after all. Rand gave a few of the more familiar faces a
nod as he passed by and went to the hidden elevator. A swipe of his hand by the
console and the doors opened. Another swipe and a pass code later the elevator
started its climb down. Rand tapped his foot impatiently.
He had been lucky so far, but time was running out and he knew it.
If Vincent found out he had killed his wife and the cops were after him he
wouldn't hesitate to throw him out and maybe even call the cops on him.
Harbouring a wanted criminal was a sure way to bring unwanted attention on
yourself and any operation you were running. The bribes might not be enough to
save you at that point. And the first thing he'd do would be revoking Rand's
credentials for Alternating.
The elevator came to a halt, its doors parted revealing the corridor beyond it.
It was a familiar route that Rand had walked many times. He was happy to get to
the room for Kendle and find it empty. It was rare to run across other people,
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especially at the hour it was, but if there had been any they'd be able to tell where
he had gone. Of course, the logs from the Oracle would tell where he had gone
already, but there was nothing to be done about that. Few people had access to
it, but anyone could tell what they had seen with their own eyes.
A quick look at the console and everything was ready for him to go to
another world. A metal claw like structure lowered from the ceiling and
surrounded the area where the subject was supposed to stand. Rand did not
bother to remove his clothes. They'd just end up in a pile on the floor. The only
reason people got undressed before alternating was courtesy towards others
using the facility. Who wanted to walk in on a pile of clothes on the floor?
With a push of a button he activated the countdown and pushed himself
inside the departure area. It felt like forever for the countdown to reach zero, but
then came the familiar flash and the slight disorientation that always took place.
Rand blinked to regain his vision. Wooden walls surrounded him. The floorboard
creaked when he shifted his weight from one foot to the other. A single door led
out the windowless room and a lantern placed on a small table was the only
source of light.
He'd arrived safely at the Kendle end of Vincent's operation. At least, one of
the places.
Rand pushed open the door.
“Ah, a traveller. Please, come in. We'll find some clothes for you,” greeted a
friendly male voice.
“Hi, George,” said Rand to the familiar man. He was thin as a hair and the
bones on his face seemed to shine through his skin, giving him a sometimes
frightening appearance, but at his heart he was a friendly guy.
“Rand, my friend! What brings you here at this hour?” asked George as he
offered a temporary robe to him. He eyed behind him. “Alone today, are we?”
Rand nodded and pulled the robe over his shoulders. “I just felt the need for
some relaxation on my own. The boss was a real bastard yesterday. Figured I'd
get some relaxing done before work.” Lies came so easily when the truth was
horrible enough.
George chuckled. “I hear you, friend. Vincent has been up everyone’s
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business the last few days.” He showed Rand to another door by the corridor. It
revealed a room filled with shelves, stacked with clothes of all sizes and colours.
The stale smell combined with the dust had Rand rubbing his nose.
“Because of the girl that went Dark?” asked Rand and went to the familiar
shelf where he usually got his trouser and shirt. It was all very basic to help get
any new Alter started. There were several such places dotted around Kendle.
Usually they used a tavern as a cover as it offered a perfect reason why strange
faces suddenly appeared there to spend the night. The basements and back
rooms were filled to the brim with clothes and equipment any new starter would
need. The one George ran was not that far away from the forest where the attack
had happened. A two day trek at most.
“Terrible business that,” said George and rummaged through another shelf
for proper boots to go with the attire Rand had chosen. “You know what such
things can do. Vincent is rightly worried and wants to catch her as quickly as
possible. There are some heavy weight bounty hunters after her.”
“She won't last long then,” said Rand as he disrobed and pulled a shirt over
his head. It was made of coarse fabric that would make you itch for days if your
skin wasn't used to it. The trousers he put on were not much better, but that was
the prevailing style among the natives and wouldn't attract too much attention.
“I'm not so sure this time, Rand. I've never seen Vincent this worried. And
then there are the rumours,” said George and offered a pair of sturdy travellers
boots to Rand.
“What rumours?”
The expression on George grew dark. “The rumour is she has training.
Military training in the sort of unit you wouldn't want to run across. Real tough
nuts and when I say nuts I mean..” he made the general hand gesture to indicate
someone was crazy.
“Military? That's rare these days,” noted Rand as he took a seat on a bench
and pulled one of the boots on. It fit perfectly. George had a keen eye for the right
size when it came to clothes.
“Especially her kind,” agreed George. “Most rank and file soldiers are just
robots these days, but these commando units and other secret squads, they still
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have humans and are as dangerous as ever.”
Rand nodded. “How did someone like her end up alternating? Vincent is very
thorough with who he lets in. A military background should have raised flags all
over when checking up on her.” He pulled on the other boot and stood up, testing
the boots with a few steps. They felt comfortable and didn't chafe in any of the
usual places. He could walk miles in them without getting sores.
“That's the mystery,” said George and pulled a cloak from one of the shelves
and handed it to Rand. “The nights are getting cold. Better get one of these.”
“Thanks,” said Rand and put it on. He could tell it would keep him warm
even in early winter. “Put it all on the usual charge.”
“Of course,” replied George and gave him an appraising look. “Weapons?” he
asked casually.
Rand frowned. He'd lost his blade along with tons of other useful things in
the woods. It was usually cheaper to buy weapons from a local smith than from
George, but he was in a hurry now. No time to pinch pennies trying to find the
best deal. “I could use a sword,” he admitted.
Not that he planned to do much adventuring, but you never wanted to go out
unprepared. People who could not defend themselves could quickly find
themselves robbed of their belongings. “And I'll need some coins,” he added. A few
wet evenings at a tavern would cost quite a bit. He'd need a place to sleep as well
and that added to the cost considerably.
“Of course,” agreed George. “How much do you need?”
“What's my credit?” asked Rand. Every storage place had its books that
showed how much each Alter had credit with Vincent. Every purchase was
marked down and if you went over your credit there'd be no more buying things
for you until you paid off Vincent again.
“I'll have to check the books,” said George and motioned for Rand to follow
him. They walked down the corridor until they came to a pair of stairs and
climbed up. George pushed open the hatch at the top and as Rand followed he
found himself in a storage room filled with strong smelling sausages, barrels filled
with ale and wine and all sorts of other food stuff. George closed the hatch and
pushed a barrel on top of it to keep it hidden.
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“Don't want the Protectorate knights finding that place,” he noted to Rand
with a small smile before walking to the door and opening it. They emerged
behind the counter that separated the kitchen and the back rooms from the
common room. There were few people at the tables and the sunlight that made it
through the stained windows told it was early in the day.
George quickly shuffled Rand through another door into what looked like an
office. There was a desk there and a couple of chairs for guests to use. For a
tavern it seemed like an out of place room, but knowing the secret business ran
there Rand wasn't too surprised there were things that fit better in future times
than the present.
Rand took a seat as George pulled a book from one of the many shelves
lining the walls.
“Let's see here,” muttered the thin man as he took a seat behind the desk
and opened the book. He flipped through pages and ran his finger down columns
of numbers. The information was as up to date as it could be with word of mouth.
It would have been easy to cheat and go to another storage site and buy stuff
even if you'd ran out your credit at one place. But then you'd have a pile of stuff
and an angry Vincent after you. At that point the only thing you could hope for
was a quick death or go Dark and try to hide.
“Ah, here we go,” said George and raised an eyebrow. “With your credit I can
give you three hundred gold, a hundred silver and fifty copper.”
Rand grinned. A good sword could go for fifteen or even twenty gold. For a
decent mug of ale he'd have to pay five copper, a good meal could be had for a few
silver and room for the night would go for five silver if he wanted a bed that
wasn't infested with fleas. The conversion was a simple multiplies of ten; ten
copper was one silver, ten silver was one gold. Three hundred gold was plenty to
live on for a good while even if he went for some higher end places.
“Give me all of that,” said Rand. He'd have no use for the credit later on.
Might as well use it all when the chance for it remained.
“I'll have to deduct your clothes and sword from it,” reminded George and
took a feather and dipped it into the ink fountain before scribbling a few figures
in the book.
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“Of course.”
“Just give me a moment and I'll get the coins. And your sword.”
Rand watched him leave the room and close the door behind him. The coin
store was the one place only George knew the location of. No visitor ever got to
see it, unless he happened to be Vincent. It was understandable. If they could
give out three hundred gold without blinking an eye then there had to be a small
fortune stored there, enough to make any band of robbers and thieves show
interest in it.
Though given the location of the place such a thing was unlikely.
Siver was one of the largest cities in the Protectorate, though compared to
the cities of the inner lands it was a tiny town. Still, there was a garrison there as
well as a keep with solid stone walls that could keep out an army for months.
Even the city had a wall surrounding it, making the place a veritable fortress.
It was as safe a place as you find in the frontiers of the Protectorate.
Though being the forefront into wild lands that were unexplored and
untamed, you could never be certain how safe you truly were, as proven by the
attack Rand and his friends had been subject to.
George came back with three heavy looking pouches and a sword in its
leather scabbard. He handed the sword to Rand who drew it out and inspected
the blade and tested its balance and weight. It was remarkable how quickly you
could learn to tell a good sword from a bad one when your life depended on the
blade not breaking at the wrong moment. That had been the case with Rand's
first sword and it had nearly cost him his life.
He nodded approvingly and put the blade back in its shelter before fastening
it around his waist.
“Here are the coins,” said George and handed him the pouches. Being an
accountant Rand had the urge to count the coins, but that would have eaten up
valuable time and if George tricked him out of a few coins what did it matter?
There was plenty to have fun with. He struggled to find a place for all the
pouches, but managed to stash them all in relatively safe pockets. On his belt he
left a pouch with a mix of different coins for easy access.
“Is there anything else I can do for you?” asked George as he retook his seat.
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“Anything going on in the Protectorate that I should know about?” asked
Rand. Knowing where not to go and what to avoid was always a wise thing to do
even if all you intended to do was have a good time.
“There have been monster sightings,” said George in a grim voice. “Not the
kind we usually see, but something more organized.”
“I assume that's on the front lines?” asked Rand. Within the walls of Siver it
was unlikely there'd be any trouble with monsters.
“I wish it were,” replied George. “The last sighting was just outside the city
walls where the tree line starts. They've not come this close since the days the
city was founded by the first settlers from the Dalian Empire.”
That was concerning news even though Rand had no plans to venture
outside the city. All he wanted was a tavern, a room, and some drinks. Hopefully
somewhere where Vincent and his bounty hunters wouldn't immediately find
him. Though with the chip in his hand the Oracle might be able to track him
down anyway and pull him back to the other side by force. For a brief moment he
considered digging the thing out, but the only thing that would accomplish would
be a quicker hunt for him and a guaranteed death.
“What are the Red Ravens doing?” asked Rand. “Aren't they supposed to
keep them away from cities?”
“They are and they're doing their best. They've killed a few groups of
Shredgasp, but there seems to be an endless supply of them. Kill one group and
another pops up.” George leaned in closer. “They even attacked a village some
time ago. The people there could barely fend them off, but many died in doing so.
There's rumours of some large lizard creature being spotted among them.”
A chill ran down Rand's spine. It must have been the same creature they'd
ran into in the forest. The fact it was still around and had moved further into
Protectorate lands was enough to make him concerned even in the predicament
he was in. Something sinister was afoot and he had a bad feeling it would end up
costing the lives of many in the borderlands.
“Have they asked for help from the empire?” asked Rand, though he already
knew the answer.
“Of course, but you know how they are. Safe in the inner lands, not caring
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what happens to borderland people like us,” replied George. “They might send a
few units if we're lucky and our envoy happen to be a particularly convincing
one.”
“Well, I hope they do. It's sounding like something bad is brewing out there.”
George nodded. “Folks around here are real nervous.”
“Best keep a low profile then,” said Rand and stood up. He made certain he
had all his belongings.
“Keep your eyes open,” said George and watched him walk out the room.
Rand walked through the common room and out the door without glancing
around much. He'd have to test a few taverns before settling in one.
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Chapter 3
Rand watched the minstrel pluck away at the chords of his lute. The tune
was a cheerful one though it was completely lost on him. It was his third day of
soaking in the ale and wine and some of the stronger beverages available. He was
a bit surprised no one had come after him yet, but it wasn't something he was
going to complain about. Three hours back home probably meant they were only
just starting to look through his usual hangouts. No doubt they had contacted
his boss and questioned him. The cops took murders seriously, but they weren't
miracle workers and things took time.
A sip from the tankard and all of that disappeared from his mind.
The minstrel started playing a merry song that pulled a few of the others in
the common room into singing along with him.
Rand wasn't one of them. He rather stared down at his tankard and ignored
what happened around him.
He had had time to work on his emotions about the incident. He was still
surprised how little killing his wife had affected him. There had been no breaking
down into a miserable pile of sobs nor was there any overbearing feeling of guilt.
There was no pleasure from having done it either, just a numbness and feeling of
indifference. It made him question whether he had really loved her at all. Such
thoughts usually made him lift the tankard and take a sip or two to get rid of
them.
“Hello there handsome,” came a female voice from next to him. Rand looked
up with a slightly drunken frown. It was early in the day and he hadn't had time
to work through more than a few tankards of ale so he wasn't completely wasted.
She had black hair that was tied behind her in a ponytail. Green eyes looked
back at him from under thick brows. She had a small nose and lips that seemed
to beg for a kiss. “Need some company?”
Rand had no interest in a hooker. “Not today,” he grunted and gave her a
look he hoped would drive her away. In doing so he couldn't help but notice the
curve of her hips and the slightly unbuttoned shirt that provided ample cleavage.
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He frowned at the fact she was wearing pants made for wandering the wilderness.
No whore wore such things.
“You sure?” she asked and made no effort to move away. “You look the kind
that would welcome female company.”
“How do you figure that?” asked Rand without looking up. “Am I not focused
enough on my ale?”
The woman laughed. “You are, but there's a vibe you give off. Something...
irresistible about it.”
“Well, you better learn to resist and find someone else,” said Rand and took
a sip of ale. He was caught by surprise when the woman pushed him back in his
seat and sat down on his lap, draping her arms around his neck. She leaned in
closer.
“Now you listen to me. You're going to pretend we're having some fun here
just like a drunk man and a whore would. If you do anything to give the
impression that's not the case I'll pull out the knife from my boot and carve your
balls off. Are we clear?”
Stunned, Rand nodded.
The woman wasted no time starting the show by pretending to kiss his neck
and giggle from time to time. She fooled even Rand into thinking the threat she
had laid out only moments before had been his imagination. He put his hands on
her waist and started to caress her sides.
“Don't let your hands wander off to places they shouldn't be,” the woman
whispered and took a moment to give him a cold stare.
“Why are you doing this?” asked Rand and looked around the tavern. The
owner was busy drawing drink for the waitresses while the customers all looked
like regular folk with no threat in sight. Then he spotted the two men making
their way around the tables. They were strong built, one bald the other with
greasy long hair. Both had swords at their sides with light leather armour.
Rand knew the kind.
Bounty hunters.
“I see,” muttered Rand as the woman grabbed his head and turned his gaze
back towards her. “What'd you do? Upset some rich noble?”
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“You could say that,” said the woman and intensified her efforts to look like
a whore when the two men approached. The pair stood looking on for a while with
wide grins before tapping Rand on the shoulder.
“What?” asked Rand and looked up at them, annoyed.
The two men looked at each other before bursting out in laughter.
Rand gave the woman a glance, but she just shrugged her shoulders and
loosened herself from around him.
“We were going to ask if you've seen this man, but I suppose you have,” said
one of the men and presented Rand with a sketch of himself. “Vincent's going to
pay a handsome bounty on you. You nearly brought his whole operation down
with your little stunt. He had to bribe a lot of cops. Very expensive.”
“Shit,” muttered Rand. Three days had been more than he hoped for, but it
still felt bad knowing what was ahead waiting for him.
“What did you do?” asked the woman sitting on his lap. She did not seem to
be in a hurry to get off despite the two men lumbering over them.
“Killed my wife,” said Rand. There was no point lying. “Ran and Alternated
here.” He didn't expect the woman to understand the last bit, but telling it to her
made no difference. She'd just think him a madman.
“That's all?” the woman asked in disbelief. “You kill one woman and the
bounty hunters get you immediately, but I go Dark and they barely get a whiff of
me.”
“What?” all three men asked in unison.
It was too late for the bounty hunters.
The woman leapt from Rand's lap and struck the bald man in the face with
the palm of her hand. The hit came upwards and smashed his nose, driving bone
into brain and felling the man in place.
The long haired man got as far as putting his hand on the hilt of his sword
before the woman was on him. A blade shined for a brief moment before sinking
into the man's throat. Blood spurted from the wound and from his mouth.
Rand sat frozen and watched the two bodies slump down on the floor. The
bald man's foot twitched and the other man let out moist gasps before going
silent. As he looked at the woman cleaning her small dagger it was hard to believe
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she had disposed of them so easily. She was so small too. Rand hadn't noticed it
before, but she was a hands length shorter than him and built more like a
porcelain statue than an action figure.
“So, Vincent is after you too?” the woman asked, paying no mind to the
commotion the fleeing customers were making.
“Among many others,” admitted Rand. He managed to collect himself
together to ask a question. “And you're the woman that went Dark?”
She nodded.
“Great. Now they'll think I killed two more people and am working with you,”
complained Rand and grabbed his tankard and started gulping down what was
left of it. Getting drunk quick seemed like the best solution to the problem at
hand. “They'll hunt me down, torture me for the fun of it and them maybe if I'm
lucky turn me over to the cops.”
“Your self pity is an endless sea, isn't it?” asked the woman and stashed her
dagger in its holster. She turned to glare at Rand who slammed the tankard down
on the table and took a few deep breaths.
“Look, I was already in trouble, but what you're into is a whole other world of
shit. There's no escaping it.” Rand glared back at the woman.
“Well, you do what you want. Sit there and wait for the city guard for all I
care. I have things to do so I'm going.” And with that she turned around and
headed for the door. The tavern had emptied itself and even inside you could hear
the chatter from outside and the shouts for the city guard. Rand watched the
woman leave with a mix of emotions. Her tied back hair bounced around because
of her brisk pace.
“Fuck,” Rand cursed and stood up. He tossed a coin on the table and
wrapped his cloak around his shoulders. He made sure everything was still in
place from the sword to the coins and then rushed after the woman. No amount
of explaining would convince Vincent he wasn't somehow involved with her so he
might as well do it. Maybe she'd be able to keep him from jail or a worse fate for a
bit longer. She had certainly disposed of the two bounty hunters in a convincing
manner.
He blinked a few times after entering the bright sunshine of the outside. The
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crowd that was gathered on the street went silent. Everyone turned to stare at
him. Rand looked around the scared faces, some angry, others indifferent or
curious. He then spotted the woman walking down the street. He ran after her
and shoved a few people to the side to make way. There were protests and shouts
that followed after him, but none actually dared to chase after.
“Hey, wait!” Rand shouted after the woman. She glanced back, but
continued walking just as she had before. He hastened his pace a bit and caught
up with her just as she turned a corner and left the main street for a darker alley.
Siver was built out of stone with tightly packed buildings that rarely went
higher than two stories. The streets were beaten ground save for the ones inside
the inner keep that had stood for a longer time and there had been time to make
stone paved streets.
“What do you want?” the woman asked as soon as Rand caught up to her.
She looked annoyed that he had decided to follow her.
“I'm coming with you,” replied Rand and matched his steps with hers.
“No you're not.”
“Says the woman who dragged me into her mess. You're not going to leave
me to face the shit storm all alone.”
“What use is a man who can barely climb out of a tankard of ale?” asked the
woman and gave him a harsh glance. They rounded another corner in the maze
that was the outer city.
“I can fight. I've been Alternating long enough to know how to use a sword.”
The woman snorted, unimpressed. “You've still got your chip. As long as you
have that you won't be coming with me.”
That gave Rand a moment of pause. Taking out the chip would mean getting
even deeper into trouble, but would that even matter at this point? He was
already on a short list of people to be killed for Vincent and the only reason the
list was short was because he made a point of being efficient in keeping it that
way – not because there hadn't been many people added to it.
“What's it like?” asked Rand. “Being without the chip, I mean.”
The woman stopped and shoved Rand against a stone wall. She grabbed him
by his shirt and pushed him up enough that his feet barely touched the ground.
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Had she been taller she'd have hoisted him off the ground with no problems. He
tried to struggle free, but the grip she had was too strong and the force with
which he was being pushed against the wall was enough to make him fear ribs
would be broken.
No wonder she had had no trouble disposing of the bounty hunters. She was
as strong as ten men!
“It's liberating,” she said with a small grin. She let go and Rand scrambled to
stay upright. He rubbed his chest, still feeling the pressure against it.
“So it made you stronger,” said Rand and with a bit of hesitation started
after her. “What would it do to me?”
She shrugged her shoulders. “I don't know. No one does. What changes
depends on the person and how long they've been without the chip. I might still
change more.”
“Why did you go Dark?” asked Rand. That was the big question. There were
always those who were intrigued by the power it could bring and who thought
they'd get away with it, but she did not seem that sort. With her strength she
could have been doing big things in the world, but instead she was hiding away
from bounty hunters that posed little to no threat to her. In a world where arrows
were the greatest long range weapon physical strength could get you a long way.
“That's none of your business,” she replied bluntly.
“At least tell me your name?” asked Rand. He wasn't about to let her scare
him away.
“Jen,” replied the woman and continued walking. She seemed to have a
destination in mind and determination to get there no matter what.
“So where are we going, Jen?” asked Rand.
She gave him another look and sighed. “I could just kill you, you know.”
“But you won't.”
“How do you know that?”
“I think you'd have done it already if that was something you were willing to
do,” said Rand with confidence. She wasn't a mindless killer or evil to the core.
Violent, certainly, but only when needed and against those who sought to harm
her or get in the way of what ever it was she was doing.
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Jen walked on in silence for a bit.
“You'll need to get that chip out of you before I tell you anything,” she finally
said. “I have a place for doing that.”
Rand hesitated. Despite not having much to lose in doing so it would still
elevate him from a mere murderer to something considered the worst crime of all.
He'd be seen as someone seeking to subjugate an entire world. He figured it
would at least give him a chance to live a little longer. Who knew what sort of
powers he would develop? It could be the bounty hunters would have no chance
against him.
He could understand her demand for removing the chip. Once it was gone
he'd be in the same boat as her no matter the initial plans he might have had for
betraying her.
“Show the way,” said Rand and followed her through the streets. It was right
by the outer wall that she stopped and opened a door to a small wooden building.
It was barely a shack, but it seemed to be all in her use. There was a single room
followed by a kitchen. A table, a bed, and a small fireplace in the centre took up
most of the space.
“Sit,” ordered Jen and disappeared into the kitchen. Only a hanging piece of
cloth covered the doorway to give a sense of separation between the two rooms.
Rand looked around for a bit before pulling out a chair from by the table and
taking a seat. It wasn't much of a place to stay, but at least it was better than
being dead or in a prison cell. It was doubtful the city guard would come
searching for them in such a place and they'd walked a brisk pace on empty
streets so if anyone had even seen them it was unlikely they'd be able to guide
anyone all the way to the hideout.
Jen emerged from the kitchen with a wooden tray and an assortment of
instruments on it: a sharp looking knife, pliers and some clean looking cloth. She
placed the tray on the table and pulled a chair for herself. There was also a lit oil
lamp to provide some light in the otherwise gloomy room.
“Give me your hand,” she demanded.
Rand extended his chipped hand.
Jen poked it and prodded until she located the chip.
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“Is this going to hurt?” asked Rand.
“Yes.”
“You wouldn't happen to have anything to make it hurt less?”
“I could knock you out with my fist.”
“Ah. Maybe I can manage.”
Jen took a firm grip of his wrist and grabbed the knife with the other. She
gave Rand a look. “You ready?”
“You sure those are clean?” he asked and gave the instruments a
questioning look. They weren't exactly surgical quality.
“As clean as they'll get.”
Rand didn't feel reassured by that, but he nodded and braced himself for
what was to come. He wanted to close his eyes, but that would have been
chickening out. She already thought little of him, no need to make her think he
couldn't even stand the sight of a little blood.
“Once the chip is removed, how long will it take for me to.. change?” asked
Rand.
“I don't know,” she replied. “Took me a few days.”
“All right. Let's get this over with.”
Jen took the knife and started to cut after placing a piece of cloth under the
hand. Blood streaked down the back of Rand's hand the more she cut.
“Fuck,” cursed Rand and bit down to stop crying out in pain. His instincts
told him to pull away from the sharp blade, but the firm grip she had prevented
that. She worked quickly and peeled back the flap of skin she had cut loose.
Gripping the pliers she started the painful procedure of digging out the chip.
Rand turned his eyes away when Jen started digging around for the chip. It
took all his willpower not to cry, but even then he was stomping his foot and
cursing like a sailor. Then he felt the very real sensation of things snapping in his
hand and something being pulled out.
“There we go,” said Jen and quickly used the but of her knife to crush the
tiny chip. It broke into several pieces that she gathered up and tossed into the
fireplace. She then returned to carefully put the flap of skin in its place. She
grabbed the small needle from the tray along with thin string and stitched the
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loose skin in place. She then wrapped a piece of cloth tightly around it. “All
done.”
“That wasn't so bad,” said Rand, not knowing he looked so pale one might
have thought all the blood had been sucked out of him.
“Be thankful you didn't have to do it yourself,” said Jen and started cleaning
up some of the blood. She tossed the bloody cloths into the fireplace. Then she
piled some wood on it and lit the fire, making sure the broken chip pieces were in
the hottest part of the flames.
Rand focused on the woman's hands. On the left one he could see scars that
were barely starting to heal. It was nowhere near as clean as what she had done
now. “Thank you,” he muttered. His vision tunnelled and darkness crept in from
the sides. An unreal feeling came over him. Then the room started to fall. Just
before crashing onto the floor he realized it was him losing consciousness.
When he woke up he found himself in the same room, laying on the bed. His
vision was a bit blurry, but he could make out the shape of Jen by the fireplace,
adding wood to it. His throat felt dry and his stomach let out a loud growl. He
tried to talk, but all that resulted in was a series of coughs.
It caught the woman's attention and she disappeared into the kitchen for a
bit before returning with a cup. She sat on the side of the bed and held the cup to
his lips. Cool water flowed into his mouth and he drank it with enthusiastic
gulps.
“Thanks,” he croaked after finishing drinking.
“You've been out of it for two days,” said Jen before standing up.
“Two days?” asked Rand in disbelief.
“That's how it happens,” explained Jen and stood up to place the empty cup
on the able. “It took me a day before I went unconscious. You're lucky to have
someone watch over you. I was alone in the middle of the forest. I'm still amazed
no animal came and ate me.”
Rand shivered and blinked to try and focus his vision. Laying unconscious
in the woods for two days did not sound like a fun experience. With the monsters
roaming about like they were it truly was a miracle she still stood there alive
instead of being a bunch of scattered bones under the trees.
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He frowned.
There were dots and lines all over the ceiling he was looking at. Sitting up
and glancing around himself the trend continued. Even on Jen there were dots
and lines running all over her clothes and body.
“What happened to your eyes?” asked Jen when she turned around to regard
him.
Rand blinked and the dots and lines disappeared. “What do you mean?” He
felt weak in the legs for not having eaten in such a long time.
“There was something... a golden ring around your iris,” said Jen and put
her hands on her hips. She shifted weight to one leg and regarded him.
“I.. I saw something,” said Rand and blinked again. The lines and dots didn't
return. Come on, he thought and blinked once more. The lines and dots were
there again. It was as if a fishing net had been thrown over everything, but all the
lines and dots were glowing red and pulsating as if alive.
“There they are again! The rings in your eyes,” said Jen and pointed, as if
Rand would be able to see them somehow.
“This is weird,” said Rand and stood up. The blanket slipped from over him,
leaving him bare chested and with only his pants on. With wobbly steps he went
to the table and took a seat. He stared at the table and the pattern the lines and
dots made on it. He reached out and tried to grab one dot between his fingers. He
pulled up and to his surprise the dot lifted as he had intended. With it the wood
beneath stretched, producing a sharp tipped cone that grew longer as the point
was pulled away from its original place. Rand stopped and the dot remained in
place, a needle sharp cone of wood rising from the table beneath it.
He noticed a few dots had pulled upwards along with the one he had
grabbed, so he took hold of one of them and pulled it to the side. Again the wood
stretched in a sharp cone shape and made what looked like a branch of the
original one.
“Cool,” said Rand with a smile.
“How did you do that?” asked Jen and stared at the sculpture he had made.
“I don't know. I just see these dots and lines over everything. I can grab them
and shape things, it seems,” replied Rand and poked at the branch he had made.
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A dot appeared where he poked. He pulled it upwards and another branch started
to form. “It seems I can add points which to grab hold of too.”
Jen took a seat opposite to him and watched as he formed the shape of a
leafless tree with branches extending out, thinner and thinner.
“I once tried a program for making threedimensional graphics and designs.
It was very much like this.” Rand finished toying around with the tree shape. He
put his hand on top of it and pushed down all the dots. The sharp end of the cone
flattened and retreated back into the table surface he had pulled it from. It looked
just like it had before.
He gave Jen a boyish grin.
“That's quite a power,” she noted. “If you can shape things, can you also cut
them apart?”
“We can try,” said Rand and grabbed a knife that had been laying on the
table. Not knowing what to do he simply placed the knife on one of the many lines
running across the table and pulled the blade across it, hoping for a cut. Nothing
happened. The line remained intact. Brows furrowed, he focused on the blade
and made a sweeping cut across the entire table. The red lines became severed
one after another and the table folded in on itself, neatly cut in half.
Rand blinked in surprise.
Jen let out a surprised yelp and almost fell face first into the remains of the
table as she had been leaning on it. She looked at the result in as much disbelief
as Rand did.
“Well, it seems I made the right choice in letting you come with me,” said Jen
as soon as she had collected herself. “A power like yours will come in handy.”
Rand's stomach let out another loud growl.
Jen sighed and stood up. “You better be able to fix that table.” She
disappeared into the kitchen before Rand could say a word. It did not take her
long to appear with a plate in hand. There was some bread and slices of meat on
it. She handed it to Rand and took her seat again.
Rand glanced at the broken table with slight regret, but decided it was best
to eat before trying to fix it. He figured it would be something he'd be able to do.
All it really called for was sticking the two sides together and then moving some
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points across and the wood would stretch to become whole again. He piled some
meat on the bread and took a large bite. He chewed down the first bite before
turning his attention back to the woman sitting in front of him.
“My power will come in handy in doing what?” he asked. He hoped now
would be a time for her to trust him enough to reveal more. If she didn't then he'd
be on his way. With the power he now had the bounty hunters wouldn't be much
of a problem, unless they were smart enough to just shoot him full of arrows from
a distance.
The thought of that happening was enough give him pause over whether
being alone would be the best of choices.
“How much do you know about me?” asked Jen.
Rand took another bite form his sandwich before replying. “Not much. Just
that you managed to fool Vincent into letting you Alternate despite your military
background. Then you went Dark and made him very angry. That's about it.”
“There's a good reason why I went Dark.”
“I'm sure there is.”
“Vincent is more than he seems to be.”
“What, he's not the upstanding club owner he pretends to be?” asked Rand
in a sarcastic tone. He got a glare from Jen that would have shut up even the
most thick skinned people.
“Did you know he has been trying to send technology through to this world?”
she asked and looked closely for his reaction.
Rand just shrugged his shoulders. “He can try, but even the scientists
haven't been able to do that. I remember reading they even went as far as
implanting things inside live cows and sending them through, but if they went
larger than a bolt the cow would end up mangled and fused together with the
object inside it. Sending through anything useful just isn't possible.”
“What would you say if I told you he has an entire lab in the wilderness
beyond these city walls?” asked Jen.
“I'd say you're a liar,” replied Rand, though there was hesitation in his voice.
Why would she lie about such a thing? And if she wasn't, how could Vincent have
gotten through enough technology to make something like that happen? More
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importantly, why go to all that trouble?
“I didn't believe it myself until I saw it,” said Jen, conceding that what she
was saying was not something to be believed lightly. “But a lab he has and what
he's doing there isn't something anyone would sanction.”
“And what is that?” asked Rand. There was a sort of morbid curiosity about
the way he asked it. If Vincent had gone to such lengths to hide the laboratory it
couldn't have been anything good. The fact he had gone so far as to hide it in
another world all together and the obstacles he had had to go through to get the
thing built spoke volumes into how illegal his operation must have been.
“I don't know,” admitted Jen.
“Ah...”
“But I did see a lizard creature escape the facility,” Jen quickly added. “It
was also when the guards spotted me and tried to kill me. After that I knew I had
to go Dark to avoid Vincent and his cronies finding me. You know they can track
you using it, right? They can pull you back to where you came from even though
it takes the Oracle weeks to do all the calculations needed for it.”
Rand nodded, though he had his doubts whether they were talking about
the same sort of tracking, accuracy wise.
“I lost them in the woods, then went unconscious because I dug out the
chip. By then Vincent had organized the bounty hunters after me. I only found
out after making my way back to civilization.”
“I've seen that lizard creature,” said Ran and finished the last of the food. No
wonder they had not seen such a creature before. It had been created by Vincent!
“What? Where?” demanded Jen. Had the table been still in one piece she
would no doubt have leaned over it.
Rand told her about the incident in the woods. It fit the time line perfectly,
though how it had gotten control over a pack of Shredgast so quickly was a
question on its own.
“So what is it that you need me for?” Rand finally asked.
“To get inside that laboratory and find out what's going on there,” said Jen
and gave him a stern look.
“Why?” asked Rand. “I mean, I get wanting to know what's going on in there,
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but why? Are you working for the government or is this just personal curiosity?”
It was Jen's turn to fall silent and ponder. Rand kept his eyes on her and
watched for any signs of emotion, but she was a hard one to read. Best he could
tell she was struggling to decide whether to tell the truth or not, whether to trust
him or not.
“You have no idea what our government is up to, do you?” asked Jen and
looked up with eyes that told of countless horrors seen and lived through.
“Who does?” asked Rand. “The media repeats the governments words like
parrots and they don't dig around for the nasty truths. I doubt a majority even
know there are wars going on since they're never reported on.”
Jen shook her head and looked down at her lap. “No, the general public has
no idea what the government is up to. I was in the military and I doubt even I
know that much, despite being in a special squad that took care of many dirty
jobs.” She looked up again. Her eyes looked moist. “Have you ever held a baby in
your arms?”
“I have.”
“Then you know the feeling you get. The sense of wonder. How, with just two
fingers, you could break every bone in that tiny hand. Imagine holding one and
getting the order to throw it in a burning building while looking into those
innocent eyes. Have you ever had to do something like that?”
Rand sat there for a moment, silent. “No, I can't say that I have. I'm just an
accountant.”
“I have and even though every cell in me cried out against it, I followed the
order. I wish I could say it was the worst thing I've done, but it isn't. So if you're
wondering why I'm not giving you much trouble for killing your wife it's because
I've done things a thousand times worse in the name of our government. And that
is why I have nothing more to do with them.”
She took in a deep breath to calm herself.
“I started Alternating to get away from it all. I have a friend in the
intelligence unit who helped me hide my military past. I just wanted to get away
and do something fun.”
“Doesn't your unit miss you?” asked Rand.
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“I quit.”
“I didn't think that would be so easy with the military.”
“I didn't say it was easy.”
“Ah...”
“In any case, I came here. I took a habit of wandering the frontier, beyond
the places where the Protectorate has made a dent in. It was relaxing to walk
through untouched wilderness. All we have back home are concrete and steel
forests. The few monsters I ran across offered a challenge to keep my skills sharp
without having to do away with the lives of other humans. It was an actual
service to the frontier people to get rid of them without any sinister motives
behind it.”
“It was one of these trips that had sent me past the hills the locals call The
Line. It was there, in a secluded valley, that I came across the laboratory. From
afar it looked like any other keep with towers and walls surrounding it, but as
you got closer you started to see things that didn't belong: antennae, the sound of
a generator running, spotlights. All things not of this world.”
“But how?” asked Rand. “He can't have transported it all from where we
come from.”
“I suspect he sacrificed a lot of cows to get the important bits through and
used local technology and the knowledge of men from our world to manufacture
the rest,” replied Jen in a grim voice. Such level of planning and consideration
meant that what ever Vincent was up to was a serious endeavour.
“You never got in the facility?” asked Rand.
Jen shook her head. “The guards spotted me when I approached. There were
patrols in the woods. They captured me, questioned me, but didn't take me
further than through the front gate and into a guards hut. I managed to escape,
but not before seeing Vincent walk through those very gates. My escape was less
than stealthy and I damaged some of the buildings. I fear that may have been the
cause for the lizard man's escape.”
Rand sat silently, pondering what he had heard so far. He couldn't deny that
the ability he had gained would be useful in getting inside such a facility. They
could just sneak up on a section of the wall and he'd be able to make a doorway
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in no time. If he wanted to he could bring down the entire facility with access to a
couple of right spots.
He shook his head.
Why was he even thinking about helping the woman? It was smarter to
simply run away. With his ability there'd be no end to what he could do in this
world and the bounty hunters of Vincent wouldn't be able to do anything,
provided they even found him. There'd be plenty of opportunity to make gold and
hire bodyguards and in this world money was power.
“You're thinking of leaving, aren't you?” asked Jen as she observed him.
“The thought has crossed my mind,” Rand admitted. There was no point
trying to hide his reluctance to step into the mess she had found herself in.
Though as he thought about it, it looked like he had already taken the first steps
by going Dark.
“I didn't ask for this either,” said Jen. “If it was up to me I'd still have the
chip in my hand and be wandering the wilderness, oblivious to any trouble
brewing. But it didn't work out that way. I know there is something horrible
coming our way – the way of this city, the Protectorate – and I'm in a position to
do something about it. As are you.”
“I'm just an accountant,” reminded Rand.
“Not any more,” said Jen and gave the broken table a meaningful look. “Just
as I am no longer just a soldier.”
“Were you ever just a soldier?” asked Rand. It seemed like she had been
something special even before gaining her powers.
“I suppose not,” she said with a small smile.
A moment of silence passed.
“I suppose I can't leave you to deal with this alone,” Rand finally said and
leaned down to pull together the two table parts. He focused again and the red
dots appeared along with the lines. He fit the two table pieces back together and
pulled some of the dots across to the other side. Satisfied that it was strong
enough to hold, he let go of the table. There was barely a seam where it had been
cut in half. It looked like nothing had happened to it and when Rand pushed
down on it it felt as sturdy as ever.
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“What's your plan?” he asked and gave Jen a smile.
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Chapter 4
Rand cursed as he stumbled on a tree root that had laid hidden under dead
leaves. The heavy pack on his back didn't help any in maintaining his balance,
but the tree he hit shoulder first did. A groan of pain drew a look from Jen who
was walking ahead with an even heavier pack strapped to her back.
She did not look strained by it at all.
“You all right?” she asked and stopped to wait for him.
“Fine. Just fine,” assured Rand while rubbing his shoulder. He started to
wade through the root infested forest floor again. He had to be careful with his
steps. One slip could have left him with a strained ankle, and being days away
from the nearest town and in the middle of wild woods in which monsters
roamed, that could be fatal.
Her plan had turned out to be a simple one. Get enough supplies, leave
town, stakeout the lab, break in and find out what was going on. When put like
that it sounded easy and quick and gathering the supplies had indeed been easy
with the gold Rand had. They had enough rations to last weeks in the wilderness,
they both had swords and other weapons to protect themselves with and there
was an assortment of other useful items packed in the heavy packs such as rope,
pots and pans, and torches.
That was where easy had ended and the hard part had began.
Walking through hilly woods with such a heavy load was something Rand
was not used to. When adventuring with his friends he'd never carried more than
a few days worth of rations with him and there certainly had not been as many
miscellaneous items. The load had been shared by more people too and as the
flats surrounding the city of Siver turned into hills, Rand was wishing his friends
were along for the ride.
But more than likely his friends were appalled at what he had done and
would have nothing more to do with him.
“Come on. We can still go a few miles today,” Jen called out and started
climbing up the hill once more. She did not look at all tired.
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Rand sighed and adjusted the heavy load on his back before starting up the
hill once more. He wished the power he'd gained had allowed for making things
lighter, but he'd quickly found out that was not the case. While he could make
things smaller and even disappear completely, the weight always stayed the same
as long as the item remained.
Where the things that disappeared went was a complete mystery.
While there had not been a lot of time to practice the skill, what little he had
managed to do had revealed many interesting things. The first being that he
could, for a short time, force his will into an item and use it to do what he wanted
to the points and lines his ability revealed.
Being a poor archer despite the attempts of his friends to teach him, he'd
gotten a set of throwing knives. That way he could put his will into them and
throw them some distance. It removed the need to always be right next to the
target even if his accuracy was not the best yet.
The second thing of note was the fact every item seemed to have a core to it,
a single point to which all else led. So far Rand had been unable touch any such
place with his powers. It seemed to always be the last point to disappear and
when he tried to touch it the other lines and points got in the way. It was as if
even inanimate objects like a table had some sense about them that protected the
very core of their being. The big question was what would happen if he was able
to touch the core through the other points? Would it lead to the object
immediately being destroyed?
It was something Rand planned to study further when ever there was time
for it.
“Come on, stop wasting time,” Jen yelled at him and stopped once more to
look down at him.
“Easy for you to say with your superhuman strength,” Rand muttered in a
low voice. Low enough that she couldn't hear it. He wiped some sweat from his
forehead and pushed on. The hillside was rocky and the dead leaves on the
ground were so thick that nothing grew from underneath them. At times it was
slippery because of them.
He finally made it to the top of the hill. Jen had been kind enough to wait
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there. She had her waterskin open and the gulps she took were shallow ones.
She offered the skin to Rand who was breathing heavily.
“Thanks,” he said and took a long gulp. The water was lukewarm from being
out in the sunlight all day, but it still tasted refreshing in his dry throat. “So how
much longer until the laboratory?”
Jen took a moment to look around. Whether she was looking for landmarks
she recognized or just putting on a show, Rand couldn't tell. Not that he cared
that much either.
“I think we'll be there tomorrow,” she said with slight hesitation.
“You don't sound too sure,” said Rand and handed the skin back to her.
She plugged it and fastened it to the side of her pack. “I wasn't exactly taking
notes when I wandered through these woods. Nor was my mind the clearest.”
“So you have no idea where we're going?” asked Rand. He was starting to
think that staying back in Siver and soaking his liver in fine wines might not have
been a bad idea after all. How bad could the bounty hunters be?
And Vincent. What was the worst he could do?
His imagination started working on the problem and soon had him
convinced a few steep hills were a small price to pay to avoid the gangster.
Jen gave him a glare. “No. I know where we're going, just not with pin point
accuracy.”
“So there might be some getting lost involved?”
“Possibly,” Jen admitted reluctantly. Her black hair was tied behind her in a
ponytail that left her ears exposed and highlighted the delicate line of her jaw.
Rand had to admit to being attracted to her and every time he though that there
was a sting of guilt.
He had killed his wife.
What right did he have to be thinking of other women already?
“Come on, let's climb one more hill,” said Jen and started down the slope.
Rand sighed and started after her. Despite having his troubles with the terrain
Rand kept his wits about him. They were well past the safety the Protectorate
could offer and deep into the wild forests. There were plenty of monsters roaming
the woods along with more conventional dangers such as bears and poisonous
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snakes. While not much compared to the monsters, both could still ruin your day
and end your life.
So he kept close watch of his surroundings. He glanced further ahead and
around himself to make sure nothing could sneak up on them before turning his
attention to the ground closer to him. It was straining to remain alert in such a
way, but it was the only way to stay alive in the woods.
Like Jen had said, they climbed one more hill before finding a suitable place
for camp. While the temptation was to stay on top of a hill so there'd be a good
view all around it, it would have meant their camp fire acting like a beacon to all
things roaming in the dark.
So instead they climbed down to find a rock formation that offered good
protection all around and left only a single viable route into the camp. The large
stones felt reassuring, but at the same time Rand couldn't help but notice there
was no way to escape from their little hideout should something decide to come
and visit.
“Don't worry about it,” said Jen when he pointed out that fact. “If something
does come I'll be sure to protect you from it.” She gave him an insufferable smile
and started putting together the campfire.
While Rand trusted her to hold true to her word there were things in the
woods even she could not hope to defeat. He continued to glance around
nervously while setting up both their tents in the small area. There wouldn't be
much privacy for either one of them.
“Oh for fucks sake,” Jen finally blurted as she had the fire going and a pot
full of beans and meat bubbling away. “Stop looking around like we're
surrounded by an army of murderous men.”
“It's worse than that,” said Rand. Murderers weren't that bad. He was one
after all and he wasn't exactly evil. Jen was one, but she had a sensible mind. No,
the creatures in the woods were far worse. They acted on instinct and pure malice
towards anything walking on two legs.
“If you're that worried then why don't you use your ability to block that
opening?” asked Jen. “That way nothing can get in or out.”
Rand felt slightly ashamed. His power was so new that there were times he
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forgot having it. It didn't come to him naturally to think of all the things he could
do with it. Problems went unsolved because his mind had not adjusted to the new
possibilities yet. It had often been Jen that reminded him of having new tools at
his disposal, like she had done now.
“I wonder how long it'll take for me to remember my new ability,” he
muttered as he walked to the narrow opening in the stones. He focused so the red
lines and dots appeared and started working on modifying their shelter into what
would turn into a small fortress. The stone fully encircled them and even above
there was a dome of stone with only small holes for the smoke from the fire to
escape and for light to get in. He left similar holes onto the sides so they could see
outside and fresh air could get in. He didn't want to suffocate nor did he want the
warmth of the fire to roast them alive.
“It takes a while,” said Jen as Rand had finished modifying the stones. “You
have no idea how many bones I broke or how many cups I shattered when I
finally made it back to civilization.”
“I'm glad I didn't meet you then,” said Rand and crouched by the fire. He
sniffed the aroma coming from the pot. A growl escaped from his stomach.
Jen stirred the pot. “Some of Vincent's men weren't so lucky.”
“He did warn me and my friends to steer clear of you. Said you would rip off
our balls and feed them to us.”
“I only did that once,” said Jen and took a taste of the reddish mixture
bubbling in the pot. She nodded approvingly.
“Umm... Yeah,” said Rand. He couldn't come up with anything to say in
reply. All he could do was stare at her with a worried expression.
Jen glanced at him and burst out laughing. It was the sort of laugh that, at a
party, would have the whole group joining in and feeling happy and comfortable.
It was enough to bring a smile on even Rand's face as he realized she had been
joking.
“Come on, let's eat,” said Jen and handed a wooden spoon and bowl to
Rand. She spooned out a portion for herself and found a comfortable seat by the
fire.
Rand was more careful and took only a spoonful of the steaming mixture. He
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tasted it and found it to be edible, so he filled his bowl with it.
“You still don't trust my cooking?” asked Jen between mouthfuls.
“I'm a suspicious eater,” said Rand as he sat down, cross legged. “I was
always the one doing the cooking with the group I adventured with. Even back
home my wife never cooked anything. It was always me. Best that way to be
honest. She couldn't even boil water if her life depended on it.” The choice of
words only hit him after uttering them. He hid the emotions it brought out by
digging into the bowl of beans with increased vigour.
“It's an ever diminishing skill,” agreed Jen. “In the army you have to learn
how to cook food or else you starve. Civilians, they can simply walk into a store
and buy a ready made meal.”
“That's one thing that really got me into Alternating,” said Rand. “Here you
have to do so much yourself. Few things are ready made for you. If you want to
eat you have to buy the ingredients and make it yourself, especially if you're
travelling. There isn't always a tavern a few short steps away. Better yet, there's a
limit to how much you can carry with you before things start to spoil. At some
point you're going to have to resort to hunting or fishing and to me that was
awesome.”
“In the past people would jump from helicopters to ski down a mountain top.
Now the same people Alternate to get their rush,” said Jen and took a gulp of
water from her waterskin. “Society has taken all the excitement out of life.”
“Tell me about it,” said Rand and adjusted his position a bit. A small stone
had been pressing against his leg. “I'm an accountant in a large firm. My daily
routine was getting up, going to work and going back home to sleep. That was
until Vincent came along.”
“How did you get to know a guy like him?” asked Jen. A guy like Vincent
didn't just stroll into an accounting firm and pay for their services. Far too many
illegal thing going on in his books for that to work. “He's not the type who an
honest accountant should deal with.”
Rand paused for a moment, considering whether he should tell. How Vincent
had sunk his claws into him and pulled him under the black waters of the
underground world. It wasn't the most admirable of stories, but had he told her
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anything that would have her thinking he was anything but a guy in a bad spot?
So far she had not judged him despite the actions he had taken to end up in the
mess he was in. Most would have distanced themselves from him.
Jen seemed unconcerned with anything in his past and more what he did in
the present.
“I wish I could say there was some grand story behind it,” Rand started. “We
just happened to grow up in the same apartment building. Vincent had pretty
normal parents – father who worked in construction, mother who was a teacher –
and he was just like any other kid. I wouldn't say we were friends, but we knew
each other since at times we ended in the same team when we played games with
the other kids in the neighbourhood.”
“That's hard to believe,” said Jen.
Rand chuckled. “Yeah, it is. I don't know what happened to him. It was over
a decade that we had no contact with each other. It was pure chance we even met
again. I had had a bad day at work and was looking for a new bar to go to and I
happened to go to his. It was one of those rare nights Vincent mingled with his
patrons and we met again. How he recognized me after all the years, I don't know.
We got to talking, I visited the bar a few more times after that. He knew I was an
accountant so he asked if I could help him on the side. The money was welcome
so I said yes. Only when I started to go through his papers did I find out about
the criminal endeavours he was in. By that time it was too late to get out. And I
didn't even want to. He paid me well and eventually even let me Alternate. He
made sure I had everything I needed.”
“Even then you only scratched the surface of what he is up to,” said Jen and
finished her portion of the food. She rinsed the bowl with water and set it against
a stone by the fire to dry out.
“So it seems,” said Rand and spooned the last of his food down the hatch. He
had not minded Vincent's shady business, but what he was doing now went well
beyond that and had the potential to cause problems for the people of both
worlds. Who knew what sort of illegal experiments were going on in the
laboratory?
The light coming from the small holes was starting to wane and the fire was
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starting to become the brightest source of light. The smoke from it did not linger
in the enclosure but slithered out the holes like fleeing snakes. Rand washed up
his bowl and set it to dry. He slipped off his boots and rubbed his feet. It was
rough terrain they were working through and he wasn't used to it. At least the
boots fit him well enough that there weren't any blisters, but his feet still hurt
every night and in the morning it took a while for the stiffness to go away.
Jen looked around the shelter he had built. “I don't think we need guards
tonight. Let's both get a good nights sleep.”
Rand nodded. Though the stone was not that thick in many places, it looked
solid enough from the outside that no one would even think of trying to get in.
Even if they did, they'd still have to bring more than a sledgehammer to get
through. The previous night they'd taken shifts in guarding the camp since they'd
been unable to find as secure camping place as now.
“Good sleep will do me good,” Rand admitted and started to unroll his
bedroll. He'd spent time setting up the tents, but those seemed unnecessary now.
He decided sleeping by the fire was the best choice since there weren't any
annoying insects in the air either. From past experience he knew there were times
when the air was filled with creatures that loved to land on your skin and suck
out blood.
Jen wished him goodnight and retired to her tent. She always did that, no
doubt because she liked her privacy. Rand didn't mind it. He almost welcomed it
in fact. Catching a glimpse of her naked would have only complicated an already
messy situation. There was no room for romancing on a journey like the one they
were on.
Rand rested his head against the soft pillow that was sowed to one end of
the bedroll. He looked up through the holes in the stones to the sky. He couldn't
see much because of the smoke, but the colours painted by the setting sun were
easily seen.
He chastised himself for even thinking about Jen in the manner he had just
then. He told himself to keep it professional. She was someone he'd need to be
comfortable with for a while yet and a failed attempt at romance would make
everything awkward for both of them.
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Rand sighed and closed his eyes. The birds were chirping out their last
serenades of the day. It was the best kind of lullaby he could have hoped for and
because of the strain the day had put on him he drifted off to sleep quick.
He snapped awake when Jen shook him by the shoulder. It took a moment
for his eyes to adjust, but judging by the light coming down it was already
morning.
“What is it?” he asked with a yawn.
“Can you open a way out for me?” Jen asked, looking uncomfortable.
“Why?”
She glared at him. “Because I need to pee and I'm not going to do it in front
of you.”
Rand glanced around. It was true. Their little hideout didn't have any place
where to do your business in private. With a grunt he pulled himself up and
stretched. Joints popped and the stiffened muscles in his legs complained on the
brink of a cramp.
“Can you please hurry?” asked Jen and looked at him impatiently.
“All right, all right. No need to wet yourself,” Rand muttered and walked over
to the stone wall. Focusing again to bring out the lines and dots, he made a
doorway. Before letting Jen pass he took a gander around to ensure there was
nothing dangerous lurking near by.
There was a mist drifting on the low ground and dew moistened everything.
The birds had started their morning serenades and turf wars. Nothing seemed
amiss.
“Looks safe,” said Rand as he turned back towards their camp.
“Good,” said Jen and shoved past him. She disappeared behind a nearby
bush.
Rand walked over to the remains of the camp fire and started to dig through
his pack. Warm breakfast would have been nice, but so far they had never wasted
time on such luxury. A bit of dried meat and bread laced with honey was the
usual course and it was enough to tide them over until midday when they'd eat a
warm meal. He dug out the bread from his pack along with the other ingredients
for the meal. By the time Jen returned from her business he had everything laid
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out nicely and was busy eating his first slice of the dark bread.
“I hope you washed your hand,” said Rand as Jen used a knife to cut herself
a piece of the bread.
The woman gave him a glare and didn't dignify him with an answer. She
grabbed some dried meat from the jar and used the dry meat to spread some
honey on the slice of bread. She then started eating all three together.
Rand focused on his own meal. She wasn't much of a talker during
breakfast, that much he had learned quickly during their travels. Not that she
was that talkative to begin with. You had to push her to get something out of her.
But during breakfast she completely shut down and focused on the food as if it
were some precious jewel that hypnotized anyone whose eyes happened upon it.
It was a short meal and tearing down their camp didn't take long. Rand
didn't bother returning the rock formation back to its original state. Even with
the narrow hole in it it would serve as shelter for the next traveller who happened
by. There were never enough safe places to rest in the untamed forest.
“So, how long do we have to go for?” asked Rand after they had walked long
enough for his muscles to loosen up and stop their complaining. Maybe it was the
fresh air or some switch had flipped inside him, but he was starting to enjoy the
hilly ground they were walking on.
Jen stopped and took a look around. How she could tell one direction from
another was a complete mystery. Everywhere you looked the scenery was the
same. Trees, sloping hills, a few rock formations here and there, none of which
had a distinctive shape.
“I think we'll be there late afternoon. Provided we don't waste time.” She gave
Rand a look and adjusted her pack slightly before heading onward.
“I'm not wasting time,” Rand muttered. “I just like to know where I'm going.”
Despite the complaint, he followed after the woman without further questions.
The weather held a cloudless sky and a cool breeze to keep the worst of the
sun away, making it a pleasant enough weather for walking through the woods.
The trees offered plenty of shade while still allowing the wind to make its way
through the lower parts.
Rand put one foot in front of the other without sparing much thought to it
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besides watching out for the worst places that could trip him. He found it was
best not to think about the walking that much or what it was doing to his
muscles. That was a sure fire way to feel every bit of pain that was left.
Instead, his thoughts were on other matters entirely. He thought about his
friends and what they were doing. Would they have come after him? Knowing the
types, that had probably been on the minds of all of them, but Vincent would
have likely refused them. They were too closely associated with a murderer and
someone who had gone Dark and joined forces with another such person.
No, Vincent would do everything in his power to keep his friends away.
Or the other alternative would be he'd pay them handsomely to bring him in.
Either way, it was unlikely he'd ever see them the same way he had when
they'd been just a group of friends, out to have fun.
It was thoughts like that that made time fly and each step feel less of a
painful exercise. By midday they had covered a respectable amount of ground.
As they reached the crown of the latest hill Jen stopped to point out the structure
that rested in a valley surrounded by less steep hills.
Rand squinted and examined the sight. It looked like any stronghold would
with tall walls and towers that rivalled the height of the bare sided hills
surrounding it. Had it not been for the trees on their hill he was certain a
watchful guard would have spotted them standing on top of it. Even with the
trees he had the urge to slip behind a tree trunk for cover.
“So that's it?” he asked.
Jen nodded. “We'd better be careful from here on out. We don't want to get
surprised by a patrol.”
“Do you think they've seen us already? Those towers look like they give a
good view despite the trees.”
“Let's not stay and find out,” said Jen and started down the hill. She made
certain to keep trees between her and the towers rising in the distance.
Rand followed her lead and stuck close to her. If there was going to be
trouble it would be better to face it together. “So what's the plan?” he asked in
between heavy breaths for air.
“We go in and find out what's going on there,” said Jen.
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“That's not much of a plan. It'll be late when we get close to that thing and
we'll both be tired.”
“Speak for yourself.”
“I'm just saying. There are no trees to give us cover near that thing. We need
a proper plan and not just rush in.”
Jen stopped by a large tree and turned around. She rested her pack against
the trunk and leaned against it. “Fine. What do you suggest?”
Rand came to an abrupt halt and stumbled a bit before regaining his footing.
He looked around before taking off his pack and sitting down on a nearby rock
that stuck out from the side of the hill.
“We can't just walk up to a place like that. We need to take our time and
survey it for a while. See where the guards are, how the patrols go. I'd think you'd
have thought about all of this having been in the military.”
Jen managed to look a bit ashamed and a slight red rose to her cheeks – and
it wasn't from the walking. “You're right,” she admitted. “I never was much of an
tactician despite the army. Never had the mind nor patience for it. I'd rather rush
in head first. I was more the one who did as I was told and followed orders and
plans others made.”
“Well, I'm sure those skills will come in handy later on, but right now we
need to observe the situation,” said Rand and looked around himself. The trees
were bigger here and some trunks were large enough that you needed a dozen or
more men with arms spread out to circle them completely. A bit of modification
with his powers and they'd make for a good hideout and give them a tower of
their own from which to observe the laboratory.
“What are you planning?” asked Jen and glanced around herself. The forest
was empty of anything interesting and there were few animals making sounds. It
was as if the laboratory had scared them away even at this distance.
“These trees. They're big enough that we can make one into a hideout, or
even several of them, with my powers. They're tall enough to allow us a good view
of the surroundings. We just need to get as close as we can. They've cut down
quite a swath of land so whether we can find a tree that allows us to see over the
hills will be tough.”
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“Sounds like a plan,” said Jen and looked at him with a little bit of respect.
So far her looks had been more in the region of pity and condescension. “You're
not just a simple accountant.”
Rand grinned. “I've been Alternating for a while now. And I'm the guy who
made Vincent's books look legit. You can't do that without having a mind for
planning.”
A small smile passed Jen's lips. “So how close do we get?”
“As close as we can,” said Rand and picked up his pack with a grunt. “And
the sooner we get there the better. It'll take a while to make the shelter.”
He eyed the large trees. So far he hadn't tried his powers on anything living.
A tree was a simple thing, but it was still alive. Would it work? Would the tree die
the moment it was carved hollow or would it continue to live? From his limited
experience it should have been fine as long as he didn't make anything disappear
completely. Though compressed into a smaller space, the insides of the tree
would continue to work as before, transporting water and nutrients where it was
needed.
He decided it was still best to keep his doubts to himself. He'd already played
the confident role in front of Jen and going back would have made her doubt his
ability to make and execute plans.
The two made their way down the hill and up the next one without incident.
The last trees were barely at the top of the hill looking down on the laboratory.
From the outside it would look like there was nothing special in the small valley,
but if you climbed you were met with a bare hillside with nothing but rocks and
tree stumps. Looking around the only hill from which you could see into the
valley was the one they had just come from. All the others were about the same
height or lower than the one surrounding the laboratory.
As they watched from the cover of the trees, the gates to the fortress opened
and a group of men walked out. They spread out and started heading in all
directions in groups of two or three. Clearly, it was a patrol to survey the
surroundings.
“You'd better make that hideout for us,” said Jen as she observed the
approaching threat. She saw metal gleam in the sunlight. They were armed and
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even from the distance she could tell they were wearing leather armour, which
made sense. Anything made of metal would have been too heavy and
cumbersome for the difficult terrain.
Rand couldn't disagree. He looked for a suitable tree. Many were much
narrower than he had hoped for, but finally he spotted a large one. It could have
been carved hollow and a family could have lived inside it comfortably as if it were
a house. He went to its side and focused on bringing out his power. With both
hands he divided a passage way inside and started to hollow out the tree. The
wood protested with creaks and snaps, but nothing broke.
The trunk left a respectable room for them to use with plenty of space to
sleep.
They'd even have room for a fire without sitting right next to it, roasting
themselves. He left the roof high enough that both of them could stand up
comfortable and there'd still be room after putting their arms up.
“Hurry, close up the passage way,” said Jen as she rushed in. “The men are
coming.”
Rand did as told and pulled shut the outer shell of the tree. He hoped that it
would look as natural as it had before. He poked a few small holes in the tree,
nothing wider than a crack in the bark would be. The holes let in enough light,
but as long as there was no fire inside they'd be near impossible to spot from the
outside. Who would even look at a tree and think twice about inspecting it closer?
Both of them fell silent when they heard voices coming closer, followed by
footsteps. Try as he did, Rand couldn't make out what they were saying. The bark
muffled the voices too much and it sounded like the men were headed away from
them. After a moment he could no longer hear anything.
“I think they're gone,” he whispered to Jen. The woman had put down her
pack on the opposite side of the area he had created and was looking around at
the wood grained walls.
“So how do you propose we spy on the laboratory from here?” she asked in a
hushed tone, barely louder than a whisper. It did not feel appropriate to speak in
a normal voice just yet.
Rand put down his own pack before heading to a portion of the wall he had
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left a bit thicker. With a few pushes of his hands a winding stairway started to
form. He walked up with it, forming new steps along the way. It took him a while
to reach a height he wanted. Once in a while he poked a small hole in the tree to
see how far up he was. He left the holes in place to let in light and to serve as
spots to spy on the outside. Who knew, maybe there'd be a need to spy on targets
closer by?
Having reached the heigh he wanted, Rand created a small room with plenty
of holes to spy through. He could feel the sway of the tree even in the gentle
breeze that blew that day. He was certain that a stronger wind would have him
feeling sea sick.
He focused on the laboratory in the distance. From his vantage point he
could see to the inner courtyard over the walls. There were small figures walking
across it while others patrolled the walls. He could see disc shaped apparatuses
on the towers. Could they be spotlights? How would they have electricity here? He
spent a few more moments observing the place before heading back down. The
sun would soon set and they'd get a view of the place in the night.
He found Jen unpacking and setting up the place for a longer stay. She'd
laid out the bedrolls, even for him, and set up a small corner for herself with the
tent canvas as a curtain for privacy.
“We've got a good view of the place,” said Rand as he came down the stairs.
“Now all we have to do is wait and observe,” said Jen.
“We'll have to go without a fire,” noted Rand. As good as the hideout was,
there was no way a tree pushing out smoke would go unnoticed. The light it
would cast out could be blocked so having a torch or something similar burning
wouldn't be a problem.
“I'll take this night. You get some rest,” said Jen.
Rand was about to object, but given her abilities and how his muscles were
starting to complain again it looked like a good plan. “Wake me up if you need to
get outside,” he said as Jen started up the stairs. He didn't get anything in
response.
With a sigh Rand dug out some dried meat from his pack and laid down on
his bedroll and waited for darkness to fall.
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Chapter 5
The group walked along the corridor, packed together tightly. The guards in
front of them and behind them made certain none of them were going to do
anything unexpected. Carl eyed the thugs with slight annoyance, but given the
situation he couldn't blame Vincent for rounding up the group. Rand's face was
all over the news and the cops were searching for him relentlessly. It was no
surprise Vincent wanted to talk with the people who used to Alternate with Rand.
The cops wouldn't be aware of the illegal activities their suspect had taken part in
and having the situation resolved before they did was in the best interest of
Vincent and his continued operations.
The mobster had used John to lure in Carl and Seth. Neither had had plans
to Alternate until their friend was well again, so when word reached them that he
was all right both had gone to visit him. That was when the guards had rounded
them all up and started marching them towards Vincent's office.
Carl glanced at the fat man walking next to him. He'd lost some weight while
in the hands of the medics, but there was still plenty of him left. The wound
looked completely healed and he was having no trouble moving around.
John noticed Carl looking and gave him a small smile as reassurance.
On his other side was Seth. His nose was as twisted as ever and when he
glared at Carl a chill ran down his spine. He knew the man well enough to know
there was nothing behind the glare, but even then it was enough to unnerve him.
It had worked on strangers to good effect many times.
The guards came to a halt and pushed open a door. Carl grunted and
stepped into Vincent's office, followed by his companions.
“Ah, good. You're here. Please, sit down,” said Vincent from behind his desk
and motioned towards the chairs laid out in front of it. The three men did as told
and found their seats.
“What's this all about?” demanded Carl even though he had a pretty good
idea. “Why the thugs?”
Vincent gave him one of his apologetic smiles that were infuriating to most
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people. “It's about Rand. I can't take any risks with things regarding him. Not
now.”
“Why is he a problem?” asked Seth and waved his hand. “He's out there
somewhere, hiding in the city from the cops. He's not here.”
Vincent let out a regretful sigh. “I wish that were true. Then there would be
no need to bother you with this.” He gave each man a look. “Rand came here right
after murdering his wife. He Alternated away.”
There was a moment of silence.
“The cops know this?” asked John.
“Probably not, but they came here looking for him because he frequents the
place. They asked a lot of questions and I can tell you it wasn't cheap to sate their
curiosity,” replied Vincent in an angry voice. The cops showing up had nearly
ruined everything, but Vincent was a slippery bastard that could make a
persuasive case even to the most law abiding officer. “But that's not all. I wish it
were, but it's not.”
“What else is there?” asked Carl. It was bad enough Rand had pulled such a
stunt, but it was understandable to a point. It gave him extra days of freedom
and a chance to escape.
“It appear Rand has joined up with the woman. The one who went Dark. And
he has gone Dark himself,” said Vincent in a grim tone. Such matters were not to
be taken lightly. Murder was a small crime compared to what the man had gone
on to do.
There was a shocked silence among the three men. Disbelief was chief
among the emotions on their faces.
“Why would Rand do something like that?” asked John.
“He's desperate,” said Seth. He seemed the least affected by the news.
“He's trying to survive,” added Carl. “When you’re in that position, you do
what ever you can. He probably figured the murder charge would already see his
life end.”
“I really liked Rand,” said Vincent. “The murder I could maybe have let slide.
No problem letting him live in another world for the rest of his life. Hell, the cops
would be happy not to have to bother with him any more. But then he went Dark.
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You guys know I can't ignore something like that if I want to keep operating.
Especially now that there are two of them.”
“What does this have to do with us?” asked Seth. “You told us to stay away
from the Dark woman.”
“I need your help,” said Vincent. “You know Rand best. You know where he
would go. Help me find him.”
“You want us to hunt down our own friend so you can kill him?” asked
John. He'd been quiet for the most part, but such a proposition was enough to
make him react.
“He can't be saved,” said Vincent in a firm voice. “Not any more. It's a path
he himself chose and the consequences of it are all on him.”
“We'll find him,” said Carl, drawing a look from both Seth and John, the
latter starting to open his mouth in objection. “We'll find him because I want to
ask him face to face why he did what he did.”
“And then you'll turn him over to me?” asked Vincent.
Carl nodded.
“We can't give him up. He'll be killed!” protested John.
“He's dead anyway,” said Seth. “At least with us taking him in we'll know the
bounty hunters didn't use him for entertainment.” It wasn't unheard of. The ones
that went Dark often met with gruesome endings at the hands of bounty hunters.
They'd spend days tormenting them before turning them over to who ever was
seeking their death. That was if the person was unfortunate enough to live
through all their devilish plays.
“But...”
“John,” said Carl in a firm voice and gave the chubby man a glance. “No use
complaining about it. This is all we can do for him and you know it.”
Vincent eyed the three men. “Are you sure you can do this?” His attention
lingered on John longer than the other two.
“Don't worry about John,” said Carl. “He's always been soft, both in
physique and mind. Doesn't make him any less of a fighter though.”
Seth chuckled next to him.
Vincent still looked suspicious, but finally relented. He had little to lose by
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letting the three men go after Rand. It would be easy enough to send some
competent men trailing them. “Then I suggest you go. We know he was last seen
in Siver so that's the best place to start.”
There wasn't much else to say so the trio bid their farewells to Vincent and
left the room. They eyed the guards that continued to follow them to ensure they
made it to the departure room instead of leaving. They walked in silence, though
all three of them felt the need to say something.
The guards finally left them alone once the door to the departure room slid
shut.
“Are you sure we should be doing this?” asked John as he made his way to
the open row of lockers and started taking off his shirt.
“What else are we going to do? Let Rand get hauled in by some bounty
hunters?” asked Seth and took a seat on a bench in front of the lockers and
started taking off his shoes.
“Seth's right,” said Carl as he hung his shirt inside a locker. He looked
around the room, ensuring they were alone. He was certain Vincent had the room
monitored by video surveillance that recorded every word said so he had to be
careful with his words. “We can't do much for Rand, but let's do the little we can.
We owe him at least that much.”
John looked doubtful still as he undressed and shoved the clothes inside the
locker. He didn't bother hanging them or folding them neatly. They all ended up
in a messy ball on top of his shoes.
“Let's just get this done then,” he muttered and walked to the centre of the
room.
Carl had gone over to the console to input their destination and Seth joined
John in the middle. Having put in where they wanted to go Carl joined them and
the three men watched the machine do its thing. A claw like set of metal arms
came down from the roof and surrounded the circle inside which they stood.
There was an ever louder hum and then the bright flash that sent them on their
way.
“Welcome!” came the familiar voice of George even before any of the three
could get their bearings, much less regain their vision. But the lamp lit room
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soon started to take form as did the familiar shape of the man that had greeted
them.
“Hello George,” said John. He was the first to put on the robe offered by him.
Carl and Seth soon joined him in getting dressed.
“We've been expecting you,” said George and started to show the men out of
the room and towards the clothing area. “Vincent was very specific. You are to get
all the help you need in tracking down Rand. Clothes, food, weapons. You ask, I
deliver. No cost.”
“No cost?” asked Seth with a raised eyebrow. “Vincent must have gone mad.
He never gives anything away.”
“He did give us free drinks,” reminded John when George opened a door and
motioned them into the shelf lined room. The smell of long stored clothes greeted
them.
“Well, we did have him by the balls in that,” said Carl and looked through
the shelves and pulled out shirts, trying to find one his size. “The Oracle nearly
got us killed. That's bad for business so paying us off with a few drinks in order
not to mention it was a good deal for him.”
Seth was rummaging through the shelves, leaving behind disorganized piles
of discarded rejects.
“Stop it. Stop it you three,” George pleaded as he watched his well organized
shelves turn into a mess that would take him hours to clean. “Take a seat. Let me
find you the right clothes,” he said and motioned towards the chairs close to the
door.
Carl shrugged his shoulders and put down a shirt. It looked more fitting for
a woman so he figured it was better to let George do the finding. They'd get out
faster that way. John had no problem letting someone else do the work, but Seth
seemed bent on choosing on his own and convincing him to do otherwise took a
bit of persuading.
George was as efficient as ever and he soon had shirts and trousers for all
three men that fit perfectly. Even Seth couldn't complain from behind strands of
his black hair.
“So where do we start our search?” asked John after they left the room with
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a few pairs of extra clothes and went to the weapons room. There, Geroge could
not help much as each man went for their favourite weapon types and started
testing them to find one to their liking.
“I can point you to the tavern he was last seen in,” said George while
watching Seth swing the morning start with a loud whining noise as it cut
through the air. “He left an impression with the customers there, to say the least.
Well, maybe not him, but rather her.”
“Who?” asked John. He looked pleased with the metal studded staff he'd
found. One end had a smooth metal casing around it while the other had one
with nasty looking spikes poking out. It was made from sturdy looking wood and
he'd tested it against the wall a few times. There was just the right amount of give
in it that it would not break even if he hit solid stone with it for an entire day with
all his strength behind every hit.
“The one who went Dark, you fat idiot,” said Seth and looked satisfied with
the weapon he had found.
“Don't call me an idiot!”
“Guys! Calm down.” Carl gave both men a stern look and to his surprise they
shut up. The battle axe he had in hand might have had something to do with it.
With the spike at its tip and the curve of its two blades it made for an unnerving
sight in the tall man's hands.
“Not much has been told in public about her, but Vincent told me to give you
the full story. Well, at least everything we know,” said George. The three men all
turned to look at him, each with an eager expression to hear more of her. George
dug out a piece of paper from his pocket, unfolded it and handed it to Carl.
“That's a sketch of her. A description of her is written underneath.”
Carl frowned as he read through the brief description of her. “This little thing
killed two experienced bounty hunters?”
John and Seth crowded around him to get a look. Both glanced at George
with equal disbelief.
“Her name is Jen Vali. She has military training and she has gone Dark.
Who knows what powers she possesses now,” explained George.
There was no need to further remind the three men of how dangerous she
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could be. The only reason people going Dark rarely became a problem was that it
was a rare occurrence and the fact they were hunted down with such ferocity that
they rarely had time to fully realize what they could do with the powers gained.
This time the woman had managed to avoid her hunters for long enough to start
to become a real problem and danger. “Why she went Dark we don't know, but if
you find her with Rand, be very careful. She won't hesitate to kill you.”
“Can we keep this?” asked Carl and received a nod from the bony man. He
folded it back into its original form and stashed it in a pocket.
“Why would Rand go with someone like her?” asked John. “She must have
forced him somehow.”
“The witnesses at the tavern say she was the first one to come out. Rand
came a few minutes after and ran after her. It seems he went along with her
willingly,” said George.
“No matter. We'll get Rand no matter what,” said Carl in a firm voice. “Where
did they go from the tavern?”
George shrugged his shoulders. “The only report of them after that is a
drunken guard seeing them go through the city gate early in the morning. They
could be anywhere out in the wilderness.”
“At least we know they're not in the city,” said Carl. “That's something.”
“Not much,” said Seth. There was a lot of uninhabited lands surrounding the
city and if the pair had ventured into the woods and beyond the explored lands,
finding them would be difficult. They'd need a lot of luck.
“We'll need a lot of rations and equipment to brave the wild lands,” said
John.
George nodded. “I'll have my assistants put everything together.” He eyed the
three men for a moment. “It seems you have all your personal gear together?”
Carl looked to John and Seth. Both nodded in agreement and looked happy
with their weapons and clothes. They each had sturdy boots that would handle
the walking they'd have to do.
“You wouldn't happen to have any horses, would you?” asked Carl out of a
moments inspiration.
“Horses? They'll be useless if we have to go far into the hills,” said Seth.
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“He's right,” said John.
“But they'll be useful if we don't have to go there,” said Carl. “We can move
faster and if we get a few extras to carry equipment we wont' have to return to the
city as soon. If we have to go to the hills then we can just leave them somewhere.”
“Horses can be arranged if you want them. Vincent was very clear in his
instructions. Anything you need,” said George, giving weight to the word
anything.
“Well, if Vincent pays for it,” said Seth with a grin. Horses could be expensive
and they were already racking up quite a cost with the clothes, weapons, food
and other equipment.
“I will see to it as well. It will take some time, so perhaps you would like to go
upstairs and enjoy some drinks? There's some freshly baked bread too, if you're
hungry.” George smiled. It didn't fit his bony face at all and would have been
enough to make children cry.
“Thanks. We'll do that,” said Carl.
“I could use some food,” said John. He looked to brighten up at the mere
mention of it.
“You're always good to eat some more,” muttered Seth as he walked past
John and towards the door.
“Never pass up a meal,” said John as he followed him. “You never know
which one will be your last.”
Carl went after the two to ensure no fight broke out. The two had a tendency
to get into scuffles despite the quiet nature of Seth. Somehow he had a knack for
pushing the right buttons with John who was in general an easy going guy and
hard to upset. The two had been a source of entertainment for Carl and Rand
when the group had been together. Many nights had been spent by camp fires
listening to the two jab at each other.
The common room of the tavern was not very crowded and they had no
trouble finding seats for themselves. A serving girl soon brought them tankards
full of dark ale and a platter with a whole bread that was still hot enough to
cause the butter to melt almost instantly when lathered on it. They dug in and
said few words.
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That was one thing to love about Kendle. The lack of technology meant there
was almost always fresh bread since it didn't stay good for long. Unlike back
home where preservatives and other technologies meant the bread you bought
from the shelf could have been sitting there for weeks. The downside of it was
that you couldn't bring a large variety of foods when travelling, but had to rely on
dried goods as well as beans and other uncooked goods that didn't spoil easily.
Meat was best hunted for yourself if you had the opportunity for it.
The three men ate their bread in silence while sipping the slightly bitter ales.
They trusted George enough to bring together everything they needed. He had
never failed them and with Vincent giving the full support it was even less likely
for him to mess anything up.
You had to admit the system that had been setup to support those
Alternating worked and left little to desire for. The fact you couldn't bring
anything with you from the other side meant the services offered were frequently
used and the storage facilities for already owned items meant you could return
home safely with the knowledge that you wouldn't have to start all over again
when you came back.
Unless you were unfortunate enough to have to make an emergency escape
in the middle of the woods.
“Gentlemen, everything is ready,” said George as he appeared from behind
the counter and made his way to their table. The three had had enough time to
finish the bread and even go for a second round of ale.
“That didn't take long,” said Carl.
The bony man gave him one of his unnerving smiles. “I try to be well
prepared. Your requests were not that unusual even though the quantity is more
than I usually get asked for.”
“Well, tell Vincent we appreciate all the help,” said Carl and stood up. Seth
and John followed his lead and they followed George behind the counter and out
the back door. They got a few curious looks from the other patrons, but most of
them were Alters as well and those that weren't likely thought them as friends of
the owner.
“I'm surprised he's giving us any help,” said Seth.
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“With two people gone Dark, he's probably desperate to try anything to catch
them. It's an unheard of situation,” reminded John. Having one person go Dark
was bad enough, but two? It was the sort of thing that if left unchecked could
draw the attention of the government very quickly and then there'd be no more
Alternating. Not only would Vincent have pissed off every one of his customers,
but every other operation offering the same services.
He'd find himself with a cut throat quicker than even he could run away.
The back door led them to a sunlight lit small yard with a stable on the other
side of it and a well in the middle. A cart width passage way led to the street in
front of the tavern. There were five horses there as well, two of them with nothing
but bags and wrappings tied to their backs. The rest had heavy saddle bags that
were bulging with goods. All of them looked to be of good stock and far from the
end of their useful lives.
Carl went to one of the horses and patted its sides and caressed its muzzle.
Seth and John did similar things to the horses they'd chosen. They might have
been from a world where horses were a thing of the past, but they'd been
alternating long enough to have the basics of riding one down as well as choosing
one that didn't end up crippled half way through your journey.
They gave a quick inspection of the equipment George had rounded up for
them and couldn't find anything to complain about. The horses kicked the beaten
dirt ground as they waited patiently to get going.
“Well, seems you've done an outstanding job,” said Carl as he turned to face
George. The man had thrown in items the three hadn't even thought to ask, but
upon seeing them saw the immediate value of having it with them. A simple axe
for cutting wood meant Carl wouldn't have to dull his battle axe. Small things like
that would make a difference on a long journey and it looked like they'd be in for
one.
George gave a graceful nod. “You are leaving right away?”
Carl looked up at the sky. The sun wasn't that high up yet. “We've got plenty
of time. We'll make good headway before needing to camp for the night.”
“All I can say is good luck to you. I hope you find Rand. And I hope all of you
come back alive from it.” George looked sincere in his words.
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Carl nodded a thank you before hoisting himself up on his horse. He
ensured the battle axe was easily accessible and turned back to see John and
Seth climb on their horses. The two pack horses were tied to theirs to ensure they
stayed along.
“Ready boys?” asked Carl.
Seth grinned and nodded. He looked excited to be heading out, despite the
task they were facing. John dug out a piece of cloth from his pocket and wiped
some sweat from his forehead before nodding. His cheeks were red even though
he hadn't done much of anything besides climb onto the horse.
Carl sunk his heels to the horses sides and guided it into a slow walk. He
gave George a farewell wave with his hand before disappearing into the alley
leading to the street.
Riding through the city took time.
You couldn't gallop for fear of running over people and more than once the
crowd – along with a slow moving cart – had them stopping to wait for the
bottleneck to start letting people through once more.
“Get that fucking cart out the way!” Seth shouted when they ran into yet
another blocked path. The farmer gave him a glare from his perch, but upon
seeing the three armed men he started whipping the horses pulling the cart. It
didn't take long for a path to open.
“Don't antagonize the natives,” said Carl as they rode past.
“It got us through, didn't it?” asked Seth.
Carl let the matter drop. They weren't going to be in the city for long. Even
Seth wouldn't be able to rustle up too much trouble by simply riding through.
The guards at the city gate gave them no trouble. They were leaving after all
and three men riding out with horses packed with supplies wasn't unusual for a
front line city. The beaten path that led out from the gates soon tapered off and
was replaced by grass. It was the less travelled of the two gates into the city. Few
wanted to head straight into the wildlands and from those that did even fewer
made it back, much less made more than one trip.
In that sense the Alters were the spearhead of frontier exploration as that
was exactly why they arrived there.
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The group settled to a comfortable trot that allowed them to talk with each
other instead of rushing ahead with all the speed the horses could muster.
“So now that no one is listening to us, what are we really going to do?” asked
John.
“We're going to find Rand,” replied Carl while keeping an eye on their
surroundings. Once you were outside the city gates it was best to be prepared at
all times. While the knights patrolled the vicinity of the city some monsters still
made it close by.
“And then what?” asked John. He looked prepared to ask questions until the
sun went down if need be.
“And then we talk to him,” said Carl and gave John a glance. “You didn't
really think we'd just hand him over to Vincent without properly hearing him out,
did you?”
“No, not really, though you had me going there for a while,” said John and
chuckled. “It wasn't all acting on my part.”
“Yeah, you did look like the medics might have to rush in and restart your
heart,” said Seth. He was as aware of the conversation taking place as he was of
their surroundings. The grass field was quickly turning into untouched woods
and as it did so the danger of something attacking grew ever larger.
“My heart is just fine, Seth. I wish I could say the same about yours,” replied
John and gave the black haired man a grin. He received a cold stare in reply.
Carl let the two continue their quipping. They always did that and at least it
broke the monotony of riding. Still, he had his doubts whether anything Rand
could say would change the eventual outcome. They would have to bring him
back to Vincent. The biggest problem would likely be the woman he was with. If
she had gained powers and started to fight back they could well find themselves
dead and buried in the woods.
“So where are we going to look for him?” asked Seth, having finally gotten
tired of playing with John.
“I'm thinking where we last saw him,” said Carl and glanced in the direction
they had been going that day. It was supposed to have been a trek in the woods
just to give their new gear a try. They'd bought new pots and pans and loads of
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other gear that would allow them to venture further than before. It had turned
out to be much more than that as it had nearly cost John his life.
It went to show just how dangerous the wilderness was.
“You sure that's wise?” asked John. He didn't have to state why he was
asking. It was him that the monstrous lizard had wounded and it was
understandable that he wouldn't want to run across it again.
Truth be told, the same emotion could be read on both Carl and Seth.
“I doubt that thing is anywhere near that place. It's moved on to better
hunting grounds,” said Seth, though he sounded less than convincing.
“Either way, where else do we have to start the search?” asked Carl.
Nether man had better suggestions.
“At least we'll get our gear back,” muttered John finally.
The group quickened their pace to cover more ground before darkness fell.
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Chapter 6
For three days Rand and Jen had kept an eye on the fortress. The routines
were starting to become familiar; when the guards changed shifts, when patrols
left and returned, and all the other tasks any guarded stronghold would have.
What they had seen gave little hope of breaching the defences that were set up.
Tried as they did they saw few if any weak spots. None they wanted to bet
their lives on. There were small openings here and there, but those closed quickly
and even if you got through all you'd accomplished was trapping yourself inside
the walls. There the guards would quickly capture you.
Life inside the tree had not been trouble free either. As big as the tree was, it
still didn't offer much in the way of privacy nor was it very practical. Jen was at
the mercy of Rand when it came to going outside and that was a strain on their
relationship. The constant requests to go outside to do her business was getting
on the nerves of both of them. Doing your business inside the tree was not a
possibility since that was where they slept.
There had been several instances where a patrol had almost spotted them
because of a bathroom break at the wrong time. Those were moments that made
their hearts race because they both knew what exposure would mean. Afterwards
they tossed the blame around even though they both knew it would do no good
and there had been lapses from both of them.
But despite all that they somehow managed to hold it together. They weren't
at each others throats all the time and the lookout position at the top of the tree
served to give both some private time.
It was midday and Rand had just finished his turn at the top. It was Jen's
turn to cook, though there was not much cooking to be done without a fire. Still,
it was nice if someone made the effort of laying everything out.
He made his way down the stairway and to the small room he had created.
The tree did not seem any worse off for it so he felt confident they could stay
there for a long time without being found out, though both of them would have
preferred not to spend much longer without moving. It never felt good to sit in one
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place for a long time while waiting for something to happen. The risk of being
found out grew with each day and as good as their hideout was it would
eventually be spotted or one of them would get found out when going to the
bushes to relive themselves.
Jen had unpacked some bread and dried meat on the wooden table Rand
had created after the first day. There were two seats as well, making for a more
comfortable area to enjoy a meal. Sitting on the ground day in and day out could
grow uncomfortable.
“We're running out of honey,” said Jen as she saw him coming down the
stairs.
“Well, our supplies couldn't last forever,” said Rand and took a seat opposite
to her. He took a look at the jar of honey and it was indeed running low. He
frowned, “Didn't we have another jar of it somewhere?” He was certain he'd seen
one.
“I couldn't find one,” said Jen and started assembling herself a sandwich
from the few ingredients available.
“Well, I'll look through our things one more time,” said Rand and followed
her example.
“It's your time,” noted Jen as she took the first bite. Honey dripped down her
chin. She wiped it with her fingers and licked them clean.
“Speaking of time, maybe it's time we move on. We've been here for days now
and haven't found a way in.”
Jen gave him a look. Rand had grown familiar with it over the days. He
imagined it was a look she'd give her children when they asked something stupid.
If she ever had kids. “We've learned quite a bit about the fortress. There has to be
some way in, something we haven't noticed or considered.”
“There probably is a way in, but we're running out of food and if we stay here
much longer I'm certain they'll notice us sooner or later. You know better than I
do that if we're found out there isn't a hole deep enough that we could dig to hide
ourselves in.” Rand finished his rant with a big mouthful of bread and meat.
“What did you just say?” asked Jen. There was a look on her, the sort of
keenness that preceded any major invention.
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“What?” asked Rand. He didn't feel like repeating himself.
“About digging,” said Jen and set down her food. “We could dig our way to
the fortress. With your power it's as easy as making this shelter.”
Rand had to admit it was the best plan so far and a simple one. Creating a
tunnel wouldn't be hard at all with his powers. How they had managed not to
think of it sooner made him feel foolish.
“It might work,” he admitted reluctantly.
“Of course it will work. We know where the guards will be, where the
buildings are. The hardest part will be hiding the entrance to the tunnel.” The
excitement in Jen's voice was catchy and Rand couldn't help but be sucked in by
it.
“And figuring out how far we have to go in the tunnel,” reminded Rand. “We
don't want to pop up in the middle of the court yard. There's also the fact we
know nothing about what's underneath the fortress. A place like that is bound to
have several levels below ground. We could end up in a very bad place without
even knowing it.”
“We just have to be careful. It's not like we've come up with anything better
in the three days we've been here,” said Jen.
The two stared at each other, Jen with an expectation filled look on her while
Rand still wore his mask of scepticism. He did his best to come up with reasons
why the idea would fail, not because he didn't want it to, but because their lives
depended on thinking like that. Coming up with all the ways the plan could fail
would ensure that, if they went through with it, they could at least have some
idea of what problems to expect and come up with solutions to them beforehand.
“So when do we do this?” he finally asked. He had raised the concerns that
popped into his mind. By being careful they could work around most of them. It
wasn't like they had to tunnel through quickly or with a large hole right away.
They could go slow and pierce ahead with small holes through which to peek and
see what was waiting.
“Tonight?” Jen suggested.
“Where do we start from?” asked Rand. He didn't like the idea of sealing the
tunnel opening and leaving a gaping hole in the ground was certain to alert
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anyone stumbling on it.
“We could start from here,” Jen suggested. “It's sheltered. No one is going to
find it here.”
“It's also a long way down to get to the fortress,” said Rand. The tree was still
high on the hillside which meant they'd have to go down a long way to get below
the fortress. Then they'd have to travel the distance to the fortress which was no
short stint either.
“You'd better get started then,” said Jen with a grin and dug into her
sandwich again.
“Right,” said Rand in a flat voice. He wasn't feeling like she was taking the
risks seriously. But he'd do it just to get ahead in the whole affair. Maybe once
they'd investigated the fortress he'd get to roam free again and do things he
wanted to. The taste of good beer had him longing back to the city along with the
warm embrace of a cheap whore.
He finished eating and rested for a bit after Jen climbed up to keep an
lookout. Feeling rested, Rand started the work. The fact he needed to build the
tunnel as a stairway leading down made it take more time than something more
simple would have, but it didn't take long for there to be a respectable start for a
way down. It started off as wood, but as he got deeper down it turned into dirt
lined with tree roots. Before going too deep, he had to return to the shelter to grab
a torch so he could see what he was doing. He created small holes here and there
where he could stick the source of light. He needed both hands to do what he was
doing.
Rand made certain to push the ground to the sides and upwards as much as
possible. That resulted in stronger walls and a ceiling that would hopefully not
collapse down on them. The smell of dirt lingered strong around him as he
pushed downward. He tried to make each step the same height so he'd have some
idea how far down he had gone.
Still, estimating the depth was difficult and it took him more than a few tries
to get to the right level. He felt more at ease when the dirt ground turned into
solid stone. The risk of collapse went down significantly with the added strength.
It took him the better part of the remaining day to tunnel the way down.
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Then he had to get his bearings as to which direction the fortress was before he
could start making the vertical tunnel towards it. It was a simple process of
opening a hole in the wall of stone before him, deciding how deep to make it and
then expanding it. In was like opening a pair of stone doors into a new room. He
kept the path wide enough for two people to walk side by side and with enough
head room that neither had to crouch down. The light from the torch was barely
enough to let him see enough details in the dark underground.
It was the longest time Rand had worked with the powers he'd gained. He
had expected some exhaustion from it, but to his surprise there didn't seem to be
any drawbacks to using his powers. Hour after hour and he didn't feel any more
exhaustion that he would from normally standing around and walking.
Having made a significant stretch of the tunnel he started to be more careful.
He had to be close to the fortress already and while there should have been
enough ground above him to dampen any noises, he was certain the
underground parts of the fortress would soon be upon him. With that in mind he
started making small holes to peer through before opening them wider into the
full size of the tunnel.
It was one such hole that alerted him to the room on the other side. He had
been right. There were underground levels to the fortress and he had just
punctured the wall of one of them. Rand quickly closed the hole. It was only a few
feet of solid rock that separated him from the room beyond. There had been lights
on, but thankfully no one had been around. It would be a simple matter to finish
the tunnel.
A grin appeared on his face.
Who ever had built the fortress had counted on the solid rock to keep out
anyone who thought about digging their way in. At the very least there would
have been warning due to the noise digging would make. They had not counted
on someone with powers like his.
Rand took his torch from its place on the wall and started the trek back to
their hideout. He hadn't realized just how long the tunnel had gotten. By the time
he got up the stairs he was breathing heavily. He dusted off some of the dirt that
had gotten on his clothes and fingers.
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“You're done?” asked Jen as she climbed down from the lookout post, alerted
by the sounds Rand was making.
“Only a small stretch of stone separates the tunnel from a room beyond,”
replied Rand and reached for his pack. He pulled out a waterskin and took long
gulps from it. While the digging had not been nearly as dirty or dusty as it would
have been with conventional means, there had been no avoiding some loose
matter scattering on you from above here and there.
“A room? What kind of room?” demanded Jen and started getting her things
together. She fastened a sword around her waist and started stashing knives in
their hiding places.
“I didn't take the time to look closely. I didn't want to get caught. But there
were lights there. Electric lights.”
“I still can't believe they've managed to bring that much technology out in
the woods,” said Jen.
“Scary, isn't it?” Rand put down the waterskin and started gathering his
own equipment. He fastened the throwing daggers to his back. All he had to do
was reach back and they'd all be in easy reach. He put the sword around his
waist and pulled it out to ensure it was in good shape. Neither had bothered to
wear the weapons while hiding inside the tree. They did nothing but make moving
around more difficult. If the need had risen they'd have gotten to them quick
enough.
“Makes you wonder what else they have there,” said Jen.
“Well, we're about to find out. I take it we go immediately?”
The woman nodded. “The night patrol just left. The guards have changed
shifts. Everything should be stable over there.”
The three days of watching had given them a lot of information. They could
be relatively certain things were as she described and once night set not much
changed until the morning.
“Well, let's go then,” said Rand and took one last look to make sure
everything was properly fastened and in their right place. He grabbed the torch
and led the way down the stairs. Jen followed him, though she gave the walls
nervous glances.
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“Don't worry. It'll hold,” Rand assured, guessing the reason behind her
nervousness. “Trust me.”
“People who say that are the most untrustworthy,” said Jen and gave Rand's
back a look.
“Well, in that case you're fucked, aren't you?” said Rand and continued on.
The torch was enough to light the narrow stairway sufficiently well to see where
you were going.
A brief smile of disbelief passed her lips, but Jen let the matter drop. She
was having enough trouble coming to terms with all the ground above her,
pressing down, wanting to crush her. She had never realized underground places
instilled a fear in her. Then again, she had never ventured through anything but
well built tunnels that looked more like above ground corridors. They'd lacked the
weight you could feel with a bare bones tunnel that looked like it was held
together by nothing more than luck.
“You've been busy, haven't you?” asked Jen when they arrived at the foot of
the stairway. The corridor that opened up ahead of them had smooth stone walls
and looked every bit as good as the tunnels she had gone through before. All that
was lacking was the lighting, but even that wasn't enough to make her feel any
more nervous about it.
Rand shrugged his shoulders and started walking. “The hardest part was the
walking. It's surprisingly convenient this ability of mine and it doesn't seem to
strain me in any way.”
“I hope you're prepared to use it. We'll probably need it once we're inside the
facility,” said Jen. She was ready herself. The strength she had gained was always
available without her even thinking about it. It had taken a bit of getting used to
and some items had been broken while she had learned to restrain herself. Even
now she knew that in the heat of the moment she could forget the power she had
and that could result in some unfortunate outcomes. It made her wary of contact
with anyone other than to kill them.
“You better be ready too,” said Rand as they arrived at the end of the tunnel.
He touched the wall and opened up a small hole through which to peer through
into the room on the other side. “I have a feeling we'll end up killing some people.”
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“Let's try not to. Best stay hidden,” said Jen and peered through the hole
Rand had made as he gave way. It was a normal looking room with a table and
several chairs. She could see shelves and a door on the opposite side. “Looks like
a place for the guards to rest.”
Rand nodded and handed the torch to her. He needed both hands to open
up a large enough path for the two of them to get through. “Let's just hope it
stays empty.”
Jen stepped aside and watched the man work. Even though she had seen
him use his powers several times now it was still a sight to behold when he
parted a huge swath of solid rock as if it was nothing but a double sliding door.
As soon as the path was opened she pulled out her sword and went ahead.
She was better equipped to handle any threats than he was, though that was not
to say he was useless.
The room remained empty. Jen noted the light bulb hanging from the ceiling,
giving light to the room. It burned with a steady pace, not flickering at all, which
seemed to indicate that what ever was powering it provided steady current. There
were some plates on the table and a bowl with a single apple left in it. A doorway
that had been invisible from their little spy hole led to another room. Jen made
her way to it and gave the other room a quick look. There was nothing but a row
of beds there, all empty.
“Great. Seems like we came straight into some sleeping quarters,” said Jen
as she turned around. Rand had closed the passage way he'd created and left
behind only a small hole that was barely visible. In the light provided it looked
like a dent in the wall or an illusion created by shadows. You had to know it was
there to notice it.
“At least it's empty,” said Rand as he turned to face her. He pulled out his
own sword. “At least I assume so from the lack of blood on your blade.”
“Yeah, it's empty, but will it be on the way back? It'll be tough if this place is
full of guards.”
“We'll deal with that on the way back then. If need be we can get out another
way,” said Rand, reminding her subtly that he could create tunnels where ever he
wanted. Getting out would not be a problem as long as they didn't get caught.
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Jen looked doubtful, but finally nodded. They both approached the closed
door. It was Rand that cracked it open, careful not to make any sound. Jen
peered through the opening and into the lit corridor that ended in a turn to the
left. She popped her head out to see the other way and saw the corridor as empty
and with a similar bend to the right. There were doors along the way in both
directions, curiously all on the outer wall. The inner wall was completely void of
them and looked to be solid rock all the way through.
“Come on. The coast is clear,” she said and stepped into the corridor. Rand
followed, looking around nervously, noting the same things about the corridor
she had.
“Why are all the doors on the outer wall?” he asked in a hushed tone. It
seemed like a prudent thing to do as they did not know what was waiting around
the bends.
Jen shrugged her shoulders. “I don't know. Maybe the doors are on the other
side.”
“So which way do we go?” asked Rand. He had no better ideas about why the
doors lined only one wall.
“Let's go this way,” said Jen and started towards the end of the corridor she
had first seen from the door. They passed doors, not wanting to open them up for
fear of people being inside. It seemed like a better plan to see the layout of the
place before exploring what was behind closed doors.
Around the bend there was a similar corridor with two differences. Firstly,
there was an opening on the right side that led to stairs going both up and down.
Then there was the strong looking door on the left side, on the wall that had had
no doors on the corridor they'd arrived in.
“What do you think? Should we explore it?” asked Rand and gave Jen a look
as they stood in front of the door.
“Got to be something there. Why else would there be so few doors leading
that way?” asked Jen.
Rand couldn't disagree. Carefully, he turned the door handle and cracked
open the door. Jen peered through the opening and stared straight into the eyes
of a surprised guard.
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“Shit,” she muttered and shoved the door open and rushed forward with
sword raised. The surprised guard cursed and went for his own sword, but he
wasn't fast enough, not against Jen's enhanced body. He got as far as pulling his
blade out a few inches before Jen's sword sunk tip first through his throat.
She could feel it scraping bone as it glanced the man's spine before coming
out the other side. All the guard managed to do after that was gurgle and splatter
blood all over.
“What the..?” A second guard stood on the other side of the room, stunned
by the sudden violence. Jen started towards him and the man snapped from his
slumber.
“Alarm! Sound the alarm!” he shouted, his voice echoing down the corridor.
He stopped when a shiny object whisked past Jen and hit him in the chest. The
throwing dagger could barely penetrate the leather armour he was wearing, but it
was enough to touch his skin. That was all Rand's power needed to work and the
man cried out in horror as the left side of him withdrew inside the right, leaving
him standing on one leg like someone had cleaved him in half with a precision
saw. Blood spewed from his open side, innards falling loose.
The sudden change soon had him falling down.
Jen had never slowed down her pace. Her already bloody sword let the man
out of his misery.
“That wasn't the most merciful way of killing him,” she said and turned to
face Rand who was closing the door and listening out for any signs that the
guards shouts had been heard.
“As opposed to getting your head nearly cleaved off by a sword?” asked
Rand.
“At least you know what it is. That man must have been scared shitless over
suddenly losing half his body.”
“Well, he's dead now, so what does it matter?” Rand left the door. There did
not seem to be any sign of anyone hearing the guard's shouts. It wasn't what he
had expected. There were so many doors lining the corridors. There had to be
someone in them.
Or maybe they were too confident in the walls that surrounded them and
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didn't bother guarding the underground levels that well.
The room they'd arrived in wasn't large. The table barely fit in it along with
the three chairs. A single light bulb hung from the ceiling to light the area. A door
on the opposite side led towards the inner area. It was where the other guard had
come in in the middle of Jen killing the first guard.
“Come on, let's see what they're guarding,” said Rand and started towards
the door. Jen crouched next to the guard she had finished off and yanked
something from his belt along with the blade Rand had thrown at him. She held
up a bunch of keys.
“These might help,” she said. Rand tried the door and found it locked. He
motioned for her to open it even though he could have just as easily made a hole
in the door. It was a solid metal door with firm mounting to the stone wall. It was
something that would have deterred even an army for a while as they'd bang
against it with a battering ram.
Jen handed the knife back to Rand before starting with the keys. She went
through several of them before finding the right one to open the door. It swung
open almost silently. At least the guards had kept it greased. The two took careful
steps as they entered, both holding their swords at the ready.
They entered what looked to be a large hall. The lights were mounted at the
walls instead of the ceiling, which was hard to see through the darkness. The
area was dominated by a large cage with bars the thickness of Jen's thighs. Not
much space was left between each bar, barely enough to fit through a hand, but
inside it looked like there was another cage, slightly smaller in size.
“What the hell are they keeping here?” asked Rand as he took in the sight.
The outer cage was big enough to hold in a house.
“Only one way to find out,” said Jen. She started towards the cage door she'd
spotted. It was made with smaller bars to keep the weight down.
Rand had his doubts about entering the cage. What ever was inside was not
meant to get out, meaning even Vincent was afraid of it. It was enough reason to
leave it alone.
But he didn't say anything as Jen pushed open the cage door and went in.
He followed.
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They had to go through three more doors to reach the last cage. Lights were
mounted on the roof of the cage, revealing what was underneath. There was an X
shaped rack in the middle of it, with a naked woman tied to it from her arms and
legs. Her brown hair hung over her face, but the bruises and cuts on her body
were enough to tell of the treatment she had received. The smell of dried blood
and piss was strong.
“All this for her?” asked Rand in disbelief.
“There has to be a reason,” said Jen and started towards the door.
“Wait, wait,” said Rand, stopping her. “You think it's wise to let her go?
There has to be a reason she's behind this many bars.”
The chained woman stirred and lifted her head. Rand took a step back as
did Jen. The look of utter hatred and malice in her green eyes was enough to
make both run away, but it was soon replaced with a pleading look as she
realized they were not her captors. “Please, help me,” the woman said in a voice of
someone who had not had anything to drink in days.
Rand noticed the collar around her neck. It had been hidden under her hair.
There were lights blinking on it, meaning it had some sort of a power source. How
had they managed something so sophisticated with what they had to work with?
“Who are you? Why are you here?” asked Jen, taking a step closer. The look
the woman had given had given her pause. Perhaps Rand was right and there
was good reason for the woman being locked behind so many layers of bars.
“My name is Tina,” said the woman. Speaking seemed to be difficult for her.
“They captured me long ago. I don't even know how many years it has been or
where I am. They use me. For breeding.”
A look of disgust ran over Jen and even Rand couldn't contain the shivers
running down his spine.
What the woman must have gone through.
“My children are.. Special,” said Tina before stopping to take a breath.
“Special how?” asked Jen.
Tina shook her head. “There's no time. The guards are never away for long.
You need to get me out of here. I'll tell you everything after that.”
Jen looked at Rand, seeking approval. The doubts were clear on both their
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faces. At the same time neither wanted to leave the woman there, chained up,
open for continued abuse.
“If we take her, they'll know someone has been here. We won't be able to
explore the place with her slowing us down.” Rand looked at Tina. She was in no
shape to walk. They'd have to drag her between them. He looked away before the
curve of her breasts became too distracting. He could not say he'd ever seen more
perfectly shaped ones. There was a sting of guilt for thinking about her in that
way given the situation.
“I bet she knows plenty,” said Jen. “Besides, the dead guards will already tell
them someone was here.” She went for the door. She looked determined to take
her with them so Rand left any further objections unsaid. Still, he could not
shake the feeling they were doing something incredibly stupid by freeing her. The
cages had to account for something.
Tina eyed both of them as they got closer and started undoing the restraints
that held her in place. As they worked Rand noted the Xshaped rack could be
tilted to lay flat so she'd be on her back. With her legs spread as they were it
made for a perfect position to use her.
“Careful,” said Jen as the shackles holding down her legs were opened. Rand
gave Tina support as Jen undid the clamps holding down her hands. Rand
grunted when the full weight of her landed against him.
“Thank you,” said Tina and made an effort to stand on her own. She
stumbled and Rand had to step in and give her support once more. A hand
around her waist made him all too aware of the shape of her body.
“Come on. Let's hurry out of here. Someone is bound to come sooner or
later,” said Jen and gave the pair a glance before heading for the doorway leading
out.
“Wait. I can't,” said Tina and stopped in her tracks.
“Why not?” asked Rand. A moment ago she had been begging to be released.
“The collar,” said Tina. “It will kill me if I go outside the cages. It needs to be
taken off.”
Rand examined the metal ring around her neck. There was a keyhole in it,
but otherwise it looked like it would be impossible to take off. There were spikes
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on the inside of it that were already pressed through Tina's skin.
“You got a key that fits this thing?” asked Rand.
Jen came closer and looked at the collar as well. She went through the keys
and tried a few, but none fit the hole. She shook her head. “The guards don't have
the key it seems.”
Tina shook her head. “Only he has the key.”
Jen and Rand exchanged looks. Was she talking about Vincent or someone
else? Both of them seemed to share the same worry, but both also realized this
was not the place to be having long conversations. Their luck had held out so far,
but it would eventually run out.
“Use your powers to open it?” Jen suggested.
“I don't know,” said Rand hesitantly. “There could be something in there that
triggers if it's not opened by the key.”
“Does it matter if you just make it vanish?” asked Jen and nervously glanced
around. The bars made it impossible to see what was at the door they'd entered
from. If the guards were quiet there'd be no warning.
“I don't know. I've never tried that.”
“Well, do you have any other ideas?”
“No,” admitted Rand. He could squeeze the entire collar down to the point
where it was no longer visible to the naked eye. Would it completely disappear?
He wasn't certain.
He could also split it in half and throw it away from around Tina's neck.
When he though about it, that seemed like the better choice. If he simply sized it
out of view, any traps would still be there, draped around her neck.
“What are you two talking about?” demanded Tina. She gave both of them a
look from under her hanging hair. She seemed to have trouble holding her head
up. Probably due to malnutrition and the heavy collar around her neck.
“Wait and see,” said Rand as he focused to bring forth his power. The dots
formed around the collar. A quick examination made it clear collapsing it would
be easy as would cutting it open.
Rand licked his lips. “Here goes. Let's hope it doesn't kill us all.”
He touched several of the points and started to pull apart the collar. A gap
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appeared where the lock would have normally split the collar when opened.
Because the lock had not actually been turned the spikes sunk into Tina's skin
did not retract. At least Rand assumed they would normally have done so.
“This is probably going to hurt,” said Rand when the gap had gotten big
enough for the collar to be pulled away. He gave Jen a look and she stepped
closer to give support to the other woman.
“Just do it,” said Tina, biting down hard in anticipation of the pain.
Rand did as told. He pulled the collar away with all his strength and as it
came free tossed it to the other side of the cage just to be certain it wouldn't be
able to hurt anyone if some mechanism inside it triggered. Despite biting down,
Tina let out a yelp of pain as the spikes pulled out of her and left behind small
wounds trickling with blood. Jen had to give her all the support she could to
prevent her from slumping down to the floor.
“Thank you,” said Tina while gasping for breath to calm herself down.
Jen grunted as she helped the woman up to a better position. “Don't thank
us just yet. We still have to get out of here.”
Rand took position on the other side of the woman and lent his support. He
and Jen started to drag the woman out from the cages. They made it out of the
cages and into the small room where the two dead guards laid. For a moment
they set Tina down on one of the chairs as Rand went to the door to see if the
coast was clear. Jen used the time to take a shirt and trousers from one of the
dead men and helped Tina into them. The shirt was far too large for her as were
the trousers, but they were better than nothing.
She was starting look better. It was as if the removal of the collar had
somehow given her some pride back as well as strength. Her head did not hang
low any more and she looked around with a new found interest in the world. She
especially kept her eyes on both her rescuers.
“All right, I think the coast is clear,” said Rand. He was relieved to see Tina
wearing something. The less distractions there were the better.
“Do we go straight out or explore some more?” asked Jen. If they simply left
there would be no way they'd be able to return any time soon. Tina disappearing
would have them on high alert for who knew how long and there'd certainly be
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additional guards all around. They'd probably search the hills with a fine toothed
comb which risked revealing their hideout tree.
“Straight out,” said Rand in a firm voice. “Just look at her. We can't drag her
around this complex. And we can't let them put her back in that cage with the
collar around her neck.”
Jen nodded. Looking at the woman sitting in the chair made her feel the
same way. She could only hope there'd be information to be gained from rescuing
her. She walked over to Tina and put a hand gently on her shoulder. “Come on,
we've got to go.”
Tina nodded and struggled to get on her feet. With help from Jen she made
it. Rand pushed open the door and gave a good look in both directions before
letting the two women hobble past him. He closed the door and hurried to help
Jen carry the woman, though she didn't need much help with that given her
strength.
They could hear footsteps coming down the stairway as they passed it.
“We need to hurry,” urged Jen and increased the pace. The bend in the
corridor was still a few doors away when a couple of guards emerged from the
stairway.
“Hey, you! Stop!” came a shout from one of them while the other popped
back into the stairway to call for reenforcements.
“God damn it,” muttered Rand and let go of Tina. He turned around and
flung a throwing knife towards the guards. He didn't aim for them, but rather at
the floor halfway there. He watched it bounce off with a metal clink and nothing
happened.
“Shit,” he muttered and hurried after the two women. He'd used his power,
but for some reason it had not worked. Had he missed? There were plenty of
spots he could have hit, could he have missed all of them? Looking back he could
see the guards coming after them, swords drawn and in a hurry.
“They're coming,” said Rand as they rounded the corner and headed for the
door they'd entered from.
“I know,” muttered Jen and quickened her pace. She wasn't so much
supporting Tina as she was dragging her along like a small child would a teddy
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bear.
The footsteps of the guards came closer.
Rand hesitated. He could have stopped to use his power and lift a wall to
block the corridor, but that would have meant revealing his power to the guards.
He decided it was better to risk capture than reveal what he could do. That way
they'd at least have some chance of escaping. The door wasn't that far away in
any case. It would hold the guards long enough for them to make their escape.
Jen kicked open the door, nearly sending it off its hinges. She dragged Tina
in and Rand followed close behind and slammed the door shut. Before he could
even say anything Jen pushed the table against the door and went for anything
else heavy she could find. She'd dumped Tina leaning against one of the walls.
“Get us out of here,” said Jen as she carried a chair to prop against the door.
The guards were already banging at the door.
“Just give me a second,” said Rand and went to the wall. He focused and the
familiar dots came to be, making it that much easier for him to tell where the
small opening he'd left behind was. He grabbed the right points and pulled aside
the stone, creating a doorway into the tunnel he'd made. The torch he'd left
behind was still there, burning. He grabbed Tina who was just a few steps away
and helped her into the tunnel.
“Come on!” he yelled at Jen who was still piling stuff against the door. The
sound hitting the door had moved from fists to heavier thumbs as the guards
threw their bodies at the door or used some sort of battering ram.
Rand watched impatiently as she made her way into the tunnel. As soon as
she did he started closing the wall. A few moments later the wall was as solid as
ever and the guards who'd eventually barge into the room would be left with a
mystery to solve.
“All right, let's get back to the tree,” said Rand and helped Jen drag Tina
along. All through the excitement she had been in a daze, not really reacting to
anything going on around her. She barely put any effort into supporting herself,
instead relying on her two rescuers to keep her from falling down.
They stopped a few times along the way so Rand could close more of the
tunnel. There was no reason to leave behind a clue in case the guards decided to
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dig through the walls, though given that they were solid stone that seemed
unlikely.
By the time the three made it all the way to the safety of the tree they were
covered in dirt and sweat ran freely down all their faces. Tina was the only one
who looked to be unaffected by the walk, though that was because she had done
little of the walking herself. They set her down in one of the wooden chairs before
taking a moment to gather themselves.
“We should be safe here,” said Rand as he dug out a waterskin and took a
long gulp. He handed it to Jen who followed his lead.
“One thing's certain. We can't leave even if we wanted to. The hills will be
crawling with their patrols,” said Jen and handed the water to Tina. To her
surprise the woman accepted it and took a few sips.
“Thank you. I know you risked a lot by freeing me,” said Tina as she handed
the water back to Jen.
“We didn't do it just out of sheer good will,” said Rand and gave the woman a
stare.
“He's right. We threw away a chance to explore that fortress to get you out.
You'd better be able to tell us what's going on in there,” added Jen with her own
stare.
Tina looked up at both of them with her green eyes. For a moment it looked
as if though she might object, but finally she looked down at the table in front of
her. “I only know my part of it,” she said in a quiet voice.
“That's more than we know. Tell us,” encourage Rand and found himself a
comfortable position on the stairs leading up to the top of the tree. Jen helped
herself to the remaining chair.
“First I need to know, where am I?” asked Tina and looked at both of them
with a pleading expression.
“The forests beyond the Protectorate,” replied Jen.
Tina looked confused. “The Protectorate? What's that? What world is this?”
Jen and Rand looked at each other.
“This world is called Kendle. Is this not where you are from?” asked Rand.
Tina shook her head. “I'm from a place called Fereck. I am uncertain how,
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but one day your kind appeared in that world. They looked harmless, but before I
knew it they had captured me and locked me in the cages that were to be my
prison. They moved me around, from place to place. Most of the time I didn't even
know I had been moved until something subtle gave it away. I was barely
conscious most of the time, after the way they treated me.”
Having seen her tied down and the wounds on her, neither Rand nor Jen
wanted to inquire further what she had been through.
“They bred me as if I were some trophy horse. Sometimes it was humans,
sometimes something else. I don't even know any more. How I survived it all, I
don't know,” said Tina and closed her eyes. She shuddered at the memories.
“Why did they do this to you?” asked Jen. Even her hardened soldier heart
was starting to twitch uncomfortably at hearing the woman's story.
“And you keep calling us humans which makes me think you're not one,
despite your appearance. What are you then?” asked Rand and leaned back
against the chairs. It wasn't a comfortable position, but it did make something in
his back pop which made him feel better.
“My children are special,” said Tina. “And that's because I am not human. I
am not like you. Your kind does not have a name for someone like me, but we call
ourselves Shapewalkers. At least that's as close to the real meaning as I can get
with your language.”
“So why the interest in your children?” asked Rand. He wanted to ask more
about what she really was, but the name gave a clue already.
“Because I can shape what they will be,” replied Tina. “Here they've wanted
giant lizard men and I've delivered them. In other places it has been something
else.”
Both Rand and Jen fell silent. They could not do anything else but stare at
the woman in disbelief.
“I can hear them, you know,” said Tina and looked up with a feint smile.
“Dozens upon dozens, locked away in that place, calling for me to free them. A
single voice in the distance, roaming free, coming closer, drawn by me.”
“Shit. There's more of those monsters?” asked Rand and gathered a sharp
look of anger from Tina.
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“They're my children!” the woman said in a firm voice and stood up. It was
as if all her fatigue had suddenly vanished. She looked strong and the anger
bubbling inside her made her look dangerous. “I will not leave them in prison.”
“Even though you were forced to have them? To be used for what ever evil
Vincent has in mind?” asked Jen, trying to calm down the woman.
“Vincent? Who is that?” asked Tina, turning her gaze to Jen.
“The man who built that place,” replied Jen.
“I see,” said Tina in a cold voice. “Thanks to you I am free and know the
name of the man I must kill. For that I will let you live. I suggest you run and run
away quickly. I can not guarantee your safety once my children are free.”
“Hey! What do you...” Rand started, but shut up as a golden glow began to
surround Tina. She walked to the wooden wall. With seemingly no effort she
punched a hole through it and stepped outside into the darkness.
For a moment Rand and Jen looked at the hole, stunned, but they soon
scampered to it to see what was going on. They could see Tina making her way
down the hill, towards the laboratory. The glow around her had grown stronger
making her a beacon in the morning darkness. She looked back once before
stopping.
“What the hell is she doing?” asked Rand.
“Going to get her children,” said Jen in a grim voice. “I think we may have
made a mistake freeing her.”
“No shit?” said Rand.
The glow around Tina grew stronger, almost to the point of being painful to
look at, like staring directly at the sun. The entire valley was lit.
Then the change started.
She grew, taller and taller until she rivalled the tallest of trees around her. A
few got knocked down because of her growth. She'd grown four more arms and
her ragged clothes had turned into a shining armour of gold and jewels. Her head
was covered by a helmet that reminded Rand of the skull of one of the larger meat
eating dinosaurs he'd seen at a museum.
Tina reached out to her sides with her hands. A burst of light flashed as she
pulled down with all hands. Large swords appeared from thin air as she pulled
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them down. Having gotten her weapons, she let out a roar that shook the ground
before heading for the fortress that now looked tiny compared to her. She swung
one of her swords and fell trees as if they were nothing more than hay. Her long
steps soon had her standing in the clearing, near the fortress.
Rand and Jen watched in silence as one of her huge swords came down,
levelling a section of the wall that had looked almost invincible to them mere days
ago. They could see arrows being shot at her, but those looked to have no effect.
If they listened closely they could hear men screaming in terror and pain.
It was mere minutes until the once strong looking fortress had been
completely levelled.
They watched Tina get on her knees and start digging the ruins, throwing
large chunks of rock and dirt along the hillside with ease.
“Come on, we've got to go,” said Rand and ducked inside the remains of their
hideout and started packing things.
“What's the hurry?” asked Jen, still staring at the glowing giant at work.
“She's going to free her children! God damn it! There will be dozens of those
lizard men crawling these hills!”
That got Jen moving too and she started packing things. All the while they
could hear the distant thumps as chunks of rock hit the ground. By the time they
were done packing and ready to move out, Tina had dug a large hole in the
ground and was surrounded by smaller figures.
“She's done already?” asked Rand in a worried voice and adjusted the pack
on his back.
“Looks that way,” said Jen.
As they watched, she began to transform once more. Leathery wings
sprouted out her back. The armour melted into scales and flesh started
surrounding the helmet. A few moments later, where there had been a giant with
four arms, was what could only be called a dragon with golden brown scales. Its
wings spread out over the valley, nearly covering the entire sky when fully spread
out. The glow still lit the valley, driving away the darkness.
Rand could feel the wind as the wings flapped up and down. The dragon let
out a roar that was joined by smaller sounds from the creatures surrounding her.
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The wings were folded back, her head turned towards her children.
Even at a quick glance Rand could see there were hundreds of the creatures.
“Come on, we've got to go. Quickly,” said Rand and started heading up the
hill after one last glance. Tina looked up just then, her eyes focusing on the pair
scampering up the hill. Even at that distance Rand could feel the anger in the
look. A thundering roar from her put more speed into his steps.
“She doesn't sound too happy,” noted Jen as she worked her way up the hill,
backpack strapped to her back, sword in hand just in case some of Tina's
children had already made their way up the hill or if there were survivors from
the fortress.
“Would you be?” asked Rand.
“No, no I wouldn't. I'd kill everyone involved in what had happened to me.”
“I'm sure she feels the same way so we'd better be a long way from here,
quickly,” replied Rand.
Jen couldn't disagree.
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Chapter 7
The smoke from the fire rose straight up in a light grey column. There was
hardly any wind and the sky was cloudless, leaving the full beauty of the setting
sun to be seen. The small clearing the three men found themselves in was the
very same they had come under attack from the strange lizard monster.
“This place gives me the creeps,” muttered John as he huddled by the fire
and turned the rabbit they had managed to snare. He hadn't complained about
finding many of his items still there and in working order, though the clean
picked bones of the fallen Shredgasp had dampened some of the enthusiasm.
Clearing the bones so they could set up camp had not been a pleasant task.
“How long are we going to stay here anyway?” asked Seth. He sat opposite to
John, lazily whittling away at a piece of wood with his knife. He didn't seem to be
making anything out of it, but rather simply enjoying the act of shaving off thin
slices of wood.
They had been there for two days now. Carl had insisted they do a thorough
search of the area and that they had done. Nothing had been found, besides the
dead monsters they'd left behind and some footsteps from various animals that
had passed through the area.
“We'll head out tomorrow,” said Carl. He sat between the two men, resting
comfortably against a large log he'd dragged there for a seat. “It seems there are
no clues here.”
“So where do we go from here? We have no idea where Rand has gone,”
asked John. Searching the vast wilderness did not sound appealing. There were
dangers there that would see them dead before getting any sign of Rand and his
mystery woman.
“I'm open to suggestions,” said Carl and gave both men a look. “I honestly
don't have any better ideas than just going around and trying to find signs of
him.”
They still had their horses, though most of the time riding was out of the
question because of the terrain. They helped carry a lot of supplies, but hastening
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their pace was not among their benefits any more.
The sound of an owl's call sounded from the forest. A few other birds
responded to it, but most had already retired for the night. There were insects
buzzing around still and occasionally there was a rustle as some small animal
made its way through the undergrowth.
“Maybe we should have approached this differently,” said John after a
moment of silence.
“What do you mean?” asked Seth.
“Maybe we should have done something to draw Rand to us,” said John as
he turned the rabbit once more. It was starting to have a nice golden brown
colour. It wouldn't be long until it was ready to be eaten.
“Like what?” asked Carl.
“I don't know. Maybe we could have faked going Dark. Get the word out
about it. Rand would have eventually heard about it and come looking for us.”
“Along with all the bounty hunters in the world,” said Seth in a grim voice. “I
doubt we would have lived long enough for him to find us.”
“Faking going Dark would have been too dangerous, I agree, but the idea
behind it is solid,” said Carl and leaned in closer to the fire. “There are other
things we could have done to draw Rand to us. Maybe we can still do that if we
find nothing in these woods.”
“Yeah, and maybe when we get back Vincent will throw us a party with
booze, blackjack and hookers,” said Seth sarcastically.
“You got better ideas, huh?” demanded John.
Seth shrugged and went back to carving the piece of wood.
“We'll just see what happens. Spend a few days looking in the woods. If we
don't get anything, we'll figure something else out,” said Carl, calming the
situation. It was always the same with Seth and John. The two rarely had a
conversation that didn't end up with them opposing each other. At least it kept
things interesting, though at times Carl wished they could get along better.
There wasn't much conversation after that. John finished cooking the rabbit
and the three shared the meat along with some bread and honey. They hadn't
had fresh meat in a while so even though it was cooked simple it still tasted
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better than the dried goods they'd been living on.
Having finished their meal they prepared for the night by pulling out their
bedrolls and deciding on guard shifts. Having experienced what they had the last
time they camped there, being extra vigilant was on everyone's mind.
The night turned out to be a cold one despite how warm it had been during
the day. Even under the shadows of the trees they'd broken into sweat just by
standing up from a comfy seat. The cool air was welcomed by all three men as it
meant being able to sleep without tossing around in your own sweat.
The night itself passed without incident. Carl had taken the first shift and he
passed the time by gazing up at the stars while keeping his ears perked for any
sounds that didn't belong. He woke up Seth after a few hours and went to bed.
Seth spent his time carving wood. There was a large pile of wood flakes where he
sat once it was time to wake up John for the final guard shift.
John spent most of his time keeping the fire going and looking around
nervously. When the sun finally started to peek above the horizon he went with
preparations for breakfast. Seth and Carl had the luxury of waking up to the
smell of fried beans and some left over rabbit meat.
“Which direction will we search today?” asked Seth as he spooned some
beans in his mouth. John's cooking was about the only thing he managed to let
pass without complaint or a jab.
“I'd say we head deeper into the woods,” said Carl and scraped the last
remains from his bowl. “We've searched here enough.”
“I hope we find some clue,” said John and used a piece of bread to clean his
bowl. “The longer we stay in these woods the more likely we run into something
nasty.”
Seth nodded. “He's right. The longer we stay, the greater the risk.”
“I know,” said Carl and set down his bowl by the dying fire. “I don't like it
any more than you do.”
“Let's get going then,” said John and stood up. The other two followed and
helped clear the camp and pack everything that had been taken off the horses. It
was a light camp so it didn't take long for everything to be neatly packed and the
horses along with the men to be ready to move out.
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They headed deeper into the woods. They had to walk the horses and more
than once they let out nervous whines and refused to move on because of the
treacherous ground. It took a lot of effort from all three to get them moving again.
By midday all three men were frustrated with the horses as they were
hampering their way now more than helping. They stopped for a quick bite to eat
to let the worst of it pass. Abandoning the horses in the woods was not an easy
decisions to make and needed cooler heads to fully ponder the good and bad of it.
Just as they were getting ready to continue on, they heard the noise coming
from the woods.
“What was that?” asked Carl.
“Sounded like trouble,” said Seth and his hand went for his weapon.
“Sounded like the lizard creature,” muttered John and grasped his staff
tighter,
“That thing's long gone from here,” said Seth, though he did not sound
convinced himself.
The sound came again, this time closer.
All three peered through the trees, down the hill and at the climbing slope
opposite.
“See anything?” asked John as he strained to see the opposite slope. He had
taken time to seek cover behind a tree wide enough to hide his thick frame.
“Nothing,” said Carl. He'd taken similar measures as John.
“There!” said Seth excitedly and pointed in the right direction.
Carl and John turned their attention there. They saw two figures rushing
down the slope. From afar it was impossible to tell who they were, but both
seemed to be in a hurry.
It soon became apparent why.
Atop the hill sounded a cry, drawing the attention of the three men. There
stood the terrifying figure of the lizard creature. It didn't stay still for long before
it started down the hill with speed that outpaced its prey by a worrying margin.
“We've got to help them,” said John.
“What? Are you crazy?” demanded Seth. “The last time we couldn't even
scratch that thing. What good do you think we can do now?”
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“We've got time to make some sort of plan,” said John and glanced at Seth.
He looked determined to do it no mater what objections were presented.
“Fuck man. Last time you nearly got your guts spilled all over these woods
and you want to face that creature again? Why?” said Seth.
“That's exactly why,” replied John. “Those two down there, they don't deserve
that fate. We can help them.”
“No. Fuck no, man. I'm not risking my neck for some people I don't even
know,” said Seth with equal determination.
“I don't think we'll have a choice,” said Carl and pointed towards the
escaping couple. “They're headed right for us.”
“Fuck,” muttered Seth and glared at the pair.
“With the horses there's no way we can hide in time,” said John. He actually
sounded somewhat pleased that the choice had been robbed from them. Now
there was nothing more to do but to stand and fight.
“Fuck,” said Seth again. He could not have sounded more displeased.
“It's not totally hopeless,” said Carl and pulled out his axe. “Last time the
creature surprised us. This time we'll be the ones with that advantage.”
“It doesn't matter if we can't make the thing bleed,” said Seth, though he still
pulled his weapon out. Despite his grumbling, he wasn't about to abandon two of
his friends. If fighting was going to happen, he'd stand right there beside them.
“It's bound to have a weak point,” said John and swung his staff. He glanced
down the hill. The pair had made it to the bottom of the slope and were starting
to make their way up the hill. The creature was half way down the hill.
“No time for preparing anything fancy,” said Carl when he saw the situation.
“Let's just hide and make sure those two live.”
“I don't like this,” muttered Seth, but did as told and found himself a tree to
hide behind. They tried to hide the horses, but they were reluctant to stand still
behind trees. They were put as far away from the path the pair looked to be
taking to keep them safe and from panicking when the fight broke out.
Then there was the tense waiting for something to happen.
The forest had gone silent. The birds that had been singing earlier were
huddling on the branches, observing, silently. All the men could hear was their
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own breathing and the beating of their own hearts. Then they started to hear
other sounds. Heavy breathing, rocks coming loose as something scampered up
the hill.
They exchanged nervous looks as the sounds came closer.
A figure ran past the trees they were hiding behind, followed closely by
another. All three stared wide eyed at them.
“Rand,” John breathed out, loud enough to make the two figures stop.
“John?” asked Rand, catching his breath. His cheeks were red from all the
running. He glanced around and saw John and Seth. He smiled.
“Who are these guys?” came a female voice.
“They're the guys I used to Alternate with,” said Rand.
“Who's she?” asked John.
“That's Jen,” replied Rand.
“Screw the introductions. That thing's coming. We need to run,” said Jen
and made a move up the hill. Just as she did so, a scaly hand grabbed the tree
behind which John was hiding and the creature pulled itself towards Rand and
Jen.
“Damn,” muttered Rand and tried to turn to run away. The lizard creature
followed.
Carl popped out from his hiding place and struck down with his axe. He hit
the creatures tail as it was going past. He was surprised the blade sunk in
instead of bouncing off from the thick scales. As the creature went forward, the
sharp blade cleaved through its tail like a fish through water, sending splatters of
red blood everywhere.
George had given him a quality weapon.
The creature cried out and started to turn around to face the cause of the
pain, but John was there with his heavy, metal tipped staff. He swung it with all
his strength and hit the lizard in the knee. There was a satisfying sounding
crunch before the leg gave underneath the creatures weight, sending it tumbling
to the ground.
No sooner had the creature gone down with a thud that Seth emerged from
his hideout and smashed it on the head with his morning star. The spiked
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weapon scraped the scales, but bounced off harmlessly from the thick skull. The
lizard let out a growl and revealed a row of sharp teeth lining its jaws.
It snapped forward with great speed, targeting John who was on the side of
it. Sharp teeth bit into his left hand and the jaws clamped down with immense
pressure.
A sharp tug and John's hand severed at the wrist.
He cried out in pain and fell away from the creature.
There was a crunching sound as it bit down a few times on the hand before
swallowing it.
“John!” Carl cried out and ran to the man. Seth moved in to distract the
creature.
“My hand!” John cried out and held the bloody stump with his other hand.
Carl quickly ripped pieces from his shirt and tied them around the wound in an
effort to stop the bleeding.
The wound looked bad. Flesh was torn in ragged pieces, bone was sticking
out, blood pumped out of veins. Carl feared there was little to be done to save the
man from bleeding out. He looked back and saw Seth battling with the lizard. It
was then that Rand and Jen joined in on the fight.
He watched in awe as the woman struck with her sword, cleaving off one
hand at the elbow from the creature. How could she have such strength? She
looked like she'd have trouble lifting a bucket full of water.
He was even more amazed at what Rand did. He didn't seem to be cutting
the creature at all, but somehow pieces came off with nearly no effort. The odd
thing was how clean his cuts were. Near straight lines wit no ragged edges.
Facing such a furious attack the creature was soon put to death with a well
placed hit at the neck from Rand. The head rolled off as if it had not been
attached to the neck in the first place.
For a moment everyone stood silently, breathing heavily and looking at the
fallen creature. All of them had blood smeared over their clothes, some from the
creature, some from John or their own small wounds.
“God damn,” muttered Seth and lowered his weapon. He looked at Rand and
the woman standing next to him with respect. Without them they would all have
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been dead.
A cry from John drew everyone’s attention and Rand rushed over to him.
“Let me see the wound,” he said and Carl unwrapped the bloody pieces of
cloth from around it. Blood started to flow again.
Rand focused and gently touched spots on the wound. Carl gasped as he
saw veins close and skin stretch to cover the flesh and bone. A mere minute after
starting it looked as if though there had never been a hand there. The skin
covering the stump was perfect.
John breathed easier. His nerves were still messed up and sending signals of
pain, but as he lifted his arm and saw what Rand had done he knew there was
nothing more to worry about. The wound had been treated.
“Well, that's impressive,” said Carl and looked at Rand with narrowed eyes.
He'd witnessed what his sword had done. He'd seen what the woman could do.
“Why is a pair as strong as you running away from this creature?”
Right then a cry echoed from top of the opposite hill. As everyone turned to
look, they saw dozens of the creatures standing there. Another cry and they
started down the hill.
“That's why,” said Rand in a grim voice and gave them all a look. “We've got
to run. We need to get to Siver and behind its walls. That's our only hope. We've
been running from these creatures for two days, narrowly avoiding death on more
than one occasion. We need to hurry.”
“We've got horses. Two extra so we have one for both of you,” said Seth.
“Get rid of of some of the supplies on them. We need to ride fast,” said Carl
as he helped John up. He took his staff and used it for support with his healthy
hand. Suddenly, he paled.
“My hand! My chip was in that hand!” John cried out. The creature had
chewed it into mush. There was no hope of taking it back and reattaching it.
Everyone would think he had gone Dark. There'd be a bounty on him just like
Rand and his mystery woman.
“Don't you worry about that. We'll figure something out,” assured Carl while
helping the reluctant man to a horse. The terrain was rough, but they had no
choice but to rely on the horses.
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Seth was busy unloading stuff from the two pack horses with the help of
Rand. The woman that had come with him was looking over at the approaching
horde of death.
“Hurry up,” she said when she turned around and went for one of the horses
Seth was working on. “They're getting close.”
“We'll have to walk the horses until the top of the hill. From there on we can
ride,” said Seth as he threw the last pack on the ground and offered the horse to
the woman. He looked at her with suspicion. She had gone Dark after all.
“Then stop wasting time and get a move on,” said Jen and grabbed the
reigns. She started up the hill, sword swinging by her hip. The horse followed her
after she tugged hard enough that it almost lost its footing.
The rest of the group followed her example. John had been helped on a horse
where he nursed his arm. Carl led his horse along with his own. Seth grabbed a
horse for himself and joined the convoy next to Rand. They were content to let
Jen lead the way.
Despite how calm they all acted, they could not ignore the distant sounds
following them. The heavy thuds of dozens of feet hitting the ground, branches
breaking and the inhuman growls.
They made it to the top of the hill and mounted their horses. The terrain was
still tricky so they couldn't go for a full gallop, but it was quicker than walking
the horses. Especially Rand and Jen enjoyed resting their feet. They'd been
running for so long that it felt like a miracle their strength had not given in.
After the fall of the fortified laboratory and the rampage Tina went on, her
children had been pursuing the pair relentlessly. The only consolation was that
Tina had not participated so far. Had she done so the hunt would have been over
a long time ago. Still, neither of them could shake the feeling they'd unleashed
something on the world that would come and haunt everyone living in it.
“They're getting closer,” noted Seth from the end of the line. He was holding
up the rear. Carl and Rand were in the middle, on both sides of John, making
sure he didn't fall from the horse. Jen was riding in the front.
“Hurry up,” said Rand and whipped some more speed into his horse. Carl
and John followed, as did Seth. They could all hear the noises from the monsters
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coming closer.
It was a dangerous speed in the terrain they were in, but risking injury over
death was the best choice they could come up with. When you had a horde of
monstrosities breathing down your neck caution was thrown in the wind.
“When we get away, we need to talk,” shouted Carl at Rand over the beating
hooves of the horses and the wind.
“If we get away,” Rand shouted back and gave John a concerned look.
Despite the bleeding having stopped the man looked pale and he wasn't glued to
the saddle, but rather bouncing about dangerous looking.
They kept the hellacious pace until darkness crept over the woods, making
riding a far too dangerous endeavour even for them. The horses were on shaky
legs and ready to keel over from exhaustion. They'd been pushed hard to the very
limit.
They all needed a good rest.
They couldn't hear the monsters any more. Once they'd made it out of the
hills the horses had been able to go much faster, outpacing the lizards by a good
margin.
“You think we lost them?” asked John, still looking pale. The hard ride had
done nothing to help him feel better.
“I doubt it,” replied Rand. “We'd better keep moving. Walk the horses, but we
can probably manage a short break now. Eat something.”
Jen dismounted and gave her horse a pat. It had done well carrying her
through the dangers at such pace. She gave it some feed from a bag hanging from
the saddle and observed the men she now found herself with. Rand seemed to
trust them and she had to admit they'd done an admirable job against the lizard.
One losing a hand and a few minor scrapes on others was not a bad outcome for
facing a creature like that. Still her instincts told her to be careful. The men could
have easily been working for Vincent in an effort to track down Rand and her.
She tied the horse up to a nearby tree and wandered close to Rand. She
figured if something was going to happen it'd be better to be close to the man she
trusted even a little bit.
“What are we going to do with John?” asked the tall man called Carl just as
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she got within hearing distance.
“Nothing we can do,” replied Rand and gave the fat man a quick glance.
John was busy eating a piece of bread and resting against a tree trunk. “He lost
the chip. He'll go Dark.”
“Damn it,” muttered Carl.
“It's not that bad,” said Rand as he gave his horse some feed. “When it kicks
in he'll be out for a few days, but after that he'll be just as he was.”
“Save for some mystery powers and a death warrant on his head,” replied
Carl.
“I didn't say it would be all good, but it's certainly not as bad as people make
it out to be,” said Rand and gave Carl a look.
“What did it do to you?” asked the tall man. “I saw you fight that creature.
Your hits.. They weren't normal. Neither were hers.” Carl nodded towards Jen
who was lingering close by.
“Who is she anyway?” asked Seth as he joined the two men. He offered both
some bread and water. Finally, after a bit of hesitation he made the same offer to
the woman who joined them.
“This probably isn't the place or time for life stories,” said Rand, wanting to
avoid the subject.
“By what Vincent has told us she should have killed us all by now,” said Carl
and took a large mouthful of bread. He hadn't realized how hungry he was.
Running away while trying not to soil your pants could do that.
“Don't trust anything Vincent says,” said Jen and nibbled on the piece of
bread she'd been given. It was a bit stale, but not bad tasting.
“Vincent's the one who made those lizard monsters,” said Rand. “Jen just
happened to find out and that's why Vincent wants her dead. That she went
Dark, well, that was mostly Vincent's fault too. She'd be dead by now had she not
dug the chip out.”
Carl and Seth exchanged looks. That Vincent would be behind some sinister
things was not hard to believe. He was already running an illegal Altenating
operation and probably dealing drugs on the side along with other underworld
business. That he'd expand to the alternate worlds wasn't a shock. But that he'd
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create monsters like those chasing them? That was hard to believe.
“Sounds like you two have quite a story to tell,” Carl finally said. He gulped
down some water. It was as refreshing as a dip into a cold river on a hot day.
Still, he wished it was cold beer instead. A good, pass out in the ditch state of
drunkenness sounded like a good idea in the situation they were in.
“Too long to share for now,” said Rand.
“We should make preparations for your friend,” said Jen and nodded
towards John. “He'll pass out some time within the next two days. We don't want
him falling off a horse mid ride.”
“How long do we have?” asked Carl.
Jen shrugged. “It took me two days.”
“For me it was almost instant,” said Rand and gave John a concerned look. If
he fell unconscious while riding he'd slow them all down. They might have gotten
some distance between them and the monsters, but they'd continue chasing and
the gap would not hold if there were hindrances.
“All right. We'll secure him on one of the horses,” said Carl and gave both of
them a look. He wasn't too sure about trusting the woman. They'd dodged his
questions about what had happened, but it could well have been that it was a
long story. Given the monsters chasing them he doubted it would be a simple
one.
A roar echoed from the distance, reminding them of what was coming after
them. It was enough to send shivers down everyone's spine and make John
wrench himself up with the help of his staff and glance around nervously.
“Best get moving,” said Carl and received an approving nod from everyone.
They hoisted John up on one of the horses and secured him in place after
giving him a quick explanation. He didn't look happy about it, but had to admit
falling off a horse was not something he wanted to suffer on top of losing a hand.
The rest walked their horses with Carl also tending to John's horse. They
kept a good pace, but not too hard to allow the horses some recovery time. As
darkness started to fall they lit torches to light the way. They didn't have the
luxury of stopping and setting up camp. The monsters would have caught up
with them easily had they done so.
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They took small breaks every now and then to give themselves a bit of rest,
but by the time the sun started climbing above the horizon, they were all feeling
tired. Even Jen who had an uncanny endurance looked like she could use a days
worth of sleep.
The terrain had gotten easier and with it the speed with which they could
move forward increased. The horses had been walked all night so when it was
light enough to see where you were going, they all mounted and started to ride.
They didn't go full speed as there had been no sign of the monsters, save for some
very distant cries.
John seemed to be hanging in there. Though he looked a bit unsteady at
times, he remained conscious. He had lost quite a bit of blood despite fast action
by Rand and there had been little time to rest, sleep or eat so it was
understandable he wasn't all there.
They kept the pace all day, switching between riding and walking to give the
horses as much rest as they could afford. They didn't want any of them dying of
exhaustion. That would have completely ruined any chance of reaching the city
before the monsters caught up.
The woods grew thinner and the ground started showing signs of being used.
They could even see small paths beginning to form here and there. They were
getting close enough to the city that the flow of people going out from it had
started to show signs.
They'd kept a hard enough pace to have covered a distance that would
usually take two days in a day and a half. By the time the sun was starting to set
they got to the edge of the forest and could see the high walls of the city in the
distance, over the clean plain of grass.
“Let's hurry into the city,” said Rand after a brief pause to take in the sight.
He glanced back into the forest, hoping not to see anything. He was worried. The
monsters should not have been that easy to shake off. He and Jen had had
enough trouble hiding from them and making their way onward. He'd seen how
quick they could be and how long they could go without rest. They should never
have been able to escape from them.
Unless intended to.
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The thought was a scary one. Were they intelligent enough that they could
come up with something like that? Had they used the group as their guide to
civilization? If Tina was pulling the strings in the background then that was a
distinct possibility and all they'd done was bring doom to the city.
“There he goes,” said Jen and looked at John. The man had slumped down
on his horse and was hanging on only by the ropes tied around him,
Carl and Seth rushed to check on him. They couldn't get any reaction out of
him.
“He'll wake up in a few days. Let's just get him to the city,” said Rand after
examining John himself. He wanted to be certain it had nothing to do with his
injury. Not that he was any sort of doctor, but at least he could tell himself he'd
done what he could for him.
They moved on, though they kept the pace relatively calm to ensure John
didn't end up having an accident. They weren't that far from the city when a cry
sounded out close by. They all turned around and saw one of the lizard monsters
standing at the edge of the woods.
“Go go go!” Rand shouted and sunk his feet to the sides of the horse. It
launched into a gallop and the others followed. He glanced back, but the monster
did not seem interested in following. As he looked onward he could see the city
guards had spotted it. They were already working on closing the gate and there
were men rushing on top of the battlement. Some were pointing at the group
riding towards the city, others to the edge of the forest.
“They're closing the gate!” he shouted, egging the others on to keep a good
pace. He doubted they'd leave them outside. That wasn't how the city or its
guards conducted themselves. They were the safe haven for those who ventured
outside into the wild lands and if they started leaving people out in trouble that
would hurt the city more than anything.
He glanced back at John. The man was bouncing dangerously looking in his
saddle, but somehow remained in place. He'd be sore when he woke up, but that
was a small price to pay for living.
The rest of the group were glancing back as well with worried expressions.
They all shared the fear of more of the creatures appearing. They all had the same
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doubts whether the city could stand up against them if an attack was coming.
They rode through the gate just in time. Mere seconds after the last of them
got through the gate slammed shut with a thunderous thud. Heavy metal latches
and wooden beams were put in place by the guards, ensuring nothing would be
getting through.
The line of spears aimed at the group ensured they didn't get into the city
either. Their horses let out whines as they were pulled to a sudden stop. Nervous
looking young men stood in a half circle glancing up at the strangers who had led
the monster to their gate.
Rand calmed his horse down and surveyed the situation. He was pleased to
see Carl was doing the same as well as managing to keep Seth from opening his
mouth. Cursing at the nervous soldiers and antagonizing them would have only
brought more trouble their way. Somehow the bloodied rags had appeared on
John's hand, telling of a gruesome injury.
Jen looked indifferent on the surface, but Rand had spent enough time with
her to know that was only on the surface. If you looked at her carefully, you could
see she was ready to jump from her horse and draw weapons at a moments
notice. She'd probably have cut down a few of the young soldiers before they even
realized it.
“Whew! You had us worried there for a second that you were going to close
the gate on us,” said Rand in a loud voice. There was nothing fake about the relief
in it. He gave the nervous soldiers a grateful smile. “Thank you all on behalf of me
and my companions here.”
“Save the pleasantries,” came a rough voice and the row of spears split to let
through a man in uniform. He had a shaggy beard and the cold blue eyes that
observed the small group were void of emotion. “Instead, explain yourselves.”
Rand frowned at the man. He was tall and didn't need to tilt up his head
that much to look at the horse mounted friends. “And you are?”
“I'm captain Herman Trez and I'm responsible for guarding these gates. If
you don't explain yourselves then I will just as well shove you out of them.”
“I was not aware we needed to explain ourselves in Siver. The city that has
always prided itself with its openness,” said Carl from the background. He made
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his way next to Rand, for which he was grateful. Carl had always been the one
with a tongue of silver that could diffuse any situation.
The captain measured up Carl in a quick moment of silence. “When you ride
in with an unseen creature on your trail then yes, there is some explaining to be
done before we let you roam the city freely.”
“We don't have time for that,” said Carl and pointed at John. “Our friend is
severely injured and needs help. One of those things bit his hand off.” He hoped
the minor scrapes the rest of them sported would be enough to convince the man
there had been a fight.
The captain looked hesitant, but after taking in the appearance of the group
once more he relented. “All right. The woman and the one who first spoke can
take your friend to a healer. You, on the other hand,” he pointed at Carl. “Take
your remaining friend and come with me. You'll have to explain this situation to
my full satisfaction.”
Carl nodded. “As you wish, captain.”
“Jen has a hideout where we'll go. Once you're done with the captain, go to
the tavern I met her in. I'll come get you,” Rand whispered as he brushed past
Carl, followed by Jen leading the unconscious John. Carl simply nodded in
response.
The wall of spears parted and let the three ride on through. As soon as
they'd gone, the ranks closed again.
“I'm surprised you were willing to let us split like this,” said Carl as he
dismounted.
The captain stood in place, calm. “They'll be followed. Once we're done, you'll
be followed too. Don't think you're not watched just because you were let in. If
you try anything I will know about it.”
Carl glanced at Seth who was looking ready to burst into a volley of curses.
He shook his head slightly. “Very efficient of you, captain. I feel safer already.
Now about explaining the situation...”
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Chapter 8
Slowly, the blurry figures started to sharpen. John blinked a few more times
before recognizing the shape leaning over him as the woman Rand had been with.
He was not all together certain where he was, nor whether having the woman so
close was a good thing.
“Where am I?” asked John and looked around. All he saw was a small room
with a fireplace at the centre of it and a table close by it with a few chairs. He saw
Rand sitting at the table, which made him feel a bit better.
“In Siver,” came the woman's voice as she stood up and walked over to the
fireplace.
Rand soon replaced her by the bed. “You went unconscious during the ride
here.”
“You mean I went Dark,” said John. His throat felt dry and he didn't object
to it when Jen handed him a bowl full of steaming liquid. A careful sip later he
had to admit it tasted better than expected. He gave the woman a careful look
before returning to the broth.
“Yes, you went Dark,” Rand admitted.
John chuckled. “So now what? I wait for the bounty hunters to come?”
“Is he always this spineless?” asked Jen with a disgusted voice. “I mean, you
were whiny too, but him?” She shook his head.
“He's different from us, Jen,” replied Rand and gave John an understanding
look. “It wasn't his choice to go Dark. It was made for him, unlike on our part. He
wasn't chased before this, but now he will be.”
John shook his head and gave Rand a look. “All I wanted to do was see you
again and ask you why? Why did you kill your wife? Why did you go Dark? Then
maybe we'd have been able to help you. Maybe convince Vincent there was no
need to kill you. And now here I am, looking down the same gun barrel as you
are.”
The questions posed were something Rand wasn't prepared to answer. Not
that he didn't think John deserved answers, but because even he didn't have
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them. Everything that had happened had not given him much time to sort things
out for himself and now there were greater things weighing on his shoulders.
“John, I wish I had all the answers, but I don't. Sometimes things just
happen and the reasons behind them are left in the shadows. What happened
with my wife is not something I'm proud of, but when it was done all I could think
of was staying out of prison. I know I'd done wrong, but I wanted just a bit more
freedom. So I came here.”
Rand gave John a sincere look. There were no lies to be told now. “It was
pure coincidence that I ran into Jen. She killed those bounty hunters and after
that it was all over. I'd have been hunted just like she was. Going Dark was the
only choice I could make to stay free.”
John sipped the broth while thinking things through. Some of what Rand
had said made sense and some didn't. He'd left out bits he'd wanted an answer
to, like why he killed his wife. He wasn't a bad man, that much was clear from
what he'd said and what John knew of him. But could all he'd done simply be
counted off as the result of unfortunate circumstances?
“I was thinking that if you'd give good enough answers I might try and talk
the others into letting you go,” said John in a quiet voice and looked down at the
bowl in his hand. “I suppose I'll have to plead my own case now and join you.”
Rand smiled a sad smile and took the empty bowl from him. “I think we will
need all of you before this is over. And more.”
“You still need to explain what's going on,” said John and threw his legs over
the side of the bed. The wooden floor felt cold after the warmth of the blanket he'd
been resting under. He took another look around. “And where I am for that
matter.”
“My hideout,” said Jen and grabbed a cast iron pan from by the fire and set
it on the table. “I hid here from the bounty hunters and others Vincent sent after
me. It should be safe still.”
John sniffed the air. “Is that bacon I smell?” he asked hopefully.
Jen nodded. “Simple broth isn't going to keep you going after two days of not
eating.”
John pushed himself up from the bed and made his way to the table. His
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footing was a bit unsteady for the first steps, but he waved away the help Rand
offered. The chair creaked under his weight as he sat down. He was pleased to
see that there was indeed bacon in the pan along with some onion, carrot and
rutabaga.
His stomach growled. The broth had done little more than wake his stomach
up. He grabbed the pan handle with his good hand.
Then the sensation hit him.
The metal under his hand started moving. It flowed into him. He could feel it
coursing through his veins, up his arm, through his heart and down the injured
arm. The black metal started flowing out the stump and slowly started to take
form. Veins built up, bones formed, muscles and skin – all from black metal. Only
a few seconds later he had a new hand made of cast iron. The pan in his other
hand was completely gone and his meal was now resting on the table.
“What the...” John stuttered and stared at the black hand. The fingers
moved just as if it were his own flesh and blood. He formed a fist with it and
banged it against the table. He couldn't feel it hitting, but it made a solid knock.
“Well, that's handy,” said Rand and gathered a tired glare from both Jen and
John.
“It feels odd,” said John as he moved the hand around. “It's heavy, but I
don't feel anything I touch with it. But it moves like it's my own hand.”
“Well, now we know what your power is,” said Jen and frowned at the pile of
food that now rested on the table. “You still going to eat that?”
At first it seemed odd to John they were not fussing more over what had
happened, but then he remembered they both had powers too. They had to. They
were the same as him. He used his new hand to pick up a slice of bacon from the
table and put it in his mouth. He was hungry enough not to care about the sanity
of the table. He grabbed a fistful of food and started picking on it with his flesh
and bone hand.
“I take that as a yes,” said Jen and sat down across from John and
examined the black hand.
“I wonder what the limits are for your power,” said Rand as he came closer
and leaned against the table.
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“Seems to only work on iron,” said Jen. “Otherwise he'd have gone through a
hand made of cloth and one from wood.”
“And why did it only go to his missing hand?” asked Rand. “Did you think
about your hand?” He gave John a look.
John shook his head. “I didn't think about anything. The metal just... Went
where it wanted to.”
“Can you shape it now if you try to?” asked Jen.
John concentrated. A frown appeared on him. Finally, he shook his head.
“Nothing is happening.”
“What did you try to do?” asked Rand.
“I tried to extend a finger..,” replied John and emptied his hand of food. It
was glistening with grease, but the man simply started licking it clean.
“Maybe the power only lets him replace missing parts of his body with iron,”
suggested Jen.
“Well, that's easy enough to test, isn't it?” asked Rand and pulled out a
knife.
“What? Wait now, you're not cutting off any part of my body,” protested John
and stood up.
“Relax. We'll just shave some hair off your arm there and see if the iron pops
up to make new ones,” said Rand in a calming voice. “No one's going to cut off
anything important.”
“I suppose that's all right,” said John and sat down again. He extended his
arm and let Rand shave off a bald spot just above his wrist where the flesh
turned into iron. They waited for a brief moment as it was all it took. Fine strands
of black iron appeared from under John's skin, forming thin hairs where the
natural ones had been.
“Well I'll be,” muttered John.
Rand reached out to touch one of the hairs. It felt like solid metal between
his fingers and as he tried the tip of it, it pricked through his skin, causing a
small drop of blood to seep out. “Sharp too. Imagine having those all over your
body.”
“I'm not sure that would be too comfortable,” said John. Not to mention it
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would make being close to a woman a risky business for her. Still, he couldn't
help but think shaving his head might be a good idea. Iron hair would make for a
good helmet without having to actually wear one.
“You know, he might have just become immortal,” said Jen and examined
the fat man.
“What do you mean?” asked Rand. John gave the woman a curious look as
well.
“Think about it. If every part of his body can be replaced with iron he'd be
nearly impossible to kill. And if he can replace lost parts with more iron then
there's very little that could stop him.”
“You might be right,” admitted Rand and gave John a look. He did not seem
pleased with the idea.
“It might make me immortal, but what kind of life would that be? No sense of
touch with a cold iron body.” John shook his head. “I'd rather be dead.”
“Few things are without downsides,” admitted Jen. “Just something to
consider when dealing with things.”
“I'm not going to start being your bait every time one is needed!” said John in
a loud voice. He could easily see things going that way. What did it matter? Send
John ahead, he can replace lost limbs. Hey John, do you want to go and trip that
trap? He wasn't going to let things go that way.
“John, I didn't mean it like that,” said Jen. “It was poor choice of words.” She
looked regretful and apologetic.
“We're all friends here, John,” said Rand. “What ever happens, we won't be
throwing anyone into danger against their will no matter what power they might
have.”
John felt like the subject needed to be changed. The conversation wouldn't
go anywhere productive as it stood. “Where's Carl and Seth?” he finally asked.
He'd been wondering about the two for a bit now, having not seen them yet.
Rand and Jen exchanged looks.
“What?” asked John. He didn't like the looks.
“We don't know what has happened to them,” said Rand. “When we arrived
at the city gates, they were pulled aside to explain why we were being chased by
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the monsters. That was two days ago and we haven't heard from either of them. I
told them to meet me at the tavern I met Jen at and I've been checking it out a
couple of times every day, but there's been no sign of them.”
“You think they've been arrested?” asked John with concern. If the city
guard had deemed them suspicious they'd be after the rest too.
Rand shrugged his shoulders. “I don't know. I was about to go and see if
they're at the tavern now, but then you woke up. If they're not there then we need
to start asking questions.”
“I'll come with you,” said John.
“Are you sure you're up to it?” asked Rand with a concerned look. He
remembered well that it had taken himself a bit of time to recover from two days
of no eating or drinking.
“I'll be fine,” said John and stood up. The little bit he'd eaten was already
giving him strength.
“I'll come too,” said Jen. She wasn't about to let Rand go off alone with a
man who could need protection should anything happen. Despite his claims John
was not really in shape to fight if the need arose.
“Well, it seems we're all going then,” said Rand and went to the end of the
bed to get his sword. Jen retrieved hers from next to the kitchen door and John
found his staff next to Rand's sword. He felt like changing clothes, but they'd
already put him in a shirt that wasn't covered in his own blood. That he'd slept in
it for two days seemed like a minor thing compared to that.
The cool evening air hit them when they left the small refuge. The street was
narrow and empty. Houses much similar to where they had come from lined it.
The sun was still high enough to give off light even to the walled city, but that
wouldn't last long.
“We walk or we ride?” asked John.
“Walk,” said Rand. “The horses are being taken care of at a near by stable.”
“I guess there wouldn't be room for them here,” admitted John as he glanced
at the small building.
They started down the street, Rand in the lead, Jen keeping the rear. There
were questions John wanted to ask both of them, but the timing had passed. He
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was certain Carl and Seth would ask the same questions when they returned. At
least he hoped they'd return.
The streets slowly widened and the buildings turned larger and more wealthy
looking. A few more people went about their business, mostly those going to a
tavern or back home from one. A city patrol passed by them, fifteen men in
armour and carrying long spears. They paid no attention to the three, despite the
fact they were visibly armed. In Siver, fewer were those who walked around
unarmed.
“Ever since the news about the monsters spread, there have been more
guards running around,” said Rand as they turned to an even wider street. “A lot
more people carry weapons too.”
“Wouldn't you want them to?” asked John. “Clearly there's a threat out
there.”
“Let's hope it stays out there,” said Jen.
“What's the plan anyway?” John asked. “We just going to sit here and do
nothing or wait for the monsters to attack or what?”
Both Jen and Rand remained silent.
“I see. You don't know.”
“That's right. We have no idea,” said Rand with a strained voice. “Once you
hear the full story you'll understand why that is. For now, let's just focus on
getting Carl and Seth back.”
The silence that fell amongst the three lasted all the way to the tavern. As
Rand opened the door and let the two others in they were greeted with music
from the minstrel that had been there every time Rand had come in the past
days. It seemed he had taken up residence there and that was attracting more
customers to the place. A few curious looks were thrown their way by the
customers, but most kept their eyes on their own drinks or were too engrossed in
a conversation with their friends to notice anything happening around them.
They took a quick look around, hoping to see familiar faces amongst the
tables, but they were met with disappointment.
“Might as well get a drink since we came all this way,” said Rand and headed
for a free table.
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Jen gave him a dissatisfied look, but followed none the less.
“I could use some good beer,” admitted John and followed.
A waitress was quick to come take their orders once they'd settled in. Rand
threw her a coin and asked for three beers. Jen might have frowned at that, but
even she had to admit that after the wilderness a bit of civilization would go
smoothly down her throat.
They never got to enjoy those drinks.
The waitress had barely departed as four men surrounded the table. At a
quick glance it was evident they were bounty hunters. There was no doubt as to
who they were after.
“I suggest you come quietly,” said the big man who looked to be their leader.
They all had weapons out – from swords to axes – and when Rand glanced
around he could even see a fifth man aiming a bow at them.
“Good job,” said Jen in a dry voice. “Brilliant idea to meet where every
bounty hunter will look for. Then going there several times every day. No sir, that
won't attract attention.”
Rand gave her a glare before glancing at John. He looked nervous, but gave a
slight nod. While none of the three had their hands on a weapon there were skills
in play that the bounty hunters had no clue about.
“What are you so worried about, Jen? It's only five guys. You can take them
all by yourself,” said Rand with the sort of arrogance one would expect from a
statement such as that.
“That's not the point,” she replied and assessed the situation. One man
behind John. The big man could take him or at least keep him busy. One behind
Rand, he'd be no worry. One behind her and one slightly to the left of her. She'd
have one down before the other would even have time to react. The problem
would be the man aiming the bow and arrow at them, but there was not much to
be done about him while sitting down.
“So, are we going to go quietly?” asked John in an innocent voice. It was
evident to anyone looking that the three were more amused than afraid.
The attitude rubbed the man making the demand the wrong way. He looked
enraged. “Fine. Get them boys!” he shouted and started forward himself, aiming
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his sword at Rand's back.
All three at the table exploded into action.
John met the steel blade coming down towards him with his iron hand. The
moment it touched the metal, the blade started to melt away and be drawn into
him. The black cast iron of his hand took on the shine of steel, but there were
waves of black in it still, like you would see in high quality steel blades.
The look on the man's face was worth seeing when his blade melted away
into the body of his opponent, doing no harm.
Then he looked dazed as John hit him with his other, clenched fist.
He could feel extra metal wallowing inside him. It started to make sense.
Most of the iron he'd taken from the pan had gone into replacing his hand,
leaving very little left over. Now, there seemed to be a lot of extra, so he decided to
try it one more. Focusing, he willed his hand to turn into a blade. At first nothing
happened, but then his fingers started to meld together, the nails extending into
what soon became a sharp tipped blade.
John grinned.
His opponent looked dazed and confused. It turned into surprise as the hand
turned blade cut his throat and blood spewed out.
For Jen things did not go as smoothly. The man behind her came at her with
axe in hand and she was quick enough to jump up, turn around and avoid the
attack, but there her luck ended. The second man was much quicker than she'd
anticipated and his sword cut an angry red stripe on her arm. She could barely
dodge to avoid getting her entire arm cut off.
She had her sword halfway out of its sheath before having to dodge again
when the two men attacked. She banged against a neighbouring table, garnering
curses from the people sitting there. Most of the tavern had yet to realize a fight
had broken out.
A blade swished right below her chin while the other landed to the table
behind her with a thud that sent drinks toppling down.
With her free hand she gave the arm next to her a good hit and drew out a
yelp and curses, before getting out her sword with the other. It was just in time to
meet the new hit coming her way. The heavy, two handed hit stopped dead with
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her single hand hold. The man wielding the sword looked surprised. He'd
expected the blade to brush aside the frail looking defence.
Jen didn't let the opportunity go to waste and landed an underhanded kick
to the man's groin. It made him stumble back and bend down in pain. She was
just about to slice his head off when his friend intervened, sending the attack to
the side with his axe. It still cut deep into the shoulder of the bent over man.
There was a cry of pain and blood stained his shoulder in a quickly spreading
dark spot.
The axe wielding man let out a roar and charged at Jen. Between the tables
she didn't have much room to dodge so she met him head on. Anyone else would
have stumbled back when the man crashed into her, but she stood her ground,
catching the reckless man completely off guard.
It was an awkward angle, but she managed to jab her sword through the
man's side before turning herself in such a way that he crashed on forward
straight through a table.
The man didn't get up again.
She turned to face the remaining man, but not before getting a glance at the
over all situation. She was just in time to see John put down his man. The people
in the tavern were already flocking out and away from the fight. Some more
curious types stayed, but they kept a safe distance. The swinging axe of her
opponent forced her attention away from her surroundings and back into the
action.
For Rand the fight began well enough. He dodged the initial blow aimed at
his back and by the time his opponent was ready for another try he had a
throwing knife in hand. He'd have preferred his sword, but taking it out would
take much longer.
He crouched slightly, ready to jump in any direction needed. His opponent
wasted no time pressing the attack and his blade swung down at Rand. He lifted
the knife to block while at the same time brining out his ability. He did his best to
aim for the right spot, but missed by a small amount. A small piece chipped out
from the sword as it was deflected to the side. The strength of the blow sent a jolt
through Rand's arm, making him almost drop the knife.
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It was enough to force him to withdraw instead of pressing the attack. His
opponent gained valuable time to gather himself and make a well thought out
attack.
The sword came swinging at Rand's side. Stopping it with a mere dagger was
no option as he could only deflect the blade and the angle with which the attack
came meant it would either go up or down and hit him in either case.
His only hope was hitting the right spot.
The knife swung into place to block the sword. Sparks flew when the two
pieces of metal met. The sword was cut in half, the tip of it flung harmlessly away
from Rand and the hilt part swung past his stomach, not even scraping his
clothes.
The surprise of his opponent was enough to allow Rand to move in close and
jab the knife in the man's side. The stronger man quickly pushed him off with an
angry grunt and threw away his broken weapon. Instead, he grabbed a chair and
tried to bash Rand with it.
He'd hoped the strike would have been enough to slow him down, but the
knife was small and he hadn't hit anything important with it. It would take time
for the bleeding to sap away the man's strength. He dodged several chair shots,
trying to find an opening, but the chair offered more protection than the sword
ever did.
The foot of the chair scraped Rand's shoulder on a particularly close dodge,
but it also allowed his knife to find the right spot and cleave the thing in half
straight through the middle. He didn't stop to let the astonished man recover, but
lunged forward with all his weight and sunk the small blade deep into his chest.
Both men crashed down onto the floor with a loud thud.
Rand did his best to widen the wound and cause as much damage inside as
possible.
His opponent struggled. Blood tricked from the corner of his mouth. He
shuddered uncontrollably before going limb.
Rand let out a deep breath. Sweat trickled down his forehead.
He pulled out the knife and scrambled to his feet to take in the situation. He
saw Jen had put down one of her opponents and was having little trouble with
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the one remaining. He turned to see how John was faring just in time to see the
arrow hit him in the shoulder.
“John!” Rand cried out and jumped a table to get to him. The arrow had sent
the fat man stumbling back, but when Rand got to him he was already pulling it
out. All that came out was a blunt wooden stick. Where there should have been a
blood gushing wound there was a small spot covered in steel.
“Fuck that hurt,” muttered John with a grimace. He touched the wound with
his good hand. The metal had blended seamlessly with his skin. “Still hurts, even
though it's healed.”
“Well, at least you're not bleeding to death,” said Rand and pulled the man
down behind a flipped over table. An arrow whisked just above their heads.
“Thanks,” said John as he peeked above the table. “I hate archers.”
“Who doesn't?” asked Rand and made a similar peek to find out where the
pest was. He spotted the man placing another arrow to his bow, hidden behind a
table. Getting to him would mean running through a space littered with turned
over tables and fallen chairs.
Plenty of cover, but plenty of things to slow you down as well and offer the
sniper a shot.
John glanced at Rand. He'd surveyed the landscape as well. “I said I
wouldn't allow this part to be placed on me, but I never said I wouldn't take it if
need be.”
With that, the big man stood up and jumped over the table with surprisingly
agility.
“John!” Rand shouted after the man, but it was too late.
The archer let an arrow fly. It landed straight into John's chest, but slowed
him down none. Rand watched in admiration as John navigated through the
littered path leading to his target. Fallen chairs, turned over tables, even a single
patron who had been too drunk to realize what was going on, but decided now
was a good time to rise from the floor. John pushed the drunkard aside and
closed the last few steps that separated him from the sniper. His steel hand was
shaped like a blade again.
The archer fumbled, unable to place another arrow on his bow. Instead, he
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drew a blade and discarded the bow, bracing himself for the impending attack.
John went in full force, throwing himself over the table, stabbing at the man with
the blade hand.
Rand lost sight of both men as they tumbled behind the fallen tables. The
rational part of him did its best to remind him that John was in no danger from
the sword his opponent wielded. The emotional side worried for a friend just as
much as ever.
“John all right?” asked Jen as she appeared next to Rand. There was blood
on her face, but it did not seem to be her own. She wiped some of it off on her
sleeve. It was already bloody anyway.
“See for yourself,” said Rand and nodded towards where the archer had
been. All you could see now was John's back and his arm going up and down
while he stabbed the already dead man.
“Seems to be doing all right,” said Jen in a monotone voice and stashed away
her sword. She glanced around, ensuring there were no more attackers left. The
tavern looked like a hurricane had blown through it with tables and chairs tipped
over, food and drinks spilled all over the floor, and then there were the dead
bodies strewn across the floor.
“We should get out of here. The city guard will arrive in no time and
explaining this would be difficult at best,” said Rand. He glanced around as well
and put away the knife in his hand.
Jen nodded.
“John! Come on. We need to get out of here,” Rand shouted.
John stopped the pummelling he'd been giving the archer. He stood up and
let out a long sigh. A shiver ran down his body. He turned to face Rand and Jen
as they came closer. “This feeling. It's amazing.”
“What do you mean?” asked Rand and eyed the man suspiciously.
“The blood,” said John. “There's iron in it, but it feels different than the pan
did or the sword I absorbed. They felt cold, lifeless, but the blood, it's warm, It's
alive. It's like... A drug. It makes me feel so good!”
Jen and Rand exchanged concerned looks. The way John was talking made
the statement an eerie one.
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“All right John. Just keep your cool. We don't want you going around killing
people just because you want to taste their blood,” said Rand and gave the man a
firm look. It was enough to snap John out of the daze he was in. He looked
horrified for a brief moment before nodding in agreement. His hand returned to
being a hand shape instead of the deadly looking blade it had formed into. The
blood that had landed on him had been absorbed away so he only had tiny
specks of it here and there on his clothes.
Together, the three made their way to the front door. The escaping
customers had left it wide open and some of the more brave ones dared to peek
inside, but quickly pulled away when they saw the trio heading outside.
A crowd waited them on the outside. Whispers started as the three blood
covered figures emerged from inside the tavern. Room was quickly given. No one
wanted to get near people that were clearly dangerous.
Rand scanned the crowd. There were frightened expressions here and there,
curious ones even more, and finally there were those who were busy explaining
what had taken place to people just arriving. A crowd always drew in more
people.
He spotted the tavern owner in the front lines. “Sorry for the damage,” said
Rand and dug out a few coins and tossed them at the man. They landed short,
but he was the only one to make a move for the coins. The rest of the crowd did
not dare snatch them right in front of a man who had large portions of his clothes
covered in blood. “We didn't start that fight nor did we want it. We simply
defended ourselves.”
The tavern owner nodded as he gathered up the coins. It was more than
enough to replace any broken furniture.
“Come on. We have to go,” said Jen anxiously.
They started through the crowd. A path quickly opened for them.
“Halt!” came a shout in a familiar, rough voice.
All three stopped. The crowd around them instinctively took some distance
and let through the man who had called for them to stop.
“Captain Trez, was it?” asked Rand as he turned around to face the captain.
There was a patrols worth of men with him, spears ready to be pointed at any
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threat coming their way.
Both Jen and John took on a weary stance. Neither looked ready to trust the
man in uniform not to send his men in to detain them.
“I am surprised you remember me,” replied the captain in a calm voice.
“How could I forget. You're the man I last saw with two of my friends,”
replied Rand. Less than perfect, but at least it was an opportunity to find out
what had become of Carl and Seth. “Where are they, by the way?”
“You tell me,” replied Trez. “I let them go the next day. I would have let them
go the same day, but the story they told was a complex one.” The man looked
around, not wanting to let the general population hear too many details of
something that had been kept secret.
“You mean to tell me you don't know where they are?” asked Rand,
unconvinced that was the case.
Trez gave Rand a perplexed look. “No, I have no idea where they are. I sent
spies after them as they were let go, but they lost sight of the two. It's like they
vanished into thin air.”
The immediate thought for Rand was that Vincent had used the Oracle to get
the two men back. They still had their chips so that was a distinct possibility. If
that had indeed happened it was unlikely either of them would be coming back.
Vincent wouldn't allow it, if he even let the two live.
The other possibility that popped into his mind was bounty hunters getting
the two. Maybe Vincent had lost faith in their attempt to bring back the ones that
had gone Dark. And even if Vincent had not let it out, word would get out to the
bounty hunters quickly through other channels. Maybe they'd just seen two
friends of someone who had gone Dark and hoped grabbing them would bring out
the target.
Neither of the options sat well with Rand.
He tried his best not to look concerned. “Well, if you don't have them, then
we have nothing more to talk about. I wish you a good day.” He began to turn
around, only to be stopped by the captain giving an order and the soldiers behind
him lowering their spears and taking a step forward in a cohesive line.
“You're not going anywhere,” said Trez in a firm tone. “Not until you explain
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what happened here. There are dead bodies here and that will not go
unexplained.”
Rand shrugged his shoulders. “I don't know what their problem was. We
were sitting at our table, waiting for our drinks to arrive. Then those men
appeared and started making demands. I don't know if they mistook us for
someone else. Then all of a sudden they attacked us. We defended ourselves.
They should have picked an easier target.”
Trez squinted as he stared at Rand and his blood covered companions. He
couldn't shake the feeling that there was something off with all three of them. “Is
that really all?”
“That is all,” assured Rand.
“You're not telling me everything, I can see that,” said Trez.
“I'm not sure there's anything more I can say about this. I've told you what
happened. If the truth doesn't convince you am I to come up with lies?” asked
Rand and spread his arms. There was some mutter in the crowd surrounding
him. People were starting to side against the guards. There had been plenty of
witnesses who saw the altercation unfold. There was no question as to who
started the fight.
Rand hoped someone would gather enough courage to actually say it out
loud so the captain could hear it. But the captain solved the problem for him.
“Are there any witnesses to this incident?” asked Terz in a loud voice and
looked around the crowd. The chatter that had started to build up died a quick
death.
Finally it was the tavern keeper that stepped forward. His apron was stained
by spilt drinks and it was wound tout around his large belly. His hair was messy,
as if he had been pulling out chunks of hair while watching his place of business
get wrecked. “I'm Vern. I own the tavern. It's as the stranger said. The five men
attack him and his friends. They only defended themselves. He was kind enough
to even apologize and pay for the damages. They're not bad folk, captain.”
There was a murmur of agreement among the crowd.
“I've seen those five men before,” chimed in a voice from the crowd. “Bad sort
of people. Do things for money most men would shudder at.”
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More voices joined in. The amount of support was surprising. Rand was
taken back by it, as was Jen and John. They'd known Siver was full of good, hard
working people, but that they would stand up for strangers in trouble in such a
way spoke volumes about the spirit that lived in the city and the hearts of the
people in it.
Trez raised his hands to quiet down the crowd. “All right. I've heard your
voices,” he said in a loud voice. “I will not be detaining these three. They're free to
go.”
There were cheers from the crowd as the captain took a few steps closer to
Rand so he could talk without the people around overhearing.
“I will let you go, but be certain that you will be watched closely,” said Trez
in a harsh tone. He did not look pleased with how things had turned out. “I don't
want any more trouble from you. Next time you will end up in jail no matter what
the crowd says.”
Rand smiled as if they were having a leisurely talk. “I will keep that I mind.
We don't want any trouble either.”
“I hope you're telling the truth,” said the captain. “Now get out of here. This
crowd is hindering other peoples business.”
“With pleasure,” said Rand and turned his back to the captain and walked
off to meet Jen and John. They both relaxed as it looked like they were not going
to have to fight their way out.
“What do we do now?” asked Jen after they'd gotten away from the worst of
the crowd and ducked to a few side streets that left them alone. It was a narrow,
shadowy space between two stone buildings, further cramped up by crates and
barrels. “Back to the hideout?”
Rand shook his head. “The captain has people following us. We don't want to
lead them to the only place that's safe for us.”
“What about Carl and Seth? He said he didn't know where they are,” asked
John. He looked as concerned as Rand felt.
“They still had their chips,” reminded Jen. “Vincent could have used the
Oracle to get them back.”
“There's no way for us to get to them if that's the case,” said John, sounding
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depressed. Without chips there would be no going back.
“That was my first thought as well, but I don't think Vincent would do that.
It would have been better for him to leave them around so he could follow them
straight to us.” Rand gave both of his companions a look. “I think it's more likely
some bounty hunters got them. Maybe that's why they knew to be waiting for us
at the tavern.”
“How would they have known?” asked John. “We didn't exactly advertise
what we were doing.”
“George knew, didn't he?” asked Rand.
Jen snorted. She sat on a rickety looking barrel. “If George knew, then all the
bounty hunters Vincent can muster knew. That man talks as long as you slip
enough coins into his pockets.”
“Well, we can't do much if the Oracle was used, but we can try and find out
if the bounty hunters really took them,” said Rand.
“How?” asked John. “We just killed the people who might have been able to
give us answers.”
“We could go talk to George, find out if he talked to anyone about you guys?”
Rand suggested.
“Wouldn't that just land us straight in the middle of more people wanting to
kill us?” asked John. He didn't actually sound like he'd mind killing some more,
which did not go unnoticed by Rand. He made note to talk to him about it. If the
blood really was like a drug to him he'd need to be very careful about what he
did.
“Did either of you see the person in the crowd who said he'd seen our
attackers before?” asked Jen. She swung her feet against the side of the barrel.
The hollow thumps sounded eerie as they echoed between the buildings.
Rand shook his head. He'd been too busy keeping an eye on the captain.
“I think I did,” said John.
“Would you be able to recognize him again?” asked Jen. “If he's seen our
friends before he might be able to tell us something. Maybe there's more to the
group than the five we killed.”
“This is assuming they're even the guys who might have taken Carl and
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Seth,” said Rand. He didn't want to get anyone's hopes up, though Jen probably
didn't care one way or the other. She hadn't spent much time with the two so
there wasn't any reason for her to be that interested, besides maybe gaining two
more people to help her stay alive and expose Vincent for what he was.
“I don't see much better ideas being offered,” said Jen and gave John a look.
“Can you recognize him again?”
John gave an uncertain nod. “I think so.”
“Then we'd better try and find him,” said Jen and jumped off the barrel.
“What? Right now?” asked Rand. Returning to the tavern didn't seem like the
wisest idea, especially given what the captain had said. Who knew if the man
would even be there.
“Do you have anything better to do?” asked Jen.
“Maybe we should wait until tomorrow,” said John. “We've caused enough of
a scene today.”
“Best work while the iron is hot,” said Jen and started off back the way
they'd come.
Rand and John gave each other a look before resigning to following her lead.
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Chapter 9
It was the pain that woke him up. It pulsed through his entire body leaving
no spot untouched. With a grunt, Carl opened his eyes and rolled from his side. It
was enough to make tears form in the corners of his eyes. His bruised body
nagged him to stay still, but even that hurt and the cold stone floor was not a
comfortable place to lay down.
He looked around the small room. A window high above let in a bit of light,
allowing him to see the chains attached to the wall opposite to him. The form
attached to them was a familiar one.
“Seth, you still alive?” he croaked with a dry throat. There'd been no water
given to them since being thrown in their prison.
The chained figure stirred. Carl could hear a groan.
“I'm still here,” said Seth with an equally coarse voice.
Carl winced as he pulled himself up and rested his back against the stone
wall. His chains dragged along the floor as he did so. “Good to hear that.”
Seth dragged himself up with equal pain. His right eye was swollen shut and
dried blood was smeared all over his face. “Damn those bastards.”
Talking to captain Trez had not taken that long. The story they told had not
been a complex one – just a bunch of adventurers bumping into a group of
monsters and running away for their dear life.
There'd been no reason not to believe them.
So the captain had let them go after insisting they spend the night. The talks
had gone for so long. They'd been given adequate enough rooms instead of being
thrown in jail. The next morning they'd walked out free men. Their horses had
been given back and everything had looked settled.
They'd started towards the tavern Rand had told them to meet at. They had
not gotten further than a few street corners before being jumped by their now
captors. They'd been quick and efficient, knocking both men out before they
could even draw weapons. Once they woke up they'd found themselves tied to
chairs in what looked to be an abandoned building of some sort. There'd been
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dust on the floor and spider webs hanging from the ceiling. There'd been eight
men all together there. They'd asked questions.
Carl and Seth had refused to answer. The answers would have led them
straight to Rand and Jen.
Then they'd started using torture.
Neither man had been prepared for it. They had no military training. Both
were working ordinary jobs in their real lives. While Alternating had brought them
their share of bumps and bruises as well as bleeding wounds, pain was not a
constant visitor to them. Neither had the experience to deal with someone actively
prolonging the pain they were suffering.
It hadn't taken much to get both of them talking.
“You think Rand is all right?” asked Seth. His speech was a bit slurred
because of the fat lip he had. They'd told the men where they might find him. Five
had gone out immediately to keep an eye on the place.
Carl shook his head. “I don't know. With the power he now has who knows
what he can do. But it's still five men. All it takes is one lucky shot.” Talking
made his head throb, but it was better than laying down silently, doing nothing.
At least talking assured him he was still alive and had his wits about.
Seth spat something out. Even in the dimly lit room Carl could see the red
spot appear on the floor. “Fuck those guys. I hope Rand kills every last one of
them.”
“If he has Jen and John with him, they just might,” said Carl. He couldn't
deny that seeing the men dead would bring some grim satisfaction. If they ever
got out from their prison.
There was a long silence with nothing but the scraping of chains against
stone disrupting it as the men changed positions ever so slightly.
“So, what's the plan for us?” Seth finally asked.
Carl rattled the chains around his feet. “Not much we can do, is there?”
“They've got to feed us, don't they?” Seth pointed out. “We could jump one of
them, take the keys and escape.”
Carl chuckled. “You feel up to jumping someone? You're better off than me
then. Even standing up feels like it'd break my body.”
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There was a rustle, chains hitting stone again, then a grunt. “All right,
maybe we're not jumping anyone,” admitted Seth. He sounded out of breath.
“Tried to get up, did you?” asked Carl.
“Uhuh.”
“Didn't work out?”
“Nope.”
Had the situation been anything else Carl might have chuckled at it. As it
stood, there was a very real possibility they were never going to get out, that the
dimly lit room would be the last thing they saw in the world of the living.
“So we just sit here and wait?” asked Seth. He'd regained his breath.
“At least until we've healed up a bit,” said Carl. He hoped they'd have time to
heal. Who knew with their captors. They might decide to kill the prisoners as
soon as they had Rand and the rest.
Silence fell in the room once more. There was not much left to talk about.
Carl laid back down on his back. The cold stone floor sent shivers down his
throbbing body. He closed his eyes and tried to get some rest. There was nothing
else to do.
How long of a time passed was hard to tell, but when the cell door slammed
open, both men grew more attentive of their surroundings. The man who stormed
in did not look pleased. The others had called him Rubert. His green eyes jumped
from Seth to Carl and back. If a look could have killed, both men would have
been splattered all over the walls.
“You! Do you have any idea what your friends have done?” the man
demanded, his voice nearly a shriek.
“We've been stuck in this room so no, we've got no fucking clue,” muttered
Seth.
His response seemed to only further drive the man into a frenzy.
“Your friends killed five of my men!” Rubert snapped.
Carl and Seth exchanged looks. Both grinned before Carl turned his
attention back to the upset man. “And you expect what from us? An apology?”
Rubert glared at both of them. “No. I expect you to pay for it.”
The grin that had been lingering about both men quickly vanished. The
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prospect of more pain was not something either one looked forward to.
Rubert laughed in a way reminiscent of a cheesy villain from some old action
movie. His hand went for the whip hanging from his belt. “Maybe I should take
this out and give out a few lashes. Maybe that would teach you.”
“But no, that's not what I'm going to do,” he continued. “What I'm going to
do is use you as bait. Since attacking your friends didn't work, I will simply have
to blackmail them. I have you two. If your friends care about you, they'll do what
I say or bear the guilt of getting you killed.”
“How is that making us pay?” asked Seth.
Rubert grinned. “I need to give them some evidence I have you, won't I?”
Two more men entered the room. Both had sharp looking knives in hand.
Carl looked grim. “What are you going to do?”
“Oh, don't worry. You won't die. But it will hurt,” assured Rubert. “I believe
there are some parts of you that will convince your friends.”
His two companions came closer.
The chains prevented Carl and Seth from putting up much resistance.







Rand glared at the man in front of him. Behind him, Jen had her hands on
her waist and she was tapping her foot impatiently. John had his metal hand
clenched in a fist.
All three were trying to ignore the content of the spread out piece of cloth on
the table.
“That is what my master told. Either you do as he says, or your friends will
lose far more,” said the man in front of them.
“Let's just kill him,” said Jen in a cold voice. She stared at the poorly dressed
man.
A nervous twitch appeared at the corner of his mouth.
Rand turned his gaze to the piece of cloth. There were red stains on it, as
you would expect after seeing its content. There was the cut off ear. It had the
familiar hole in it, clearly marking it as Seth's. He'd complained loudly how the
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shop he'd gone to had butchered his lobe and it still bore the distinctive marks
left behind by it.
Then there was the piece of skin. Rand knew well where it had been cut
from. The tattoo on it was a familiar one from Carl's back. It was a rose with the
name of his wife written underneath. He'd taken it for their ten year anniversary.
Together they made for convincing evidence of their capture and the
intentions of the men who held them.
“If we do that then they will certainly kill Carl and Seth. We can't risk that,”
said Rand finally.
“So we give them what they want?” asked John. He did not sound pleased at
the idea. He looked around. It was good that the tavern was empty and the table
they were at in a dark corner where few would have been able to see the
gruesome display that was spread on it.
“Can you give us some time to discuss this?” asked Rand and looked up at
the man. He had a distractingly large wart on his nose. Rand bet some mistook
him for having the plague.
“The boss said you could have until evening. After that, we'll start cutting
some more.”
Rand nodded. “Meet us here before supper time. We'll have a decision for
you.”
The man nodded and turned to leave.
Rand leaned back and whispered. “Jen, you remember that kid in front of
the tavern? Go slip a coin to him and tell him to follow that man. When he finds
out where he goes, tell him to come here and he'll get two more coins.”
Jen nodded and left for the door.
Rand leaned back in and started to fold the piece of cloth. He didn't want to
look at the body pieces any longer.
“You think he'll go back to where they're holding our friends?” asked John as
he took a seat in the empty chair by Rand.
“We can hope we get lucky. Worst case, we lose a few coins for nothing.”
“There are worse things out there,” said John. Rand and Jen had filled him
in on what was going on. Where the lizard monsters had come from and the role
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Vincent had in all of it. It had been a hard story to swallow, but at the same time
it made him glad the chip was gone from his hand. Even if it meant being stuck
in another world, it was better than going back into the arms of the man behind
such vile things.
Rand nodded. He hated the fact they were being distracted by missing
friends. There were bigger things to deal with, though he had to concede friends
went above dealing with a threat to Siver. His concerns were further alleviated by
the fact there had been no sign of the lizard monsters. Patrols had gone out and
returned safely without seeing a single one.
“So what do we do if the boy loses him or he doesn't go back to their
hideout?” John looked worried. He liked Seth and Carl, despite the bickering he
always ended up having with Seth.
Rand shook his head. He looked genuinely torn over the choice. “Do we let
them die or do we give ourselves up?”
Both men watched as Jen returned and walked over to them. She took a seat
opposite to Rand. “The boy was eager to do as told. I doubt the thug will notice
he's being followed.”
Rand nodded. “Let's hope he comes back with the location where our friends
are being held.”
Jen glanced at both men. Their expression were not hard to read.
“We can't give ourselves up,” she said in a firm voice.
“What do you care? You barely know us,” snapped John. The mere notion of
abandoning his two friends made his blood boil.
“Like it or not, you have a greater responsibility now. You remember the
thing that bit off your hand? Do you really want to leave the people of this city at
the mercy of those creatures?” Jen stared at John long enough for him to avert
his eyes.
“You think we can make any difference?” asked John, his voice showing
signs of giving up.
Jen raised an eyebrow. “We killed five armed men with very little effort. Each
one of us could probably kill one of those monsters on our own. Can you say that
for the rest of the people in the city? Not to mention we're the only ones who
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know where those things came from. We're the only ones with the opportunity to
get the man responsible for it all.”
“How are we going to get Vincent? We don't have our chips. We can't go back
to where he is!”
John was right of course, but that did nothing to the determination of Jen.
“We'll find a way. Lure him here somehow. There's always some way.”
“Let's not worry about Vincent just now,” said Rand. “Let's worry about our
friends.” He gave Jen a displeased look.
Her expression softened slightly. “You're right, John. I don't know much
about Carl or Seth or even you or Rand. But from what little I know none of you
seem like bad men. You've simply landed in trouble that has dragged you deeper
than any of you could have imagined. That doesn't mean I want to see them dead.
I hope we can rescue them. I hope the kid comes back with good information. If
he does then we rescue your friends. But you need to be prepared to think what
good giving yourselves up will do. Your friends will likely end up dead anyway,
the only difference being whether you're right there next to them or not.”
There was a silence while everyone mulled through what she had said.
“She's right, John,” said Rand after a while. The smell of freshly baked bread
was starting to linger from the tavern kitchen. It made his stomach growl. “Carl
and Seth wouldn't want us giving up for them if it meant just getting killed right
next to them. They'd want us to live and maybe exact revenge.”
John sat there silently for a moment. The scent of seared meat mixed in with
the fresh bread. It seemed the tavern owner was getting ready for the rush of
people coming to eat their midday meal. “I still don't like it,” he finally said.
“Neither do I, but what choice do we have?” asked Rand.
“We could eat,” suggested Jen. The smells coming from the kitchen had not
gone unnoticed by her. They hadn't had proper breakfast before setting out to
find the man who'd talked about having seen their attackers before. He had
turned out to be a hard man to find.
“I am a bit hungry,” admitted John. He'd noticed ever since the change had
occurred that there were sudden urges for specific things. It seemed odd to be
craving for spinach or liver. He'd never enjoyed either that much.
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“I won't argue against that,” said Rand and waved the bored looking waitress
from by the counter. It didn't take long before they had a feast of fresh, dark
bread that had a sticky crust along with a hunk of meat that was oozing liquid. A
few tankards of ale and a pot of honey along with a dish filled with oven roasted
carrots, onion and rutabaga made the meal complete.
There was no denying the effect good food and a full stomach could have on
someone. Even as they ate the mood lightened and by the end of it there were
even moments of laughter as Rand and John remembers the past adventures
they'd had with Carl and Seth.
They ordered a second round of ales and watched the tavern slowly fill up
with people coming to eat. Then they watched the same people leave and the
tavern start to prepare for the evening rush. The lulls allowed the tavern owner
and those working for him to prepare new food and fresh bread. Tables were
cleaned and stocks resupplied as needed.
It was late afternoon when the boy returned. The ragged trousers he wore
looked about ready to fall off and the shirt he had was filled with holes and
stains. There was no question he was a street kid who made his living by begging
and hustling people.
The tavern owner gave the boy a grim look from behind the counter, but
lightened up as he made his way to the three companions and seemed to be
welcomed.
“Well?” asked Jen and kept the boy under her watchful eyes.
“I followed him just like you told me to, ma'am,” said the boy and wiped
some dirt off his cheek with the sleeve of his shirt. His hair looked like a thorny
bush. “He went around town. I almost lost him at the market, but he wasn't
quick enough for me.” Despite boasting, the boy managed to look like there was
nothing but truth in his words.
“Where did the man go?” asked Rand. He looked just as impatient as John
did.
“Let's see the coin first,” said the boy.
Rand chuckled and dug up a few coins from his pouch. He placed them on
the table. The boy could not hide the glimmer in his eyes when he saw the
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money.
“I followed him to a house near the southern gates. Looked like a nest for
some bad people. There were a few men outside, swords strapped to their waist,
looking ready to cut up anyone coming too close.”
Rand exchanged looks with his companions. “You think they'd be held
there?”
“What have we got to lose by going to take a look?” asked Jen.
“Our lives,” said John in a quiet voice.
“There can't be that many of them left,” said Rand, ignoring what John had
said. “We're the ones doing the surprise this time. There won't be any problems.”
The boy cleared his throat, drawing everyone's attention. “An extra coin and
I'll show you the way.” He had the sort of hopeful expression a dog begging for
food would have.
Rand gave Jen a look and received an eager nod in return. John looked more
hesitant, but finally nodded as well.
“Lead the way, kid,” said Rand and pulled one more coin from his pouch as
he stood up. He handed the coins to the kid and made sure his sword was by his
side. Jen and John made similar preparations, though John had given up on his
staff. Instead he relied on his iron hand. It was a more convenient weapon as it
gave the impression he was unarmed and an easy target.
The kid grabbed the coins, counted them and stashed them into a pocket
that somehow managed to still be intact. The three companions followed him out
the tavern and through the streets of Siver. The sun was starting to dip below the
city wall, leaving much of the city in shadows. It also meant the deadline for their
response was drawing closer.
They passed through narrow alleys the three would never have thought to
use as their street smart guide took the shortest route to their destination. It was
at the end of one such alley that the boy stopped and pointed to a building just to
the left on the opposite side of the street.
The buildings by the southern gate were largely made of stone and they were
some of the sturdiest in the city. Red tiles covered the roofs and some even had a
third storey. The kid drew their attention to a two storey building. There was a
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man standing by the strong looking wooden door. He had a bow strung over his
shoulder and a sword strapped to his waist. He was the sort of man you'd expect
to be mugging you on a narrow alley. He fit right in with the five men that had
attacked the three companions.
“That's the house,” said the boy.
“Thanks kid. Best you get out of here now,” said Rand as he eyed their
target. A single guard shouldn't be too much trouble.
The kid gave all three a look. The grim expression combined with the
determination as well as the fondling of their weapons made it clear blood would
be spilled soon. He darted down the alley to get away, but not too far away. He
went to another alley for a better view of the show about to unfold.
“So how do we do this?” asked Rand after inspecting their target for a while.
“Not much chances of going through a back door,” said John. The building
rested firmly against the city wall. It was almost a part of it, helping to hold it up
against any outside force. Back when the building had been erected no one had
bothered to consider the implications of letting people build where ever they
wanted, but that was part of what made it a frontier city. It took a while for the
bureaucrats to slither down from the safety of the core empire to enforce rules.
“Go straight in?” suggested Jen. “Rand can take care of the guard with a
knife. After that it's just a matter of cleaning house.”
“I thought you didn't like this plan?” asked John.
Jen shrugged her shoulders. “You're going to do it anyway. I might as well do
my best to ensure both of you come back alive.”
Rand reached around his back and pulled out a knife. He'd had trouble
hitting the right place with it. He could only hope today was a good day. “Let's
go.”
The three emerged from the alley and headed straight for the man standing
guard. As they got closer the man spotted them and started to get ready. His
hand went for the sword and his eyes never left the three strangers.
“You going to throw that thing?” asked Jen quietly when they got closer.
“Soon,” replied Rand while trying to maintain a casual appearance.
The man started to unsheathe his sword.
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Rand raised his hand and flicked the knife through the air. His aim was
better than he'd even hoped for and the blade struck the man straight in the
chest. The small knife did barely any damage, but Rand's power was the real
strength behind the attack. The man barely had time to comprehend he'd been
hit before he shrunk down along with the dagger.
Rand and the rest burst into a quick run to him. By the time they got to him
the man was no larger than a toy soldier a kid might play with.
Jen crushed the man under the heel of her boot with a moist sound and
what could have been a small voice crying out in terror. She turned her heel,
ensuring the man really was dead.
John shuddered. “That's not a good way to go.”
“At least it was quick,” said Jen. She frowned at the red stain on the ground.
“Shame about my knife though. I'll have to buy some more at this pace,” said
Rand and examined the solid looking door. His eyes had the yellow rings, telling
his power was in use.
“So, do we knock or what?” asked John. He did his best to ignore Jen who
was scraping off the man's remains from her boot with her sword.
“I could dice it down,” said Rand. There were several points on the door that,
if cut, would make it fall down like a castle made a dry sand.
“Let me,” said Jen and pushed past Rand. She eyed the door, then lifted her
foot and gave the door a solid kick. The downfall of it was its solid build that
distributed the power of the kick instead of letting it fail at one point. The door
went crashing inside the building, its hinges ripping free from the wooden frame.
She stepped right through after it, sword in hand.
“Easy to forget what she really is,” said John before following her in.
“Sure is,” admitted Rand and pulled his own sword before following the two.
The door led to a large room that covered the entire first floor. To the left
there was a stairway leading up to the second floor and next to the stairway there
was a hatch that led to the basement. In the middle there was a fireplace with a
chimney that led up through the ceiling. In front of it was an assortment of
chairs, but Rand's attention clung to only two of them. There were ropes draped
around them and blood splatters across the floor told of the ordeal who ever had
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been tied up had had to go through.
The next thing he noticed was the two men Jen and John were busy
subduing. It didn't look like it would take long for them to fall so Rand focused on
ensuring no one else popped up to cause problems. It was hard to hear over the
sounds of metal hitting metal and the cursing of the two men, but there were
footsteps thumping against the ceiling as someone was running.
Rand positioned himself at the foot of the stairs and waited for the person
upstairs to come down. He quickly glanced around. Jen had her opponent
backing up against a wall. With no room to move he'd be dead soon enough. John
looked like he'd gotten a minor scrape, but the arm turned blade was keeping his
opponent off balance and he'd already gotten several red streaks on his body. The
grin John had worried Rand slightly as he got a glimpse of it.
He was enjoying it far too much.
His attention was drawn by the footsteps coming down the stairs. The man
had a sword in hand as he came down. He saw Rand and let out a roar and
stormed down with reckless speed. Rand raised his own blade to meet the one
coming down at him, at the same time he focused to activate his power.
The blades met, sending sparks in the air. Rand's blade cut straight through
his opponents and continued its way onward, hitting the man in the chest. Bones
cracked, blood spurted out of the gaping wound. Rand took a step to the side,
allowing the man to fall down to the floor. He drove his blade through the man's
back to ensure he was dead.
He listened if there were any more people upstairs.
The sounds of fighting died down.
“Any left?” asked Jen as she wiped her sword on the shirt of her opponent.
She'd run him through only moments before. She didn't seem to be even out of
breath.
“Doesn't sound like it,” replied Rand. Unless the remaining people were
clever enough to remain silent and wait for their opportunity.
“I'll go check,” said John as he rose up from next to his now dead opponent.
There were more cuts on him than needed to be and the blood splattered all over
John seemed excessive for any real fight. He must have done his best to make it
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spill as much as possible.
“We'll check the basement,” said Rand as John passed by. His hand was still
formed into a blade. The wooden stairs creaked under his weight as he made his
way up.
Rand gave his back a concerned look before turning his attention to the
hatch Jen was busy opening. It revealed a stairway leading down. There were
even some torches still burning, mounted on the stone wall.
“I'll go first,” said Rand and started down the stone stairway. Jen followed
behind. The stairs ended in a room with a table and a couple of chairs. On the
opposite side there was a door with a barred opening.
Rand peeked in and saw two figures laying on the floor. In the darkness it
was hard to make out any details about them.
“Jen, grab a torch,” he said in a quiet voice. He tried to open the door, but it
was locked. It didn't hold him for long as he grabbed a few of the important
points and swiped the lock completely off. With Jen in tow he entered the room.
The torch illuminated the area with its flickering light.
The figures laying on the floor stirred.
“Carl? Seth?” asked Rand.
“Rand?” came the familiar voice of Carl. There was a glimmer of hope in it.
Rand knelt down beside the man. “Yes, it's me,” he said and grabbed Carl's
hand to help him up. There was a wince of pain as he did so, but a grateful nod
at the end of it. Even in the poor lighting it was obvious the man had been
through a lot. There were bruises all over his face and dirty rags covered his
back, no doubt hiding the place where his skin had been cut off.
“You hear that, Seth. We're with friends again,” said Carl and looked over at
the other man. The figure struggled up to a seating position. His long black hair
hung over his face, but it could not hide the thick ball of rags covering his left
ear.
“About time,” came the familiar voice. “Any longer and there wouldn't be
anything left to rescue.”
“Come on. Let's get you upstairs. We can look over your injuries there,” said
Jen in a surprisingly gentle voice and knelt down next to Seth. Despite being
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much smaller than him, she had no trouble helping him up and supporting him
up the stairs. Rand helped Carl up and then hobbled up the stairs. They set the
two men down in the chairs by the fireplace and gave both a good look over. They
had plenty of bruises and swollen parts, but the biggest concern were the missing
body parts. Their captors had not bothered putting in much effort to dress the
wounds.
Rand grimaced as Jen parted the cloths wrapped around Seth's cut off ear.
The wound did not look healthy.
“Where's John?” asked Carl as he looked around. A grim smile passed his
lips as he saw the dead men.
“Upstairs. Making sure there aren't any more people there,” replied Rand.
“How did you find us?”
“We followed the man they sent to deliver their demands. Led us straight
here.” Rand then remembered the cloth wrapped package. He dug it out from a
pocket in his cape and set it on the table. “If you want, I can try to put these back
where they belong. I'm not sure if it'll work since they've been severed for quite a
while, but it should be worth a try, don't you think?”
Carl nodded. “Though my injury isn't nearly as bad as Seth's.”
Seth grunted as Jen examined the wound left behind by his severed ear. “I
don't want mine back,” said the man.
Rand looked at him surprised. “Are you sure?”
Seth nodded. “Life leaves you with wounds. It's better to learn to live with
them instead of trying to hide them.”
“At least let me deal with that wound,” Rand pleaded. While the side of his
head was not bleeding, the wound was far from healed. The only thing keeping it
together was dried blood.
The creaking of the stairs drew everyone's attention. Jen even went for her
sword before remembering John had gone upstairs. The big man came down the
stairs with a wide grin. He was covered in blood.
“You all right John?” asked Rand with no small amount of concern.
“Ah, I'm fine,” said John in an euphoric voice. “There was one more upstairs.
I dealt with him.” His metal hand had returned to normal. It took a moment for
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him to notice the two injured men. ”Carl! Seth! You're all right.” There was
genuine relief in his voice.
“In a manner of speaking,” said Carl and winced as John lugged over and
gave him a pat on the shoulder with his metal hand. “I see you've got something
to replace your missing hand.”
“There are benefits to having being forced to go Dark,” admitted John and
clenched his hand into a fist and back to an open palm. “It seems I can absorb
iron and steel into my body and it's used to replace any part of me that gets
damaged.”
Carl raised an eyebrow. “That's quite the power.”
“It has come in handy,” admitted John.
Seth groaned. “Can we at least spare me from the bad puns? I may have only
one ear, but unfortunately the hearing in it is perfectly fine.”
John grinned. “It's good to see losing an ear has done nothing to better your
personality.”
Seth scoffed at the man, but Rand stepped in between the two and began
examining his wounded head. There were no objections from the black haired
man. Rand soon had his power in use and the severed veins closed and fresh
skin covering what had been lost. It wasn't a pretty sight, but at least there was
more than dried blood holding it all together.
Once Seth let his hair down it covered most of the damage. He looked as
normal as before.
“Your turn Carl,” said Rand and reluctantly grabbed the piece of skin off
from the table and headed around the tall man. He couldn't help but shudder at
having to carry the piece of skin. The shudder was even worse when he saw the
wound on the man's back.
It was a small miracle it wasn't festering with an infection yet.
It took Rand a moment to get the piece of skin on the right way, but once he
did, fixing the damage done didn't take long. In the end it looked like nothing had
been cut out.
“There you go. All done,” said Rand and stood up.
“Thanks. Any chance you can do something about these other pains and
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aches?” asked Carl.
“Sorry. Not much I can do about those,” said Rand.
“Well, you've done plenty already,” said Carl and smiled.
“Maybe we should get going. We don't want the city guard finding us
surrounded by dead bodies again,” said Jen.
“Good point,” admitted Rand. “This isn't a place for our friends to regain
their strength. Let's head back to our hide out.”
With the help of the others, Carl and Seth clambered up to their feet and
hobbled outside to the street. After a bit, stretching their legs with a walk seemed
to actually improve some of the pains they were feeling. Being locked inside a
small cube for days with barely enough room to move had its own torturous effect
on a body.
The sun had dipped below the horizon and the streets were lit by nothing
more than light coming out the windows of the buildings. It was enough to make
Jen turn back and fetch a torch from inside the house. It didn't take long for her
to make the short spurt and return to the group.
In the dark it was difficult to find their way. It was an unfamiliar part of
town and the way the kid had shown them was not one you'd want to take after
dark. Despite the city patrols, there were thieves and thugs hiding in the shadows
that would eagerly take the opportunity to relieve you of your coins and life.
Not that the group would have had to worry about something as feeble as
that.
A few patrols crossed their way, but they were always able to duck to a side
street in time to avoid them or take on the appearance of friends helping home
one of their mates who'd had a few too many.
“I could use a good ale right about now,” muttered Seth when they turned to
a street lined with several tavern signs. Some still had light coming out the
windows, telling they were open. As they passed the first one they could hear
laughter and music playing.
“As good as that sounds, I don't think we're going to be let in the way we
are,” said Carl through gritted teeth. The walking had helped to loosen some of
the joints that had grown stiff, but there were still heaps of places that hurt.
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It wasn't hard to understand his point of view. Him and Seth had tattered
clothes that would have befit slaves whipped every day. John looked like he'd
walked through a butcher houses hanging room filled with fresh carcasses,
dripping blood all over the floor. Jen and Rand were covered in blood to a lesser
extent, but would have raised eyebrows at even the seediest of taverns.
“They'd call the city guard on us the moment they'd see us,” said Jen. The
only reason the passing by patrols had not paid them much notice was the poor
lighting. Had there been any more of it, they'd have been stopped and questioned
by the first one that had seen them.
“Don't we have some back at the hide out?” asked John. “I seem to recall
seeing a jug or two.”
“I'm sure we can find something to dull the senses,” said Rand with the sort
of patient voice every parent learned when dealing with their children.
“One thing's for sure, we'll need some new clothes,” said Carl and looked
down at his tattered attire. Even beggars wouldn't have taken it if offered.
“We've got most of the supplies still with us. You'll have new clothes soon
enough,” said John.
With that the brief discussion died down as they braved on. There were sighs
of relief when they finally arrived at the hideout. Though the building was small
and only had one bed, with the bed rolls from their adventuring gear there was a
place for everyone to lay down and get some rest. Carl and Seth enjoyed a brief,
cold supper before using some warm water to wash away the worst of the dried
blood and dirt that covered their bodies. The others washed as well before finally
turning in for the night.
No one bothered to stay up for guard duty. The toll of the day had been too
much on all of them for the thought to enter their minds. The hideout had been
safe so far and they'd made certain no one was following them.
Luckily for them, the night passed without incident.
The breakfast turned into a hearty meal that would have fed even the
hungriest bunch of woodsmen. A full stomach, fresh set of clothes and even a
modest cleansing had Carl and Seth feeling much better. There were still sore
places and they'd keep nagging for weeks to come, but the worst was past them.
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The healing Rand had done had taken the worst of the injuries away.
The five sat around the table on makeshift chairs and picked on the last
remains of their breakfast.
“So, Rand, isn't it about time you tell us everything?” asked Carl. He'd
suffered enough without knowing the full reasons for it.
“You're right. It's well past that time. You'd have deserved to hear it all much
sooner,” said Rand and sought a comfortable position in the chair. John had
already heard the story so he kept picking on the remains of the meal while Jen
started cleaning up what she could while keeping her ears open to ensure Rand
didn't say anything he shouldn't have.
Rand told the story the best he could. How he'd ran into Jen, what she had
told him and of the journey they made to the fortress. He told them of Tina and
what she had turned out to be, though he had no real idea what she actually was
or what she wanted, besides maybe wanting to kill Vincent. What she and her
offspring had in store for the world was another question entirely.
It wasn't a short tale and morning had turned into midday before he was
finally finished and had answered most of the obvious questions Seth and Carl
had. It was a lot to take in and it was clear both men had their doubts about all
of it, but they could not deny the monsters that had chased them through the
woods.
Jen had popped out to get some more supplies and John lingered around,
lazily poking at the small fire that was kept in anticipation of lunch.
“So let me get this straight,” said Seth and leaned over the table. “You killed
your wife, went Dark, shacked up with a chick that went Dark, ventured into the
woods to check out some crazy story of hers, you two release a horde of monsters
and who the hell knows what into this world?”
“Sounds about right,” admitted Rand. The way it was laid bare by the man
didn't make him feel any better about it.
“So what's the plan now?” asked Carl. In his mind the thought of turning
Rand and Jen to Vincent was long buried. The revelations about him had only
solidified that view.
“I don't know,” said Rand. “We have to get Vincent somehow.”
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“How?” asked Carl. “You three have gone Dark. There's no way for you to get
back to where he is.”
“You haven't gone Dark,” John pointed out from by the fire. He gave Carl and
Seth a look. “You could go back if you wanted to.”
“I'm not so sure Vincent would welcome us,” said Seth. “I'm not so sure I'd
want to either, except to put a dagger through his heart.”
“Those were bounty hunters that got us and tortured us. They were
Vincent's men. They should have known to leave us alone by the deal we made
with their boss,” said Carl with a concerned frown.
“So our only hope is to lure Vincent here, somehow,” said Rand. It wasn't an
easy proposition. The man may have ran a business for Alternating, but as far
Rand knew, he'd rarely done it himself. It couldn't be something that made him
think of danger. He'd stay safe in his office and send someone else to deal with
the situation. It would need to be something that looked harmless, but still
demanded his personal attention. Destroying the fortress might have been such a
thing, but that boat had sailed days ago.
“Then we have to worry about Tina and her offspring as well,” said Carl.
“Vincent may have been the one to unleash them on this world, but we can't
simply let them roam free. They'll cause immeasurable damage to the people
here.”
“They haven't done much so far,” countered Seth. “Maybe they're content to
live in the wilderness.”
“Or maybe they're building up their strength,” said John. He had trouble
trusting anything that bit his hand off.
“There's five of us, probably hundreds of them. What could we possibly hope
to do?” asked Carl. The task seemed daunting. Dangerous, almost suicidal.
“Three of us have powers none of the others have,” said Rand. “I've only
began to scratch the surface with what I can do. If there was to be a battle, me
being there might be enough to tip the scales and possibly save hundreds of lives.
And I'm not saying that just to sound like I'm some sort of a hero. It's a simple
fact.”
“As long as there's iron or steel, I can take them all alone,” said John,
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drawing looks from all three men. The statement was something that none of
them would have expected to come from him.
“Since when did you grow a pair?” asked Seth.
“Since I lost a hand,” replied John, not biting the bait further. Arguing with
Seth did not seem as pleasurable as it once had, not that it had been that even
before.
“To be honest the lizard men are the smaller problem,” said Rand. “Tina is
the real worry. If she decides to show herself, I don't know if there's anything that
can stop her. She flattened that fortress in minutes all by herself and I doubt this
city would prove much more of a challenge for her.”
“Why would she lash out against this place?” asked Seth. “The way you told
it, Vincent is the one she wants.”
“She said she can't control her offspring. Even if they decide to attack this
city, she would likely come to defend them,” reasoned Rand. “A mother's love can
be blind to what's right or wrong.”
“The solution is obvious then,” said Carl, gathering everyone's attention. He
cleared his throat. “We have to get Vincent here, to this world, somehow. Once we
do that, we must turn him over to Tina under the condition that she not cause
further harm to this world.”
“You think she'd agree to something like that?” asked John and gave Rand a
look. He was the only one present who'd had any contact with her.
“I don't know,” admitted Rand. How was he supposed to know how a being
like her felt? After what she'd been put through? “But it's the best plan we've got
so far.”
“A plan with a lot of holes to fill,” noted Seth and gulped down the last of the
water in his cup.
The door to the hideout slammed open, making everyone jump and go for
their weapons. They calmed down when they realize the figure standing in the
doorway was that of Jen. She was breathing heavily and was carrying none of the
supplies she had gone out for.
“Get your things. We have to get out of here. Now!” she said in a firm voice
and departed from the door towards the small kitchen.
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“Why? What's going on? Did the city guard find us?” asked Rand.
The woman shook her head. “No, it's far worse than that.”
“What is it?” demanded Carl.
“The lizard monsters. They're here,” said Jen. “And there's a lot of them.”
All of the men burst into action to gather their belongings.
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Chapter 10
Captain Trez stood on top of the battlement and eyed the sight unfolding
before him. The edge of the forest was far, but not too far to hide what was
coming their way. He was having a hard time deciding what was the greatest
concern. The approaching mass of lizard like men – though calling them
monsters was a lot simpler – was certainly at the top of the list, but there were
details that caused further worry.
Like the fact they were carrying weapons. Wooden clubs, sharpened spears,
some even had the beginnings of simple armour around their scaly bodies.
None of these would have been much to worry about were it not for the size
of them. The monsters were huge, ten feet or higher, knots of muscle, and the
weapons they wielded were big enough to cause harm by themselves if dropped
on someone, much less swung with the force the beasts could put behind them.
And there were already hundreds of them assembled on the field. As Trez
continued to watch, more and more appeared from within the forest.
Ever since the suspicious group had rushed to the city, revealing just one of
the monsters, there had been great concern amongst the leaders of the city about
the implications of it. Even a single one of them would have been enough to put a
damper on the frontier explorers that kept the city's economy going. Preparations
had been made to hunt down the beast, none had taken credibly the claim that
the group had been chased by hundreds of such things. Indeed, the patrols that
had gone outside had not seen any sign of them. How could so many creatures of
that size hide like that?
There had been no preparations to face off an army like which was coming
their way now.
“Captain, the gates have been closed and fortified,” came a report from a
nervous looking young man. He had the armour of a city guard – scale mail that
was polished enough to reflect the sun like a mirror – covered by a blue overcoat.
A sword hung from his side and a long spear occupied the hand he was not using
for saluting.
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The alarm bells still rang all through the city. When Trez turned to look
behind him, he could see people rushing in the streets. Women hurried home
with their children in tow, some had their husbands helping, while other men
were rushing home to get their weapons.
It was a frontier city after all. The people there knew they lived near constant
danger. Everyone was prepared to defend their home and loved ones.
As the captain glanced back at the enemy he could not shake the doubts he
had. The people would fight, of that he was certain, but he feared losing was the
only thing they'd be able to accomplish.
“Have there been any sightings of the monsters on the southern side of the
city?” asked Trez and turned to face the young soldier.
“No, sir. So far the enemy activity has been confined to the edge of the
northern forest.”
Trez nodded. There was still a way out for people. Would it be too risky to let
people out? Out in the open the monsters would be able to hunt them down
easily. Still, that was a better chance than being trapped by the very walls that
were supposed to protect them. The more time the defenders could buy, the
better chance the people would have to escape.
The captain shook his head. How easily had he given up? How little did he
trust the people of the city and his own men? But when he took another look at
the army that had continued to grow all the time, he could not find any reason
not to feel the despair that was swelling inside him.
Still, that decision was not his to make. Even though he had a lot of
responsibility for someone with the mere title of captain, it was the lord marshal
that held the final say in the city defence and almost everything else that went on
in the borderlands.
“Has the lord marshal been informed?” asked Trez.
“The moment the first monster appeared, sir,” replied the soldier.
The captain nodded. “Then he should be here soon enough. I can't imagine
he'd want to miss this.”
The oppressing silence continued. It was perhaps worse than having the
monsters roar and make some noise. Had they banged their shields or done
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something to announce themselves there would have been no doubts left in
anyone's mind. As it stood, the silence had everyone guessing whether there
would be an attack or not.
“Captain! Report!” came a commanding voice from down the stairs leading
up to the battlement. Trez snapped to attention, as did the soldier next to him,
and saluted the lord marshal.
“Yes sir!” replied the captain and eased into a more comfortable stance. He
noted the lord marshal had his grey moustache as finely shaped as ever. He had
the bee wax imported all the way from the capital. “If you look over the
battlement, you will see what we are facing.”
The lord marshal went over and took a gander at the situation unfolding
underneath. He frowned, deepening the wrinkles on his forehead. He was dressed
in the full armour and colours of the Red Ravens – a red over coat with golden
decorations on the chest in the shape of a raven's head.
“Not a very promising situation, Trez,” the lord marshal pointed out in a flat
voice. “Wasn't there supposed to be only one of them?”
“The adventurers that reported them claimed to have been chased by a large
number of them, sir. The information was dismissed as being a fabrication,” said
Trez.
“I hear from your voice that you were not one of those who dismissed the
information,” said the lord marshal.
Trez hesitated for a moment. “Lord Marshal Warest, if only everyone had
been able to hear the story first hand. If everyone had seen the men in question.
They would not have had any doubts about it.”
Warest nodded. “No point dwelling on it now. What is done is done.” He
turned to look at the captain with his grey eyes. He had a strong jaw and a nose
that looked like it had been broken several times. “I assume the call has gone out
for everyone to get to arms?”
“It has,” replied Trez. He knew the lord marshal was not big on wasting time
with titles in a situation that called for speedy conversation.
“What do you think our plan should be?” asked Warest and gave the captain
a keen look.
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“Buying time,” said Trez without hesitation. There was no point beating
around the bush. The man wanted his opinion and Trez would give it, whether it
made him look like a coward or not.
“For what?” asked the old man. His hand rested on the hilt of his sword.
Despite his age he was fit looking and his back was still straight enough that he
stood as tall as Trez did.
“To allow the people to escape,” said Trez. Some of the men near by started
whispering, some gave him a disgusted frown for even suggesting such a thing,
but Trez didn't mind. He was doing what he believed to be the right thing.
Warest rubbed his chin. “You do not think this is a battle we can win?”
Trez shook his head. “As brave as the soldiers and people of the city are, we
are facing an army of monsters, monsters that look like they will match ten of our
men against one of them.”
The lord marshal nodded. “I can see why you would think that. But...”
“Sir! Look!” a soldier shouted and pointed towards the edge of the forest.
Trez and the lord marshal both jumped to the battlement to see what was
going on. The army of monsters had parted and a single one of them was walking
through the opening. It was being followed by a large herd of Shredgast that
snarled and barked at the monsters surrounding them, but did not attack. There
was nothing about the monster that distinguished it from the others, save for the
clear respect shown by the others as well as the Shredgast following it.
“A leader?” asked Warest.
“It would seem so,” agreed Trez. The sight sent chills down his spine. It
meant there was intelligence behind what the monsters were doing instead of
instinct.
“That's a lot of Shredgast,” said the soldier that had been giving a report to
the captain.
“Must be every damn one they could scrounge up from the woods,” said Trez.
It was hard to count all of them, but there had to be hundreds of them as well.
Seeing so many together was highly unusual as the creatures were like wolves
and moved in packs that rarely got larger than a dozen. How had the lizard gotten
so many together?
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“Captain, I'm starting to agree with you,” said the lord marshal. “This is a
force that would give trouble even to a well trained army. What we have is a
hundred Red Ravens and let's be honest, they're not city defenders. They're
meant to ride in the open field and make use of their horses. The city guard is five
hundred strong, decently trained, but far from being a fighting force that's meant
to stand up to something like this.”
“The walls will compensate for some of our short comings, but the gates will
eventually break. We must consider the best way to save as many lives as
possible and to get word to the capital about what has happened.”
“What are your orders, sir?” asked Trez, but the lord marshal was
interrupted by shouting coming from down below. Both men looked down the
stairway. Trez recognized the people trying to get up. “Sir, those are the people
that came in with news of the monsters. We should let them up.”
Warest nodded and waved his hand to the guards below. The bickering
stopped and footsteps told their guests were making their way up. The lord
marshal was surprised to see the bunch. A tall lanky man that looked like he'd
gone through hell, a man with long black hair that tried to hide a missing ear
along with other bruises, a woman that looked like she'd be a nice decoration for
the bed, a fat man that had the most well fitting gauntlet the lord marshal had
ever seen and finally a man whose eyes had golden rings around the irises, giving
him a look that was more than a little unsettling.
“Carl, Seth. What happened to you?” asked Trez when he saw the state of
the two men. When they'd left his care they had been unharmed, but now they
looked like someone had worked them over more than once. It was a small
miracle they were moving as well as they were. Most would have been laying in
bed moaning in pain.
“Ah, captain Trez,” said Carl with a small smile. The bruise on his cheek
made it look uncomfortable. “Just a disagreement with some over zealous men.”
His expression grew darker when he got to the battlement and saw what was
waiting below.
“It's worse than we thought,” said the one called Rand as he saw the army.
“Much worse,” agreed the woman who Trez remembered being called Jen.
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Carl had given the names of everyone in the group when he'd explained what had
happened.
The lord marshal looked on in silence and let the newcomers take in the
situation. There was something strange about all of them. They did not look or
act like most people in the city would, or in the empire for that matter. Their
accent was strange.
“I understand you were the ones who first encountered these monsters?” he
finally asked as it looked like everyone in the group had understood the threat
facing the city.
All five turned to examine him. They looked uncertain as to who he was.
“This is Lord Marshal Warest.” Trez stepped in to give the introduction. “He
is in charge of defending the city.”
There were slight nods from everyone in the group. They had no sense for
proper etiquette it seemed.
“It is true, unfortunately,” said Carl.
“Anything you could tell us that might be of help?” asked Warest.
Carl shook his head. “We just ran across them in the woods. Running away
is about the only recommendation I can give.” His friends gave nods at the
suggestion.
“We did kill one of them, but that took all five of us. We barely escaped with
our lives,” added Rand and glanced over at the assembled mass of monsters. “You
would do well to consider a plan to get as many people out of the city as possible.
That is if the monsters haven't appeared on the other side of the city. We'll help
you the best we can, but I doubt even with us the city will be able hold.”
“And what makes you five so special that you might tip the scales?” asked
Warest. None of them looked like they'd be masters of the sword and even if they
were, the city needed more than five good fighters to win.
Rand shrugged his shoulders and gave a mysterious smile. “Just give us a
place from where to fight and you'll see.”
Warest didn't like being in the dark, but every sword up on the wall was
needed and he wasn't about to dismiss any. “You're welcome to fight with us. The
captain will take you under his command.”
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“Yes, sir,” said Trez and saluted the Lord Marshal.
“What? We have to obey him?” asked John. He did not look pleased. The last
encounter he'd had with the captain had not been on the most pleasant terms
after all.
“Just for this fight,” assured Rand.
“Don't worry. He won't be giving much orders once the shit hits the walls,”
said Seth. He was probably right too. In the heat of battle, orders would be few
and far between and they'd not be very detailed either. There was simply no time
to watch over everyone that closely.
“You, young man,” said Warest and pointed at the soldier Trez had been
talking to. “Run to the south gate. Tell them to open it and hold it open as long as
possible. Tell them to evacuate people best they can. Get the people away from
this city as quickly as possible. Half of the Red Ravens will accompany you to
provide protection. They're better in the open field after all.”
“As you command,” said the young man before saluting and heading down
the stairs.
There was a thunderous roar from the gathered monsters. The earth
trembled as they rushed forward, the single creature that had led the Shredgast
to join them, leading the attack. They were closing the distance to the walls with
frightening speed.
“Get to your positions!” roared Trez and men rushed to their posts. Archers
readied their bows and set their arrows.
Rand and his companions had not been told where to go, so they took
position right where they were, slightly to the left of the main gate. They had a
perfect view of the spot where the worst of the fighting would likely happen.
Rand fondled the small stones he'd picked up on the way there. He hoped
they would allow him to use his power. The area of effect would not be that big,
but every little bit would help.
“That's a frightening sight,” muttered Carl and gripped his axe.
“We should have ran away,” added Seth, though he looked as calm as ever.
“Too late for that now,” added Jen. “We do our best to survive.”
“We'll kill them all,” said John with a grin. He'd already transformed his
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hand into a blade. Most of the soldiers on the wall were too busy to have noticed
it.
The statement by John concerned Rand. The change in his friend had been
quick and drastic. He seemed to glamour for bloodshed. Had his new power
corrupted him that quickly? Why had Jen and Rand not been faced with similar
consequences for going Dark?
“Archers! Fire!” came the booming voice of Trez and ripped Rand from his
thoughts. The command was followed by the sound of hundreds of arrows being
fired simultaneously. There was a moment of silence as everyone waited for the
arrows to make their arch in a dark cloud that then fell on their enemy.
Everyone expected cries of pain.
The attack should have slowed down.
The arrows seemed to do nothing more than annoy the rushing lizard men. A
few arrows stuck on some, but none fell to the ground. The Shredgast were the
only ones who let out cries and a few fell to the ground, but for the most part
even they simply continued onward.
Rand took out the first of the small stones in his pocket. They weren't much
larger than peanuts. He waited for a second volley of arrows to hit before
throwing the first stone. His arm couldn't match the reach of a bow, after all. His
accuracy wasn't the best either with such small stones, but it didn't matter.
There was plenty to hit.
The first stone hit the ground just as the monsters reached it. A large hole
appeared in the ground, making several of the creatures fall in with surprised
cries. Those that followed simply jumped over the hole and continued on.
Rand threw several more stones, creating more holes, sending more
monsters down them. He had a bigger effect than the arrows had had. The
monsters weren't the only ones affected by his actions. There were nervous
glances from the soldiers near by. They saw him throwing the stones and the
holes appearing. They couldn't understand what was happening.
“What are you doing?” demanded Trez as he made his way to Rand. He'd
seen the situation as well. He didn't like unknown surprises popping up, even if
they came to help.
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“Helping,” said Rand and threw another stone. The monsters were getting
worryingly close and even his effort had not had much of an effect on the force
coming their way. They watched another hole appear and swallow two of the
lizard men. A third one managed to grab onto the edge and pull itself up.
“But what is that? Magic?” asked Trez in an uncomfortable voice. What else
could it have been? There was nothing visible that caused the holes to appear.
Trez was certain the holes had not been dug there beforehand. The city guard
would have noticed an operation like that.
Rand shrugged his shoulders. “If calling it that makes you feel comfortable.”
“Nothing about this is making me feel comfortable,” said Trez, but left the
matter at that. The holes were helping, even if only slightly. And he had a bigger
concern as the first of the monsters crashed against the stone walls and the
wooden gate. He glanced down and saw the men at the gate pushing against the
doors, trying to keep them shut. Even from above he could see how the doors
shuttered every time the enemy crashed against it.
“Oil! Pour the oil!” Trez shouted and moved along the battlement, away from
Rand and the rest of his companions.
“You got any more of those stones?” asked Jen as she peered down at the
monsters trying to claw their way up the wall. The soldiers were still firing arrows
and now that their targets were closer they could aim better and hit spots that
were more vulnerable.
Still, the thick, scaly skin proved a formidable protection.
“I'm out. They're too close to the wall anyway. I wouldn't want to weaken the
foundations for it,” replied Rand and grabbed his sword. It seemed like it would
be the only weapon left to use.
The first clawed hand appeared on the battlement.
John skewered it with his bladed hand and sent the monster crashing down
with a cry of pain.
“Damn things don't even need any assault ladders,” muttered Seth and
looked down the battlement as several more of the creatures were making their
way up with the help of their clawed hands and superior strength.
“Just keep your head straight,” said Carl and raised his axe. “Hell is about to
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break loose.”
Just as he said that, one of the monsters managed to pull itself up to the
battlement. Several soldiers rushed at it, but a sweep from its hand sent one
flying off the wall and into the mass of enemies below. Another one found claws
sinking deep into his chest before being tossed to the inner yard. A third soldier
rushed the monster with his spear and managed to sink it into its side.
It wasn't enough to make the creature fall.
It ripped the spear right out of its side and before the terrified soldier could
react, grabbed him by the shoulders and lifted him up over its head. The young
man let out a terrified cry that soon went silent as the powerful monster ripped
him in half and tossed what remained over the wall. The two body parts hung
from the wall, held up by the intestines that had wrapped around one of the
pieces of stones meant to give cover to the men standing on the battlement.
John was the closest to the monsters and he had no hesitations about
rushing to face it. On the way he'd gathered as many iron and steel objects he
could carry so there was plenty for him to use. There didn't look to be a shortage
of finding more either as there started to be swords and other equipment
scattered along the wall as soldiers fell to their deaths.
His bladed hand sunk through the scaly skin and cut into the creatures
side. He dodged the clawed hand that came down, looking to sweep him off his
feet. For such a big man, there was a surprising amount of nimbleness and
quickness in his movements. He blocked the monsters other claw with his iron
hand. The strength of the hit almost had him lose his footing. Had the hand not
been iron he feared bones would have been broken. He grinned and pressed on
against his opponent.
The others didn't have time to worry about John as more and more of the
monstrosities made it over the wall. Rand rushed to help a couple of soldiers that
were having trouble with one of the lizard men. It didn't notice him coming and
the first swing of his sword left it without its other arm. The soldiers wasted no
time making use of the opening he'd given and their spears sunk deep into the
creatures gut. The soldiers didn't stop there, but pushed on, forcing the monsters
backwards and finally over the wall. It crashed over its companions below, spears
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still sticking out from its stomach.
Jen rushed past Rand just in time to parry another monster that had
climbed onto the wall. She took the powerful blow with her sword and stood her
ground. The sharp blade cut into the monsters hand, making it snap back to get
away from it. A forked tongue slipped out from between its sharp row of teeth as
it eyed the woman with its yellow eyes.
“Come on,” muttered Jen and raised her sword.
The monster obliged and rushed forward, its claws reaching out for her. All
they met was her sharp blade that splattered red blood onto the stone battlement.
Scaly fingers rolled down to the courtyard and finally the entire monstrous
creature fell off the side, hastened by a kick from Jen.
She took a look around only to see another lizard man climb over the wall.
Shaking her head, she rushed to meet it.
Seth and Carl were teaming with two soldier to take down one of the scaly
creatures. It was bleeding from several small wounds, but none of them were
severe enough to cause it much worry. The two soldiers attacked from both sides,
sinking their still intact spears to the monsters sides as Carl and Seth distracted
it. When the spears hit, the monster directed its attention at the soldier. Seth and
Carl made use of the opportunity to deliver blows that finally downed the
creature. Carl swung his axe a few more times to make certain it was dead,
nearly severing the creatures head.
They had no time to rest as another monstrosity made its way up the wall.
Carl was the closest to it and he rushed in to ensure it got no surprise attacks in
on anyone. It parried his axe with one hand and attacked with the other. Carl
didn't get the axe to a defensive position quickly enough and the monsters claws
bit into the back of his hand, ripping skin and tearing flesh. Carl grimaced and
bit down to maintain his grip on the axe.
Carl staggered back just as Seth rushed in to help and parry the monster
away. The two soldiers were not far behind and soon the trio had the scaly
creature on the defensive. Carl took a moment to wrap cloth around his wounded
hand to keep the blood from making his grip slippery.
Having patched himself up as best he could, he rushed back into battle.
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The battle raged on. Most of the cries came from humans, but the monster
made little headway into overrunning the defences. Despite heavy attempts by
the monsters, the gate held and forced them to scale the walls, making it easy for
the defenders to pick off one enemy at a time.
Then came the roar from the forest.
It froze the blood of the humans. The monsters greeted it with their own
roars.
Another roar and it was impossible to ignore the source of it.
The golden wings seemed to spread as wide as the city itself. Its claws could
have picked up houses. The horns curving around its barn sized head could have
struck down a mountain. It hovered above the forest and let out another roar.
Then it headed for the city.
“Fuck. Tina's here!” shouted Rand.
“I know,” replied Jen as she sunk her blade to the side of a monster.
Rand followed the path of the golden dragon. It circled above the city a few
times before swooping down.
“Get down! Down!” shouted Rand and threw himself to the ground. He could
only hope the lizard men would have to do the same. He saw Jen throw herself to
the ground just as the mighty claw of the dragon whisked past above her. The air
current caused by the huge creature passing was enough to make Rand grip the
stone the best he could in order not to be tossed around by it.
He looked back to see what sort of damage the run caused.
Just in time to see a large claw wrap around John and pull him up into the
air.
“John!” Rand cried out and watched helplessly as the man was lifted up to
the sky by the dragon. He could see him try to stab the scaly claw gripping him,
but it seemed a futile effort. Rand clambered up to his feet and looked around.
As much as seeing his friend carried away that way hurt, even more
devastating was the damage done by the single pass from the dragon. Where
there had been defenders before, there were now monsters stomping on those
who had thrown to the ground for safety. Many had been thrown off the wall
completely.
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The defence had crumbled with a single swoop from Tina.
Rand looked around and saw Trez standing up from underneath a dead
soldier.
“Captain!” he shouted, getting the attention of the man. “Order a retreat! The
city is lost!”
Trez looked a bit dazed and Rand gave a desperate look around for the rest
of his companions. Jen stood up only a short way from him and had to
immediately raise her sword to parry off a monster. Looking back, Rand saw Carl
and Seth standing up and making their way towards him. Only a few soldiers
remained while more and more of the lizard men climbed over the wall.
Rand then looked up at the sky again. Tina was circling above the woods
once more. She then dove down and disappeared behind the trees. Whether John
was still in her clutches, he could not tell.
“Retreat!” came the bellowing voice of Trez that carried even over the sounds
of fighting. “To the southern gate! Stay together! Make use of the narrow streets!”
Rand rushed over to Jen to help her fend off the monster.
“Come on. We've got to go,” he said as he lobbed off a hand from the
monster.
“I know,” said Jen. She sunk her blade into its chest and kicked the
weakened creature off the wall.
“Where's John?” asked Seth as he and Carl made it to the two.
“Tina took him,” replied Rand in a grim voice and looked at the woods. There
was no sign of movement.
“We'll worry about him later. Right now we have to get out of here,” said Carl
as he and Seth joined the two. It was clear from his voice that the choice pained
him. He glanced over to the woods as well.
“Fuck. There's a whole lot of monsters coming our way. Let's get going!” said
Seth and looked for the closest stairs.
No one argued against it.
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John heard the warning. He didn't have enough time to hit the dirt. With no
small amount of terror he watched the dragon come closer. The grin with its
dagger like teeth was enough to make him freeze right where he stood and watch
helplessly as the claw came closer and closer.
When it wrapped around him, the air was almost knocked out from his
lungs. It wrapped around him, almost completely covering him. It was pure luck
that John managed to raise his hands so they didn't get trapped. He didn't even
bother wondering what was going on. Instinct kicked in and he began hitting the
arm that held him hostage with the bladed hand. It bounced off harmlessly from
the tough scales.
Seeing that the tactic was not working, John lodged the tip of the blade
between two scales and tried to pry them apart. He was too afraid to look down.
He knew the dragon was going higher and higher. He put more strength behind
his little prying attempt.
“God damn bitch. You're not taking me down so easily,” John muttered. It
didn't take a genius to realize it was Tina who had captured him. How many
other dragons were there around? John continued to work on his escape.
He wasn't trying to make the creature let go, he was trying to make it his
own choices whether he'd fall to his death or not. If he could sink the blade into
its flesh, he'd have a solid anchor that would allow him at least an opportunity to
choose a place to get off that wouldn't involve instant death when hitting the
ground.
A small glimmer of hope appeared as he managed to pry a scale loose. It
parted only slightly, but enough for him to slip his blade underneath it and dig
into the soft flesh below.
Dark red – almost black – blood trickled down the blade and onto his arm.
John cried out in pain as his body started to absorb it.
Then the claw opened. The bladed hand had not dug in deep enough and
slipped out. He started falling. The wind rushed past him at a deafening sound
and had him spinning uncontrollably. There were glimpses of clear sky one
moment and the ground the next. Every time, the tree tops looked to be closer
and closer.
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None of that registered with John. All he could think of was the pain that
coursed through his body. It crept from his arm and spread all through his body.
He cried out in pain, but that was cut short by the first tree branch he hit. It
knocked the air out of his lungs and the following branches made certain he had
no opportunity to recover from it. When he finally crashed through the last
branches and hit the ground he was barely conscious.
Still, the worst pain came from his arm where Tina's blood had started to
meld with his body. Perhaps more miraculously, it seemed the fall had done little
damage to him. There were new patches of iron where he'd taken some scrapes,
but no bones were broken.
Finally able to breathe again, he gasped for air. The pain in his arm was
starting to subside enough that he could bare to look around and investigate the
damage done.
The forest surrounding him was not that thick when looked at up close.
There was plenty of space between each tree trunk, but as he looked up he could
see the branches and leaves blocking out much of the sky.
Having reasonable certainty the dragon formed Tina would not be coming
back for him, he focused on seeing what the blood had done to him. The black
iron making up his hand had turned even blacker, if possible. It had also gained
feint golden veins in it, making it look more precious, almost like a piece of a fine
sculpture.
What had the blood done to him? There was still pain throbbing through his
body from it. At the same time, he could tell there had been a hint of pleasure
buried underneath it all.
“My, my, you are an interesting one,” came a seductive voice, pulling John's
gaze up from his hand. He remained slumped against a tree trunk and could only
watch as she stepped into sight from behind a tree opposite to him.
She had taken on the form of a woman, though the remains of the dragon
shapes horns were still on her head, forming a tiara that turned into thick locks
of golden hair that flowed down her back. A dress made of small scales covered
her body, hugging it tightly with every curve. There was a grace to her step that
would have been impossible to imitate as she walked towards John. Her golden
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eyes never steered off from him.
“Don't come any closer!” demanded John and winced as he tried to get up.
The fall had done something after all. “I know what you are. Rand told me
everything!”
A dark brown eyebrow was raised. A small smile appeared on the full lips.
She did not stop. “You are a friend of Rand?”
“I am and you'd better stop or I'll be forced to use this,” said John and raised
his iron hand against her. It still had the shape of a blade.
“No wonder you are special. Rand and that woman with him, they were
special as well,” said Tina and stopped, barely out of John's reach. She gave him
an investigating look. “What are you?”
“Something that will kill you if you come any closer,” said John. At least I'll
try, he thought to himself. It seemed unlikely he'd be able to even harm her.
Tina let out a laugh. “Are you sure you would want to do that? I can feel it,
my blood coursing through your body. Don't you want more?”
“Why would I want more?” asked John. The pain was almost completely gone
now, but the same feeling of euphoria that he'd gotten with human blood was
starting come through so strong that he was having a hard time thinking
straight.
Tina crouched down, her scaly dress parting to reveal a well shaped calf. She
had that seductive, small smile on her. “I can see the effect it's having on you.
Come on, I'll give you some more.”
“Why would you do that?” asked John with the last shreds of sane thought
he could muster. The pleasure! It had his mind unable to think about anything
straight.
“I'm curious,” replied Tina and got on her knees. Like a mistress crawling
into bed with her lover, she made her way to John. He tried to lift his bladed
hand to defend, but it fell limp to his side, his body overwhelmed by the feeling of
pleasure and joy.
Nearly dazed beyond comprehension, John watched her come close. She
straddled him and wrapped her arms around his neck. Her face mere inches
away from John's, she smiled. “Now then, how does this work?”
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John couldn't answer. He tried, but the muscles in his body refused to work
as intended.
“Hmm... maybe like this?” asked Tina and drew blood from one of his cheeks
with the sharp nail of her index finger. Blood trickled out, but the wound was
quickly covered up by metal bubbling from inside John.
Tina smiled.
“So that's what it is. Interesting.” She nearly purred like a cat when talking
now. Where her body touched John's, the scaly dress parted to let her bare skin
make contact. She leaned in closer, her breasts pressing against John's chest. He
could feel her hot breath on his ears as she whispered.
“I think we'll have to get rid of all of that.”
She leaned back again. John tried to say something, but his muscles still
refused to abide by his will. Tina ran her hands over his body.
“All of this softness. It needs to go. It needs to be replaced by that wonderful
essence you make with my blood.” She tilted her head and let out a small laugh.
It was hard to tell whether it was an evil one or one of amusement. Perhaps it was
both, She showed John the sharp nail of her finger before carving out a patch of
skin from his cheek. She sat down on his lap to keep his thrashing body in place
while she cut away more and more skin. She even dug in deep enough to cut
away some flesh.
John felt the pain. He wanted to scream, to get away from her, but his body
had lost contact with his mind. He could feel the wounds being healed by metal
almost as quickly as the monster in his lap could inflict the damage, but the
more she cut away the slower the healing got, until it finally stopped completely.
By then half his face had lost its original form and been replaced with gold
striped black metal.
Tina frowned. “Looks like you need a bit more.” She bit down on her other
hand until blood dripped from it. She held it above John's mouth and let the
blood drip down on his lips.
Each drop felt like a small lightning strike to John. His body shuddered, but
at the same time he could feel the healing start again. The pleasure he felt gave
way to the pain the blood caused, but this time it was not completely
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overwhelmed. He felt like a slave under the treatment of a mistress; pain mixed
with pleasure in a mix that robbed him of his sense and reduced him to nothing
but an animal seeking satisfaction.
“Ah, much better, isn't it?” asked Tina and pulled her hand away. She
started slicing off bits and pieces once more.
The pain had given John back some control over his body. He could scream
and scream he did, endlessly, while he was being robbed of his body and turned
into something few could comprehend.
The forest around him did not care.
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Chapter 11
The escape from Siver was a hellish one. How they even got off the walls
safely was a blur for Rand. The rush through the narrow streets while facing off
lizard men coming from side streets seemed like a nightmare. In their haste to
flee they forgot all about their own belongings that had been stashed away near
the wall.
The panicked soldiers and the even more panicked general populace was a
hindrance. More than once Rand and his friends had to run away and leave a
group of helpless civilians to be slaughtered just to buy more time for their own
escape.
Most surprisingly, captain Trez somehow ended up making the escape with
them.
“How did we end up with this guy?” demanded Seth while gasping for breath.
He jogged along with the rest, just as covered in blood as everyone else. The
abuse of the previous days was slowing him down, but not by much. Adrenaline
could do wonderful things.
“I don't know,” admitted Rand and glanced over at the captain. The man had
made himself a nuisance at times. He wanted to stay and fight the monsters
every time innocents were in danger. Which was all the time seeing as the main
defences had folded and many civilians had not had time to escape through the
southern gate.
On the other hand, he had been a great help in gathering soldiers from time
to time to help make progress. Conversely, he often ended up sending them away
as soon as things quieted down, leaving the group to face the next hot spot all on
their own.
“He has been useful,” reminded Carl. He looked pale underneath all the
dried blood. Rand wondered if he looked the same. None of them had been
seriously injured so far, but the horrors they had seen would have been enough
to make even the most hardened psychopath feel sick.
“Keep him until we're safe from the city then ditch him?” suggested Jen. Out
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all of them she looked the least affected by the running and the strain of fighting.
She didn't look phased by the horrors they'd witnesses. Rand knew she had done
worse things herself so she had grown a thicker skin than the rest. She was a
soldier after all. The rest were simple working men who were witnessing a true
massacre for the first time.
Seth laughed. “I'm starting to like her.”
“Just don't get any funny ideas,” replied Jen and gave the long haired man a
grin.
Trez was trailing behind the rest of them, looking over his shoulder from
time to time. He heard none of the conversation. What he heard were the distant
cries of people and the roars of the monsters. Seeing no smoke or fires made it an
odd battle. The smell of burning flesh and wood was something he'd come to
expect of battles, but the lizards didn't use fire.
They didn't need to.
“There's the gate!” shouted Rand and pointed forward. They'd rounded a
corner and gotten to a street with a straight line of sight to the gate. The street
was also filled with people trying to escape. Children were crying as their parents
carried them and tried to push their way forward. A few soldier could be seen in
the mix, but they were not trying to uphold order. They were just as desperate to
get out and they had weapons to use.
The group stopped.
“We'll never get through that in time,” said Jen and frowned at a soldier who
was swinging his sword to cut his way through. He seemed to use the blunt side
of his blade for the most part, but there were some people left in his wake with
bleeding wounds. He wasn't the only one cutting a bloody path to safety. There
were civilians with weapons as well and they were using them just as much as
the soldier.
“We have to try,” said Rand, though he didn't sound very hopeful. It was no
small stretch they'd need to cover and the monsters chasing them weren't that far
off. Once they appeared the crowd would panic even further. How the people
would react was impossible to predict.
“Come on. We don't have time to waste standing here,” said Seth and pushed
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himself into the crowd. The big man pushed and shoved people to the side and
opened up a path for the rest to follow. Once Jen joined in next to him and
started applying her strength they made surprisingly good time without having to
use weapons. Still, Rand, Carl, and Trez kept their weapons at the ready. A crowd
like that could turn violent the wrong way quickly.
They were half way to the gate when the screams started to come from the
back and the crowd pushed forward with even more desperation. They didn't have
to look back to know what was going on. The lizards had arrived and they were
making short work of the back of the crowd. After the initial push the pressure
eased a bit as the people realized they weren't going to make it to the gate. Those
at the back turned and tried to fight, which gave those in front more time to get
through.
There were still some soldiers at the walls and they started firing arrows to
the back of the crowd, hoping to slow the lizards down.
“Fuck. Fuck these people,” muttered Seth and took out his morning star.
“Wait, Seth, what are you doing?” demanded Rand.
“I'm not going to die here,” the man replied and raised his weapon. He
smashed in the skull of a man in front of him and stepped over his lifeless body.
“What is he doing?” demanded Trez in a shrill voice. He had been tasked
with the protection of the people and now he was going with someone who was
killing them without even flinching.
“Getting us to safety,” replied Jen and pulled her own sword. She followed
the bloody path Seth had cut.
“Come on. He's doing it, might as well use it,” said Carl and followed with
axe in hand. Rand just shook his head and followed silently, though he had his
sword out as well. At some point, someone would start fighting back.
Trez glanced back. He saw panicked faces, crying children and beyond all of
them the tall figures of the lizard men. Where they went, sprays of blood soon
followed. The captain shuddered and turned forward again. He followed Rand
through the bloody path Seth was carving for them.
The people funnelled into a tighter pack the closer to the gate they got. The
more soldiers there were as well, though none of them were doing any guarding
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or attempting to restore order. They were trying to get out just as the civilians
were.
Seth pushed through with his bloody weapon, allowing the rest of the group
to follow. He struck down a few soldiers. There was nothing challenging in killing
men who had their backs turned to you. Those that saw him coming gave way
when they realized what sort of a man they were up against.
Then they were through.
The road was crowded with people, but there was room to move to the side,
giving much needed space to avoid the feeling of being pressed against dozens of
other people. The open landscape before them gave hope that escape was
possible.
“Come on, we can't stop here. We don't know if the monsters will chase us,”
said Rand as the group stopped to catch their breath. They'd gone off to the side
and rested their backs against the city wall. They watched people go by, some
carrying what they had managed to salvage from their homes, others with
nothing but the clothes on their backs.
“He's right. Those creatures will no doubt chase the survivors,” said Carl.
“We need to be as far away from the city as possible.”
“Shouldn't we go into a slightly different direction than the rest?” asked Jen.
“They'll chase the main crowd. If we go to the side, they won't bother coming after
us.”
“That's smart thinking,” agreed Seth. He looked around. The road led
towards the south. There was little cover to be had on it for almost a days walk as
open farmland surrounded much of it. Then the forest started and you had hills
and other places where you could hide. But if you left to the east or west you
could hit the forest a lot quicker.
In a forest you had a chance to hide.
“I can't,” said Trez. He wiped a smudge of blood from his cheek. “I've already
failed these people in too many ways. I have to do what I can to help them.”
“We'll, good luck with that. We're going to do what we must to survive,” said
Seth.
“I don't expect help from people like you,” Trez snapped and gave Seth a
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glare. He pushed himself off the wall and walked away, clearly angry.
“Captain,” Rand called after him, stopping the man. “I hope you make it and
save as many as you can.”
Without turning back, Trez waved to them and walked off. He grabbed the
nearest soldier and started barking orders.
“We'd better go,” said Jen anxiously and looked to the east. It was the
shortest route to the forest.
“You're right,” admitted Rand and gave a last look towards the captain. He
wished there was more they could do to help him, but the massacre inside the
city had robbed him of any delusions that they'd be able to make a difference.
They were only a few against hundreds, despite the powers they possessed. To
fight an army you needed an army. The empire would have to deal with the
threat.
They parted from the wall and rushed over the open ground hoping none
would see where they were going. Everyone else coming from the city seemed to
want to follow the road. Trez gathering up something that resembled an organized
force helped solidify that decision.
When they reached the woods and stopped to look back they could see the
first of the monsters emerge from the city. They had not rushed to kill the people
unable to escape. That allowed the people who got out to gather up under Trez's
command and make a unified force that moved down the road in a long column
with soldiers taking up the rear in a defensive formation.
“Why aren't they following?” wondered Carl as they looked on at the city.
They could see the monsters mill about the front of the gate, but none left to
pursue the fleeing citizens.
“Maybe they just want the city,” said Jen with a slight frown.
“Or they still have enough people inside to keep them busy,” said Rand in a
grim tone. There were probably plenty of people hiding inside buildings and
cellars. The ones who'd seen the hopelessness of trying to get out the gate, who'd
sought refuge in places they thought safe.
“I hope they don't follow. I hope Trez gets all of the people who managed to
get out to safety,” said Carl.
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“The price has been high,” said Seth and he didn't only mean the soldiers
who lost their lives fighting the attackers. Now that the imminent threat was gone
his inner voice was starting to nag at him for the choices he'd made. Killing
people simply to ensure his own escape was something he thought he wasn't
capable of. He'd left for the journey hoping to get Rand to tell why he had killed
his wife, hoping the reason would be something that would allow him to
understand and forgive, but having done what he had, did he have the right to
judge anyone any more?
Seth gave Rand a look.
The mix of emotions on the other man's face as he watched the city was
enough to tell him he was not a bad man. Why he had killed his wife was not
important now. They all had enough blood on their hands to bury underneath
anything that would have given them the moral high ground. What mattered now
was surviving.
“What about John?” asked Carl.
Rand shook his head. “Tina carried him away. I saw her go down over the
northern part of the forest. Whether John was still in her clutches at that point, I
don't know.”
“We should go look for him,” said Seth. Finding John alive would have made
for balm over the wounds the actions that had been forced on him had caused.
Losing a friend on top of all of the other things would have been more than
crushing.
“If he was dropped, I don't see how he could survive. Even with his power,”
said Jen. She hoped to be wrong, but someone had to say it out loud. Searching
for him would be dangerous and could well lead to more lost lives. Who knew how
long the monsters would be content to remain in the city. They'd spread out
sooner or later.
The looks she got from the others were less than appreciative of her
perspective, but none argued against the point she made.
“What ever the case, it's getting late for any searching. We should look for a
place to set up for the night,” said Carl. Just as he finished the sentence, his legs
gave way and he stumbled to the ground. The others were quickly next to him.
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“Was he hurt?” asked Rand as he looked over the man. He didn't see any
major wounds.
“Nothing but scrapes, he said,” said Seth with a worried look while he
examined the unconscious man. His attention went to the cloth wrapped hand.
“Rand, his hand.”
Rand saw the wrappings and undid them. It wasn't a bad wound, but it was
not minor either. Skin was missing and looking closely he could see some bone
shining from underneath the red mess of torn tissue.
“His chip?” asked Jen as she saw the wound. It could have been ripped away
in the attack.
Rand examined the wound more closely. It was the right arm for it and the
wound was in the right place. It could have been ripped away along with some of
the tissue and skin. Finally, he shook his head. “It's not there.”
“So he's going Dark?” asked Seth.
“Looks that way,” replied Rand. He checked to make sure the unconscious
man was breathing and that his heart was still beating.
“We're lucky he lasted this long,” said Jen. “Would have been bad if he'd
collapsed while we were escaping.”
Seth nodded. “Lucky for him.”
“All right. Now we need that shelter even more than before. We can't move
much unless we want to drag him along for two days.” Rand looked around.
There was little cover in sight, though he was certain there would be places
deeper in the forest.
With his power he'd be able to construct something that would keep them
safe from the lizards. That was how he and Jen had stayed alive when running
from the horde. They'd covered themselves with a shell made from rock or
something else and waited for the creatures to pass. A while later they'd emerge
and make a break for it.
Despite that, the monsters always found their tracks again.
“Best start searching then,” said Jen and looked up at the sky. There was
not much sunlight left and moving in the dark was dangerous even so close to the
city. Who knew how many Shredgast were wandering the woods along with what
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ever else the lizards had managed to make join their side. The wilderness was
filled with creatures that could pose a threat even if they had nothing to do with
the lizards.
“You want to grab his legs?” asked Seth and looked at Jen. She was the
strongest among them so having her do the carrying instead of Rand made sense.
“Yeah, why not?” Jen grabbed Carl by the legs while Seth grabbed him from
under the arms. The two started carrying him deeper into the woods while Rand
explored ahead, hoping to find a suitable place for spending the night.
The forest felt silent. The birds weren't singing and even the insects seemed
to have crawled into hiding under rocks. It was unsettling in many ways and not
the least of which was the fact it could mean there was something bad roaming
the woods.
“Here!” said Rand and rushed forward. It was a tiny hill – barely more than a
lump on the ground – but there were large stones there, the sort that reached
higher than Rand's head. Several such chunks of stone stood there, forming a
half circle. It would be easy to modify it into a safe cocoon inside which to spend
the night.
“Looks good,” said Jen as she set down Carl in the middle of the stones. Seth
let out a grunt as he lowered the man down, careful not to let his head smack the
ground too hard.
“I'll just make it a bit safer,” said Rand and started working with the stone.
He stretched it so it was a solid piece all around. He made a domed roof for them
with small air holes. From the outside he gave it bumps and crevices so it looked
natural. By the time he was done it was impossible to tell it was anything but a
large stone.
Seth had used the time to gather some wood for a fire.
“Anything to eat?” asked Rand as he finished up. He'd left an opening in the
shell. He'd close it before they went to sleep.
Seth shrugged his shoulders as he worked to start the fire. He'd built it in
the middle of their hideout, close to Carl so he'd get most of the heat. “We didn't
bring anything with us. Damn panic made us forget our supplies. Jen went to try
and scrounge up something, but I wouldn't hold high hopes.”
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“Let's hope she finds something,” said Rand. Having to spend time hunting
was not going to make it any easier for them to get away. Then again, with Carl
unconscious it was unlikely they'd move much in the coming days.
They had a good fire going when Jen finally returned. All she had with her
were some berries and roots that made for a slim stew in a stone bowl Rand
shaped up. Still, it was enough to keep the worst of the hunger away.
The night passed without incident in their safe stone enclave. The following
day they spent hunting for food. Rand made a trip to the edge of the forest to see
what was going on in the city. On the outside it looked dead, but spending a little
time observing gave him glimpses of lizard men walking the battlement. An
isolated scream could be heard from time to time.
There were still people inside for the monsters to toy with.
With a shudder, Rand turned and returned to their camp.
The woods were more lively now. The animals had come out of hiding and
were back to their usual choir singing up in the tree tops. If you listened carefully
you could hear the noises made by larger animals passing through.
Rand was pleased to find out the liveliness also translated into food for
them. Jen had caught two rabbits with the traps she'd set up and Seth had
managed to shoot down two birds with the bow he'd made. The immediate food
problem had been solved and water was easy enough to find from a near by
creek.
The night passed without incident and in the morning Rand and Seth
decided to set out to search for John. The lizard men seemed content to remain in
their newly conquered city and few if any had left to explore the woods. Jen
decided to remain with Carl in case he woke up and to ensure nothing happened
to him.
It took the two men the early part of the day to make their way to the general
area where Rand had seen Tina go down and where John was likely to be if he
had been still in her grip. They were careful in their movements and never let
each other out of sight. Weapons were drawn to respond to any threat as quickly
as possible. They searched the woods while chewing on some left over pieces of
cooked rabbit.
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The area was sparsely populated by trees and much of the ground was
nothing but dead leaves from past years and rotting trunks of trees that had met
their end. There were the occasional bushes and areas of thick undergrowth
along with larger areas where there were no trees.
“Over here!” shouted Seth suddenly and Rand rushed to where he was. The
big man was crouching down near a tree and picking something up. As Rand got
closer he could see the white object he'd picked up.
“What is it?” asked Rand as he got next to the man.
“A rib,” replied Seth in a grim voice and handed the white bone to Rand. He
could immediately see the veins of metal running through it. There was no doubt
who it had belonged to, but if it was gone from his body then that did not bode
well for his well being.
“There's more,” said Seth and pointed to the ground in front of him. Rand
turned his attention to it and the more he studied the sight in front of him the
more his heart sank.
There were clear dark spots on the leaves and moss. It wasn't hard to believe
it was all blood when you took into account everything else scattered on the
ground. There were pieces of skin strewn all over and as Seth poked at the
ground and turned dead leaves around, they came across a severed finger. The
most shocking find came as they started making a round around the tree. Not far
off to the left from the spot they'd been digging through, they found someone's
severed manhood.
“Damn it John,” said Seth, voice thick with emotion. He couldn't hide the
shudder that ran through him at the sight of the gruesome discovery.
Rand shook his head. He'd had his shudder already. The knowledge that a
friend was gone bore heavily on him. He couldn't help but feel responsible for it.
Had he not killed his wife none of it would have happened. John would have been
back home with his family instead of being torn to pieces in a forest in a world
unknown to most. He put a hand on Seth's shoulder.
“Come on. Nothing more we can do here.” His voice was soft and quiet, thick
with emotion and struggle to keep from bursting into tears.
“And leave him here like this?” demanded Seth angrily.
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“I don't think we can even hope to find all of him,” said Rand. The remains
had been there for long enough to have animals scatter the pieces all around and
some to be completely eaten. Finding one more finger wasn't going to change
anything.
“He shouldn't be left here like this,” said Seth, though he made no move to
grab the severed genitalia.
“Burying him isn't going to change anything,” said Rand. “What was John
has already moved on or disappeared into nothingness.”
Seth took in a wavering breath. “I know,” he admitted and stood up. “I just
wish there was something we could do for him.”
“There is,” said Rand in a firm voice. “We can find Tina and make her pay for
what she did.” The mere though of what pains John had had to endure during his
last moments was enough to make his blood boil. There would be no forgiving the
heinous act.
“That's something I can get behind,” said Seth with equal determination.
Neither man made mention of how such a feat would be accomplished. The
shared anger was enough for now.
In the end they made a small mound from stones for the parts of John they'd
already found. They didn't bother looking for more before heading back to camp
where Jen and Carl were waiting.
The two barely spoke on their way back. They kept alert and ensured
nothing could surprise them, but both men were buried knee deep in their own
thoughts. Losing John was something neither had been fully prepared for. There
had been the slight hope that with his ability he might have survived, but it
seemed he had ran out of iron to heal himself with.
They found the stone enclosure just as they had left it. There was a small
enough passage in it that Jen could slip in and out, but anything larger than her
would have trouble getting inside. Rand used his powers to open up the passage
large enough for Seth to get through.
“Did you find him?” asked Jen. She was sitting by Carl and looked up at the
two men. She saw their grim expressions and knew they had. And it had not been
a good find.
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“What was left of him,” said Rand. He sat down by the ailing fire with a sigh.
Seth paced around for a bit before finally settling down opposite to Jen and
the still unconscious Carl.
“Left?” asked Jen.
“Tiny bits,” said Rand, sounding sour. “A finger there, rib there..”
“Oh..” Jen fell silent. There wasn't much she could say to make either man
feel better. From what little she had gotten to know John he had seemed like a
decent guy. Perhaps a bit timid and reluctant to enter conflict, though that had
changed since he gained his power. He could have been a friend, she thought.
“Any change with Carl?” asked Rand, hoping to get his mind off the
gruesome fate that had befallen John. Anything would do.
Jen shook her head. “He's been calm the entire time. Breathing steady. He
should be waking up soon if the two day limit holds.”
Rand nodded. “Let's hope it does.”
They sat in silence for a moment. Seth stood up and started preparing
something to eat. Rand wasn't sure how he could stomach anything after what
they'd seen, but there was no denying the hollow feeling in his stomach. Eating a
bit of something would probably make him feel better.
It wasn't much of a meal that Seth cooked up. A little bit of rabbit and roots
they'd dug up the day before, floating in plain water with barely any spices to give
it flavour. Still, all three of them dug in and ate it without complaints.
Just as they were finishing, Carl let out a grunt and stirred. They all rushed
by his side and looked on eagerly as the man woke up and started to realize his
surroundings.
“What's with all the dust?” asked Carl before coughing because of his dry
throat. Seth lumbered to get him some water.
“Dust?” asked Rand and looked around. The air was as clear as it would
have been outside their shelter. There was no dust to be seen or anything else
dirtying the air.
Carl blinked and looked around. “It's everywhere. Small specks of...
Something.” He coughed again and with a thankful smile took the stone cup Seth
offered him. Rand had spent some time making a whole set of tools from stone for
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them to use.
Carl sipped the water before continuing. “I don't know. Maybe dust isn't the
right word.”
“Must be his power,” said Seth as he took a seat.
“Power? What power?” Carl looked confused.
“You went Dark, my friend. One of those lizards scraped your hand bad
enough that it ripped the chip out.” Rand gave his friend a compassionate look.
“What?” The baffled tone was enough to tell everyone Carl had not noticed
the wound had gone that deep.
“Sorry my friend. You're one of us now,” said Rand with a small smile.
“I suppose it can't be helped,” said Carl as he looked around with
wonderment. It was as if he was seeing for the first time in his life.
“It's good to see you back among the living,” said Jen and gave his shoulder
an encouraging squeeze.
Carl smiled and sipped some more water. His brows furrowed. “It's not really
dust. It isn't moving with the air. In fact, it seems to be flowing to each one of
you.” He examined them all more closely. “No, not all of you. It seems to avoid
Seth. It flows around him as if he were a stone thrown in the middle of a stream
of water.”
All three exchanged looks.
“Must be something to do with the chip,” said Jen. “He's the only one of us
who hasn't gone Dark. That's the only difference.”
“So, what, he's seeing the thing that changes people?” asked Seth with a
frown.
Jen shrugged. “At the very least it's something that's affecting only those of
us who don't have our chip.”
“Can you do anything with the 'dust'?” asked Rand.
Carl extended his hand and waved it around. He clenched his hand into a
fist. “It seems I can gather it.” He focused and observed. “If I concentrate, I can
gather it even without waving my arms around.”
“Now all we have to do is figure out how that's useful,” said Seth in a dry
voice. The others had had powers that were obvious when they surfaced. They
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had been easy to test. Carl looked to have gotten himself a more mysterious one.
“Maybe after I've had something to eat,” said Carl and put down the bowl of
water.
“Of course,” said Rand and stood up to scrounge up something left over from
their little meal. It wasn't much, but enough to give some strength to the starving
man.
As Carl fed himself Seth took the opportunity to try the various traps they'd
set up near by. With one extra mouth to feed, they'd need more that a few skinny
rabbits to keep up their strength.
Jen and Rand took the opportunity to fill Carl in on what he'd missed during
the two days. It wasn't a lot, though the news of John's death was something that
he deserved to know. It hit him hard, just as it had hit Seth and Rand. Even
though none of them shed tears, the pain was obvious as Jen looked around.
Carl looked miserable to begin with so the news made him look even more frail
and riddled by the ordeal he had been through.
“So what do we do now?” asked Carl. He put down the bowl of rabbit and
roots. He rested his back against the stone wall behind him.
“I don't know,” said Rand in a defeated voice. He'd had a plan, but the attack
on the city had ruined all of it. The death of John had ripped his sails, leaving
him at the mercy of the raging sea. “Follow the survivors to the south?” He waved
his hands in frustration.
“Not much we can do here. Not alone,” said Jen as she added wood to the
fire. It was a small one, barely large enough not to be blown out by a gust of
wind.
“Yeah, we can't do anything about the lizards. That's something the army
needs to deal with.” Rand felt frustration over it. At the same time the doubts
were growing. If they couldn't deal with the lizards, how were they going to exact
revenge on Tina? She alone was more of an opponent than all of her children
combined.
“Didn't we already agree that Vincent was to be our main concern?” asked
Carl. “Or is my mind still foggy?”
“No, you remember right,” said Jen.
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“But after what Tina did to John, I think we should focus on her,” said Rand
in a determined voice.
“I doubt we can get close to her either.”
“Why not?” asked Jen and gave Carl a look.
“You saw her. How could we hope to do anything against someone like her?”
asked Carl, the image of the swooping down dragon still fresh in his mind. Even if
they could get close to her, what good would it do? She'd still be able to kill all of
them with a single swipe of her hand.
“Vincent. He's the key to all of this,” said Rand. He poked the fire with a
small stick. Vincent had managed to capture Tina. He could do it again. They'd
pry the information out of him, somehow.
Seth came in to the shelter. He had a couple of rabbits with him and they
looked more well fed than the ones they'd had earlier.
“For now, let's just agree to head south in the morning, all right?” Jen gave
the three men a look. She didn't want to spend another day still, doing nothing.
Her initial plans had already been disrupted badly enough, as vague as they had
been.
“I don't mind. Nothing left to do here,” said Seth and threw the rabbits on
the ground.
Carl simply nodded.
“Let's hope Trez managed to keep people alive,” said Rand. If the captain had
failed and the refugees had fallen prey to the lizard men then they'd have a long
walk ahead of them to a place where none knew them. Convincing people of the
threat would be that much harder.
Having come to a decision on what to do, they started preparing for the
journey. Water was gathered in container Rand shaped from wood. Food was
prepared as best they could to stay good for along time.
By night fall they had most things ready.
In the morning they set out to the south.
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Chapter 12
Morning mist covered the landscape creating eerie shapes from the otherwise
ordinary trees and bushes. It had rained the previous day so everything had a
dampness to them that made for a gloomy atmosphere. The mist was so thick the
road was not visible from the edge of the forest.
Seth cursed.
“What is it?” asked Carl. He was practically blind with the combination of
the mist and the particles floating in his vision. He'd tried, but there was no way
to turn off his ability like Rand could. Most frustratingly, he had yet to discover
what he could actually do with the particles. He'd tried almost everything they
could think of, but nothing had produced results.
“I stubbed my toe on a tree root,” said Seth and cursed again.
“Be quiet you two,” came the voice of Jen from up ahead. “We don't know
who or what is hiding in the mist.”
Seth glared towards her voice, but said nothing more. He limped along,
ensuring Carl stayed in his sight. Somehow the tall man managed to move
without hitting anything, despite the impaired vision.
For two days they'd travelled. The ruined city of Siver was long behind them,
but still they were careful with their movements. There was no guarantee that the
monsters had remained behind. Even if they'd sent only a few to scout ahead,
they'd pose a threat.
Rand had gone ahead to try and prevent the group from stumbling into
something unwanted. Last night they'd set up camp and sought shelter from the
rain. They'd talked and came to the conclusion they couldn't be that far from the
group of refugees. Despite Carl's weakened state, they'd kept a good pace and it
was unlikely a large column of men and women could keep up a brisk pace. Even
with Trez motivating them, along with the horrors they were escaping from, there
was no overcoming the fact a large crowd moved slow.
There were wounded that slowed them down, elderly people who wouldn't be
able to walk at the same pace as the younger ones, children that didn't yet have
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the strength for a long march.
At worst, Carl had figured, they'd be a day behind now.
Seth pushed aside a low hanging tree branch and stepped to the side to let
Carl past. He glanced to the edge of the forest, but the mist was still too thick to
see the road he knew was there, only a stones throw away.
“Why are we going in the forest instead of the road?” asked Seth in a hushed
tone so as to not raise the ire of Jen again.
“More cover,” replied Carl in an equally hushed tone.
Seth let go of the branch and followed Carl. “We can't see anything in this
fog anyway.”
“Which is why it's best to stay close to a place you can hide in,” came the
reply from the tall man. Both men reached for their weapons as a figure emerged
from the mist. They relaxed only when they saw it was Jen.
“Something up?” asked Seth with a frown.
Jen pulled back the hood of her cape. They'd ran into some abandoned
farms that still had usable items in them. They all had a bit more clothes to use
and bags in which to carry items. They'd found some food as well which meant
they didn't have to spend time hunting and could instead travel on.
“Rand said there's something up ahead. He went to check it. Said we should
wait here.” She brushed a stray lock of hair from over her left eye. She wished
there had been a time and place for a bath. She wasn't too picky about
cleanliness, but there was a point where the layers of dirt became too much.
“Great. He's playing hero all alone,” Seth muttered and looked ahead into the
fog. All he saw was a wall of light grey.
“Let's just wait for his return,” said Carl and sought a tree to lean against.
He wanted to sit down, but he knew the muscles in his legs would cramp up the
moment he stood up after sitting for a while.
“He didn't say anything more about what's ahead?” asked Seth. He felt
uneasy. If there was trouble, how were they going to be of help to Rand? He'd
gone off ahead, who knew how far. Would they even hear if he cried for help?
Jen shook her head. “I tried to ask, but he just went off without giving me
much chance to stop him. No doubt on purpose.”
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“Fucking hero,” muttered Seth. Admitting the real reason for the uneasiness
was something he tried to avoid. It would have meant acknowledging a softer side
in himself he wasn't willing to embrace in the current situation. What was needed
now was toughness.
Jen gave him a small smile. She knew that underneath the harsh words
there was real concern for the well being of a friend. “He'll be fine. If he gets in
trouble he has the ability to fend for himself.”
“If given the chance,” said Seth. His view on things had never been one of an
optimist, but the turn towards pessimism had been a severe one after what had
happened to John. It was hard to blame him for it. Things had not gone that well
for anyone in the group. Every turn seemed to spring up new problems and
surprises at them and rarely were they good.
“Someone's coming,” said Carl in an urgent voice. The two fell silent and
listened. They heard nothing but the muffled noises of the forest. The mist
seemed to make even the animals careful.
“I don't hear anything,” said Seth.
“That's because you two were talking instead of listening,” said Carl in a
pointed voice. He sought cover from behind the tree trunk and peered into the
mist. Jen and Seth joined him, seeking cover as well.
They waited and listened. Then, suddenly, they could see a figure emerge
from the mist. All of them had their weapons out, but as the figure got closer they
saw it was Rand. Everyone relaxed.
“What did you find?” asked Jen and emerged from behind the tree, startling
Rand.
Rand had his sword out and he raised it to strike, but stopped as he
recognized the voice. “Damn it Jen, don't sneak up on people like that. Especially
in weather like this. You'll lose your head some time.” The man looked genuinely
startled.
“Sorry.” The apology was diminished by the grin on her face.
“It's George.” Rand gave everyone a look to see their reactions. Surprise was
the dominant one.
“George? I'm surprised he made it out of the city,” said Carl. His love for his
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inventory had always made it seem like he'd rather die defending it than run
away.
“He has set up camp on a clearing not far from here. He's got a couple of
thugs with him for protection and several wagons filled with stuff. How he
managed to get those out..” Rand shook his head. The gate had been so swamped
that there was no way the wagons had gotten out that way.
“What are we going to do about him?” asked Seth. “He's a link to Vincent.
And Vincent is what Tina wants.”
Jen had been listening to the exchange. She knew who George was.
Everyone who Alternated in the Siver region knew him. “At the very least we
should go see what he has in those wagons. Could be useful stuff.”
“He looked to be set up for a longer stay,” said Rand. “There were tents and
it looked like they'd cleared the area around the camp for better visibility. It's
almost like he's waiting for someone.”
“He's counting on a quick return to Siver?” Carl contemplated.
Rand shrugged. “Why not do as Jen suggested and go ask?”
“How many thugs did he have with him?” Seth seemed to have no problem
with going. Only with ensuring they weren't walking into a situation they couldn't
handle.
“I saw two, but I didn't stick around for that long. There could be more in the
tents.”
“George knows us,” reminded Carl. “Maybe he'd be willing to talk to us and
there wouldn't be any need to fight. As far as we know his last order was to help
me, Seth and John the best he could in capturing you two. How about we play it
like we've succeeded? That might even be enough to lure Vincent here.”
A moment of silence passed as the rest chewed on the proposal. It had its
sides, but there were risks as well.
“They'll know you've gone Dark too,” Jen pointed out and gave Carl a look.
The Oracle would know and tell its master.
“Only if they've had contact with Vincent since the city was lost.” Carl looked
optimistic.
“I'd say there's a pretty high chance of that having occurred,” said Seth.
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There had likely been several other alters in the city when the attack had
happened. Having seen the futility of the battle they had likely returned home
and delivered the news to Vincent.
“Still, the opportunity...” Rand left the sentence to hang in the air. It was
obvious there would be risks, but the reward could be worth it.
“Let's do it,” said Jen in a determined voice. She reached around to the back
of her head and tightened her ponytail. A few locks of hair were left to hang freely
on either side of her face.
Though Seth looked doubtful he said nothing more. The decision had been
made. Coming up with a plan did not take them long and so they headed to
where George had his camp.
It was further away than Rand had alluded to, but they eventually came to
the edge of the clearing. The mist made it hard to see all of it, but there were
tents set up, horses tied to trees and wagons circled into a protective formation.
Shapes walked around, going about their business and what ever duties they
had.
“How did you ever figure out it was George in this fog?” asked Carl in a quiet
voice as they huddled behind a bush and observed the situation.
“He was taking a piss so I got a good look at him,” replied Rand.
“Not in this bush, I hope,” said Jen in a disgusted voice. Everything was
moist so it was hard to tell something like that as opposed to a drier weather.
“No, not this one,” assured Rand in a slightly amused tone.
“Looks like you're up,” sad Seth and gave Carl a nudge as the figures in the
mist started to gather where the wagons were. All together he counted five people.
“All right. I'm going,” said Carl and stood up. Seth, Jen and Rand followed
with Seth tying a piece of rope around their hands, as if they were prisoners. The
knot he made looked strong enough on the surface, but it was easy to undo for
those restrained by it.
“Hello there,” said Carl in aloud voice as he entered the clearing. He did not
want anyone thinking he'd sneaked up on them.
“Who goes there?” came a rough voice. Figures moved in the mist towards
Carl.
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“Just some weary refugees from Siver,” replied Carl loud enough that his
voice carried over to where the men stood. Seth and the rest followed not far
behind him.
“Don't come any closer!” the same rough voice warned.
There was a moment of silence. The men were probably talking it over
amongst themselves. Carl did as ordered and motioned those following him to do
the same. The fog might have been thick, but it was not substantial enough to
stop an arrow from piercing through it.
“We mean you no harm. We just seek some rest, maybe trade some goods,”
Carl threw the words out into the mist.
“Carl?” came a question from where the men were standing. “Is that you
Carl?”
“George?” asked Carl. The surprise in his voice was faked to perfection. No
one would have thought he'd expected to hear that voice.
“Yeah, it's me. What are you doing here? Who's out there with you?” The
suspicion shone through in George's voice.
“Your men in on everything?” asked Carl. “My response isn't exactly for
everyone's ears.”
“They all work for Vincent,” came the reply from George. There was no
movement towards Carl from the camp. They seemed content to keep the
distance, which was a wise choice. It would have been easy to surprise anyone
coming forward.
“I've got Rand with me,” Carl shouted out into the mist. “And the woman.
Seth's got them tied up.”
There was again a moment of silence. “What about John?”
“John didn't make it.”
“Sorry to hear that,” came the voice of George. “The prisoners wrapped up
tight?”
“They're not going anywhere,” assured Carl.
“Come on closer then.”
Carl looked back and nodded to the rest. They took up George's invitation
and made their way towards the camp. The figures started to take form and soon
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they could see tough looking thugs with weapons in hand, standing ready to
jump into action if anyone made a wrong move. They walked all the way to where
the wagons formed a circle before meeting George face to face. The man looked
like he'd gone through hell, which was probably not that far from the truth if he'd
been in Siver when the attack happened.
“I've got to say Carl, I'm amazed you're alive and managed to bring those two
here,” said George as he eyed Rand and Jen. They both looked the appropriate
part with their heads hanging low, hands tied behind their backs.
“The feeling's mutual,” said Carl and looked around. “I'm amazed you
managed to get this much out of the city. I'd have thought the gates too cramped
to get a wagon through. The lizard men really did a number on the city.”
George visibly shuddered. “Vile beings. I barely got out of the city. It was
pure luck that I met my resupply caravan just outside the city. We high tailed it
out of there as quickly as we could before stopping here to decide what to do.”
“It was bad. We had to cut our way through peasants just to get out of
there,” said Carl, his lips curling with disgust. He made certain that Seth did not
see it. The man had enough burdens already without thinking his friends thought
less of him because of the choice he had made.
“Many a hand was stained by blood in that mess,” said George. Black
pouches under his eyes gave him a haunted look. It was clear he had not been
sleeping well. He shook his head, snapping himself out of the memories. “Vincent
will be pleased to hear you've accomplished what you set out to do.”
“He'd better. It cost us John's life,” said Seth. There was no hiding how
displeased he sounded when saying that.
“I'm sorry to hear that,” said George, sounding genuine enough. He glanced
at Rand and Jen. “Still, I'm surprised you took them alive after that.”
“It wasn't them that killed John,” said Carl.
“The monsters?”
A nod from both men was all that was needed to confirm it.
“Well, I'm certain all of you could do with a good meal. Come, let me show
you the way.” George motioned towards the wagon circle. The group walked
through the mist and arrived at the fire that took up a large portion of the area.
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There were bed rolls and other usual things you'd find in a camp strewn around.
A large cauldron sat over the fire and a man was stirring what ever was cooking
in it with a large wooden spoon. Off to the side from him a large barrel of ale sat
open and as they watched, one guard walked past it and filled up his tankard.
There were loafs of bread laid in a row next to the fire to keep them warm.
It almost looked like a feast was being prepared.
“And we've been scouring abandoned farms for food and equipment,” said
Carl as he looked around. The wagons must have been filled with goods as well.
He could see barrels and crates from their open backs. The small group could
have lived in the forest for a year from everything in them.
“Well, no more of that for you,” said George and motioned to the man stirring
the cauldron. He nodded and yelled at another man to bring some bowls for their
guests. While waiting, he took out a knife and started cutting pieces from the
bread loafs.
“We can't thank you enough,” said Carl and took a seat in a chair George
offered him. A similar one was given to Seth, but Rand and Jen were left to stand.
They were prisoners after all.
“So, what do we do with them?” asked George and gave the tied up pair a
meaningful look.
Carl gave the two a look as well. Rand looked him straight in the eyes. It was
all that was needed. “We need to get word to Vincent that we've captured them.
This is probably something he'd like to see to the end personally. After all the
trouble they've caused.”
George rubbed his chin. “Well, getting word to him isn't a problem. One of
my men can just alt back. What Vincent does after that is up to him.”
“Of course. Just remember neither of the two can be sent back. They went
Dark after all.”
“Did they really develop some strange powers?” asked George, leaning in,
more curious than afraid.
“Are you kidding me? The woman is stronger than four men,” replied Carl
with a grin. “And Rand. Hell, I don't know what he can do. One moment your
sword is intact and then he touches it with his finger and it's suddenly in two
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parts.”
George seemed impressed. He leaned back and looked thoughtful. He then
motioned to one of the men. “Go back. Tell Vincent we have the two that went
Dark. After that, do as he instructs.”
The man nodded and fiddled with his hand for a bit before disappearing in a
bright flash. Carl had kept his eye on the man. He frowned at the empty space
where he had been moments before. The particles had acted in a peculiar way
before he'd disappeared. They'd rushed in, as if a huge sink hole had opened at
the bottom of a lake and the water sought to fill the emptiness. All around the
particles were in motion, readjusting, trying to settle down from the sudden rush.
It gave Carl some ideas, but now was not the time or the place to try them
out.
“It shouldn't take long, given how differently time works. But we should have
enough time to eat,” said George in a cheerful voice. The man that had been
cooking brought over a large platter with bowls full of what looked to be a soup.
Thick slices of bread lined the platter with a jar of honey sitting in the middle.
Carl and Seth grabbed their bowls along with some bread and dug in. One of
George's men led Jen and Rand to sit off to the side and set down bowls for them.
Their hands remained tied so they were unable to eat as neither wanted to play
the part of a dog and slurp away at the soup on all fours. Instead, they both
glared at George and any of his men that happened in their sight.
“So how did you capture them?” asked George as he spooned soup into
himself. He gave the two prisoners a glance and then turned to Carl with a smile.
“Given the powers you attributed to them, it can't have been easy.”
Carl stopped

spooning his soup. His expression grew grim, as if

remembering something unpleasant. It was an award winning display of acting
skill. “To be honest it was luck more than anything. We have the monsters to
thank for their capture, though at the same time we have them to blame for
John's death. It was during the attack that we managed to rope these two down.
We surprised them along with a few soldiers from the city guard who we told
they'd brought the monsters to the city. The soldiers died, but they bought us the
opportunity to tie these two down.”
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Carl gave Seth a glance. The dark haired man looked more focused on his
soup than anything and his long hair hid his face, making it impossible to tell
what he thought of the situation.
“Those two slowing us down was what got John killed,” Carl continued and
took a bite from his slice of bread. “Those damn lizards caught up to us, forcing a
fight. John was struck down.”
“That's rough,” said George and shook his head.
“Yeah, rough,” said Seth in a quit voice, filled with irony.
“Not an adequate word to describe it,” agreed George and gave Seth an
apologetic smile. “A lot was lost in that city. I can tell you Vincent was not happy
to hear about the events. Not only did he lose my place, but a lot of good men as
well.”
A moment of silence passed as all of them focused on eating instead of
talking. Death was never an appetizing topic, but Carl and Seth were hungry
enough to ignore it. While the way John had died was a lie, he was still dead.
That fact did not change no matter what stories they could come up with.
Carl saw it before the flash of light. The particles started to rush in again,
this time pulled in by two separate spots. They whirled around and formed into
human shape. Then there was the burst of light and the particles were gone,
instead two naked men stood there. The other one went for the clothes that had
dropped off the first time he'd Alternated.
Another man rushed from the wagons to give Vincent something to wear.
George scrambled to his feet as he saw who had arrived. “Vincent. You came
personally.”
“Of course. This matter isn't something to be left to others,” the man
grumbled and pulled a shirt over his head before pulling up some trousers. He
didn't seem bothered at all by the brief nakedness, but few of those who
Alternated found anything odd about it. “Carl, Seth. So you managed to pull it off,
eh?”
“Vincent,” said Carl and nodded. He set down his bowl of soup on the
ground and stood up. “We told you we'd bring him in.”
“That you did,” agreed Vincent and glanced over at the two prisoners. He
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grinned at the sight of them, especially Jen. He walked over to them, barefooted.
“You have no idea the trouble these two have caused me. Rand especially. The
police that came by my club were not easy to get rid of, nor cheap. Your little
stunt nearly cost me everything.”
There was a small sting in Rand's heart over having the killing of his wife be
mentioned as a mere stunt. It had been a life changing event for him.
“And you have no idea what trouble you've caused me,” said Rand and
looked up at the man.
Vincent burst out laughing. “Me, causing you trouble? That's rich. What ever
happened, you brought it all on yourself. Should have just listened to your wife’s
nagging like a good boy.”
Rand felt like saying something. He wanted to rip away the rope holding
together his hands and cut the man in half then and there, but that wasn't the
plan. Stick to the plan, he thought to himself and remained silent.
Vincent snorted and turned his attention to Jen.
“And you. What to do with you. You're the start of all of this, if I think about
it. You really should pay for everything you've done.”
“The same could be said about you,” replied Jen and spat on his bare feet.
“Lovely,” muttered Vincent and wiped his foot on the moist grass. “But you'll
soon learn your place.”
Jen looked around. There were seven men inside the wagon circle now,
besides Vincent and George. Some stood a bit further away, three were close by to
the fire and the prisoners. She glanced at Seth and Carl. Both gave her a look.
She nodded, they nodded in response. Her eyes turned to Vincent. A smile passed
her lips.
“I think it will be you who finds his place,” she said and jumped forward,
freeing her hands at the same time. She reached out to grab Vincent, but the
man was quick and managed to stumble backwards and avoid her.
Next to her Rand jumped to action as well. He freed his hands and jumped
at the closest man working for George. Not having a weapon was no hindrance to
him as he activated his power and saw the spots to hit. His target was reaching
for a weapon, but before he could pull out the sword, Rand hit him in the arm.
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The man's hand fell to the ground, cut off from the elbow, blood splattering in the
air before the skin closed off the wound. The scream he let out was one of terror,
not pain.
Carl and Seth were in a better position as they both had weapons to use.
George had trusted them too much to take away the morning star and axe. Both
men pulled their weapons and chose a target from among the men. Carl swung
his axe against the cook as he approached with a nasty looking cleaver in hand.
It wasn't a good attack. The particles in the air made it difficult for him to place a
good aim. He had to act quickly to bring the weapon up to block the cooks
cleaver.
Seth ignored the men headed his way and chose to focus on getting to
Vincent. He disregarded his usual weapon and pulled a long knife from its hiding
place. If he could wrap his arms around the man he'd be able to use him as a
hostage and push his underlings away.
With surprising grace Vincent managed to escape another attempt Jen made
at him. “Kill them! Quick! Kill them all!” he screamed at the top of his lungs and
jumped backwards.
Strong arms wrapped around him, pinning him down. A blade appeared on
his throat, nearly cutting into his skin.
“Everyone stay where they are!” Seth shouted and tightened his grip on the
struggling man. “Drop your weapons or the boss dies!”
There was hesitation among the men, but at least all of them stopped and
those that were fighting took some distance to their opponents. It allowed Rand to
head to where Seth was and take his knife, leaving the man to hold Vincent with
both his arms while Rand held the blade to the gangsters throat.
“I'd suggest you tell them to drop their weapons, Vincent,” said Jen as she
joined the trio. “Unless you want to lose your head.”
“Do as they say!” Vincent cried out, though he seemed less than panicked
over the sudden turn of events.
Carl made his way to the group as well. There was no reason to be so far
apart that the men in the circle would be able to pick any one of them off easily.
The man whose arm Rand had severed took the opportunity to collect it from
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the ground. He gave it and his stump of an arm a weary look. The fact there was
no more blood spewing or pain seemed to unsettle him more than losing the arm.
“So what now?” asked Vincent. He glanced down at the sharp blade and
swallowed hard.
“Now we walk out of here,” said Rand and gave George a look. The man had
disappeared the moment the fighting had started. Somehow he had reappeared
the moment it had stopped. “You stay here with your men. Don't follow us.”
George looked to Vincent for approval.
Suddenly, the mist around them started to move. Strong gusts of wind came
from above, driving it away. Everyone looked up. Everyone felt their hearts twitch
as they saw the creature hovering above.
“It's Tina!” Jen cried out.
The golden dragon hovered above them. A black figure jumped off from her.
Black wings spread out from its back as it glided towards the ground. It looked
like a large bat from the distance, but the closer it got the more evident it was it
was a man. He landed on the ground with a heavy thud, just behind George's
men who had their attention aimed more at the people holding their boss
prisoner.
The wings on his back flowed back into his body like thick oil. His entire
body was covered in the black metal. His helmet was shaped like a smaller
version of the dragon hovering above them. The figure wasted no time as his
hands transformed into blades and he approached George’s men. He cut down
the first one with merciless efficiency. The rest went for their weapons.
Even Rand and the rest prepared to face this new enemy.
It seemed futile as the first man to land a blow against the black armour
pulled back a blade that was missing half, the rest having been absorbed into the
blackness. The man was not as lucky as a black blade nearly cut him in half from
the waist.
After that, the rest found themselves huddling towards Vincent and his
captors.
The black armoured man stopped and looked up.
Tina let out a deafening roar and dove down. She had turned into the
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voluptuous woman the moment her feet touched the ground. She looked over the
clearing as if she owned it. She smiled as she saw Rand and Jen.
Carl kept a close eye on her as she transformed. The particles around her
acted in a way he had not seen before. Clearly they had something to do with her
abilities, as they did with everyone else’s, but how was she and everyone else
using them? If only he could figure it out. Then maybe his power would be of use.
“So we meet again,” she said in a soft voice and walked up next to her
armoured companion.
“What are you doing here, Tina?” asked Rand. One had to wonder how she
had found the place. The mist should have made it impossible to see anything
from up above.
Tina shrugged her shoulders. “I was exploring and saw that there was
something interesting happening here. Things flowed this way and I followed. I
did not expect to find you here.”
For the rest the response was less than helpful, but Carl knew what she was
referring to. She could see the particles as well and the Alternating had been
visible far enough to bring her to investigate their movements.
Seth struggled to hold Vincent in his grip. The man's eyes were nearly
bulging out of his head as he looked on at the dragon turned woman.
“Why did you attack the city?” asked Rand. It was a question that had been
burning his mind for a while now.
Tina shrugged once more. “My children needed a place for themselves. A
place where they could live and have children of their own. Why build new when
you can take something that's already there?”
The thought of the lizard men breeding caused more than a little concern for
Rand and the rest. How long would it be before there were too many of them for
the humans to fight off? How long before the lizards would rule the entire world?
“Who's your friend?” asked Jen, hoping to take the conversation away from
such dangerous matters. She eyed the man in black. His armour had golden lines
running through it making it an intricately decorated piece of art. The man
looked to be fit and the armour hugged his muscles as if he wore nothing more
than a tight latex costume. But it was more substantial than that.
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“Him?” asked Tina and put a hand on the shoulder of the man next to her.
Everyone could see small waves run through the black armour in response to her
touch. “Why don't you show them who you are?” she asked.
The dragon head shaped helmet started to melt away. Soon in place was the
skull of a man made up of the same black metal that seemed to make up the
entire man.
“No, you silly boy,” Tina scolded him. “Show them who you were.”
The skull turned to give her a look, almost pleading, but as she tightened
her grip on his shoulder, the metal started flowing again to give the skull hair and
flesh over the bone. It was hard to watch the black metal form muscles and
tissue, but even harder was looking at the end result.
“John,” Rand breathed out when he recognized the man.
A sad smile appeared on John as he looked at his old friends. His face might
have been slimmer, but there was no denying it was him,
“What did she do to you?” demanded Seth as he struggled to keep control of
Vincent.
John looked away from his friends.
“Now, now. Don't push him too hard,” said Tina and reached to gently caress
John's cheek. They could all see the shivers running through him. It was as if he
had no control over his own body when she touched him. “All of you have made
him too shy to talk about what happened. Suffice to say, he is now what his
power intended him to be.”
Rand remembered well what they had found out about John's ability. It
didn't take much to deduce what had happened. Somehow, Tina had given him
enough iron to replace all the parts she had ripped out of him. He shuddered at
the thought of being torn apart, bit by bit, still alive to feel all of it, and then
becoming a... What? Lump of iron that had a will of its own? It was a bad fate no
matter how you looked at it. But what had she done to make him so obedient
towards her?
Seth struggled. He wanted to rush forward and sink a blade through the
woman who had turned his friend into the monstrosity he now was. But he
couldn't let go of Vincent. He was the only thing they had that might yet let them
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all live.
“But the real question is, why are you here?” asked Tina and let go of John.
She examined everyone she could see from the returning mist. She stopped at
Seth and Vincent. They stood out, after all. “And who is that man you're
threatening to kill?”
Rand licked his lips. He had not realized how oppressing the atmosphere
had gotten. He glanced at Seth and Vincent. Would it be wise to give up his
identity? He was after all the man Tina wanted to kill. Then again, using him as a
bargaining chip was likely the only thing that would let them all leave alive. “The
man being threatened is Vincent.”
Tina's eyes narrowed as she focused on the man. Seth had to struggle to
keep him under control. “Don't let that bitch near me,” Vincent huffed.
“Vincent. The same Vincent who ordered my capture and imprisonment?”
asked Tina. While she had seemed to be in a good mood before, now thunder
clouds were gathering around her.
“The very same,” replied Rand and put himself a few steps closer to Vincent,
just to be certain.
“Give him to me,” demanded Tina. The hatred in her eyes was enough to
make Vincent cower and cease his struggle. Desperation flowed into him, He did
not want to end up in that woman's hands. Death would be an easier way out
than that.
“Only if you promise to let us go,” said Rand in a firm voice. “You give John
back to us and lead your children back into the forest. You leave the people of
this world alone.”
Tina burst into laughter. “Why would I promise so much when I could just
as easily take this man from you?”
Everyone's attention was on her. No one noticed Vincent reaching down to
his trouser pocket and pulling out a small knife. He sunk the blade through
Seth's palm, the sudden pain prompting the man to let his grip go along with a
grunt of pain. With one fluid motion Vincent pulled the blade free and started to
roll out of his grip. He sunk the small blade to the side of Seth's thigh as he
started to run away.
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“Get him!” shouted Rand, but it was too late. There was a bright flash and
where Vincent had been before remained only his clothes.
He'd alternated to safety.
Tina looked around. So did Carl. It was not hard to tell what she was
following. It was the particles that were once more rushing in like a torrent after
heavy rain.
“So that is how it's done,” said Tina and put a hand on John's shoulder. The
metal flowed again, forming the dragon head shaped helmet to cover his features.
“Come, John. We have a chase on our hands. This world is for my children and
their children.” Her voice was cold and firm and left little doubt over Vincent’s
fate should she ever get him in her clutches or what the world would be facing
once the lizards started to need more space.
Carl saw the particles move again. He watched them gather to Tina and
John, surrounding both like a blanket. Without thinking, he tried to mimic it. The
particles did move, but not as much as they did for her. And the strain of trying
to gather as much of them as she had in a short amount of time, it felt like
something that would see him to an early grave.
Suddenly, Tina turned back and gave Carl a look.
She knew.
A smile passed her lips and she waved to him almost mockingly.
“John! You don't need to go with her!” Seth shouted, hoping his friend would
turn back. But John did not even look back.
A bright flash and he and Tina were gone.
Carl kept observing the particles. There was much for him to learn.
“Fuck!” Seth shouted from the top of his lungs. His frustration so thick you
could have grabbed it with your bare hands.
“At least we're alive,” said Jen, though even she had trouble hiding how all
that had taken place had affected her. Still, having faced Tina so many times and
living seemed like incredible odds.
“For now,” said George, suddenly making his presence known once more.
The man had an uncanny ability to make himself scarce when need be. The
remaining men he had gathered around him.
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“George, there's no need for us to fight,” said Rand while the others rallied
together, weapons ready.
“Yeah, just follow Vincent and go home,” said Seth.
George looked pained for a moment. He looked around the wagons and the
men still with him. One was carrying his severed arm, bringing into question how
much use he'd be in a fight.
“I know many of you think I am like you. That I come from another world.
That is not so. I am from here, this is my home. Vincent and his men saw my
establishment and made me an offer. They told me of your world, about the
Alters. It was hard to believe, but when I saw it the first time, I believed it.”
George spread out his hands and gave the wagons around them a look. “So
you see, this is all I have left.”
“Then there is no reason for you to kill us,” said Jen while glancing around.
She had no doubts about their ability to fend off George and his men, but if there
would be no fight then all the better. “Vincent has gone back home. Tina is
chasing after him, apparently. I doubt you will see him again. Take your wagons
to the south. Start a new life.”
George looked thoughtful.
“If Tina doesn't get Vincent, then we will,” said Seth. He was tearing a piece
of his shirt to tie up the bleeding wound on his hand. He'd already pulled out the
knife from his thigh and dressed the wound best he could. His voice carried with
it a promise that would not be broken by anything less than his own death.
George turned to his men and they shared a moment of talking in low voices.
There were some protests from the men, especially the one who'd lost his arm,
but in the end it seemed they came to an agreement.
“You're right,” said George as he turned back to face the four friends.
“There's no reason for us to fight. As far as we're concerned, you can go where
ever you want.”
“Thank you,” said Rand and turned to the others. “Come on. Time for us to
go.”
There were no objections from the others as they made certain they had
everything with them. The group left the wagon circle and ventured back into the
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woods. They travelled in silence, not wanting to stop so close to George and his
men. He might change his mind after all. It was better to get some distance
between them and disappear.
The mist persisted, making visibility as shoddy as it had been earlier. The
momentary clearness Tina's arrival had brought with it had been local and even
that had been vanishing quickly as the grey blanket crawled back in place.
With the walk there was time for everyone to come to terms with what had
taken place and work out the implications of it all.
The fact John was alive and working with Tina was a shock, but at the same
time knowing he was alive – at least in some way – was a relief. The fact Tina had
learned to alternate with a single glance was the most worrying thing. She was
now hunting Vincent back home and the more time went by the more damage she
would cause. What horrors would she inflict on the world there? How had she
taken John with her when he was nothing more than iron? While the metal had
seemed to be alive, it couldn't have counted as being the same as his flesh?
Then there was the revelation about the intention behind the attack on
Siver. If the lizard men started to breed, how long would it be before humanity
would face an army they couldn't win against? Already the force was strong
enough to pose a serious threat. An army would be needed to free the city.
“Guys, can we stop?” asked Seth after a while. They'd walked for a good time
and there was enough distance between them and George for a stop to make
sense. The big man leaned on a tree for support and winced as he lifted his
wounded leg.
“I suppose we've gone far enough,” agreed Rand and walked over to Seth.
“Sorry. We should have considered your wounds more.”
Seth waved a hand. “I managed.” He winced as Rand undid the dressing on
his thigh and investigated the wound. He didn't even bother asking permission to
fix it, he simply did it. There was no reason to object to mending a wound that
was nothing more than a gash.
“So what do we do now?” asked Jen. She felt like that question had been
asked far too many times in the past few days. Every time they came up with a
plan, something came along and wrecked it. Exactly as had happened now. She
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sat down onto a moss covered rock. She didn't mind the moistness seeping
through her trousers.
“What can we do, besides going south and joining the fight against the
lizards?” asked Rand. He'd mended the wound on Seth's thigh and now turned
his focus on the wound on his palm. The blade had been short, but still long
enough to go straight through his entire hand. He examined the wound closely. It
was the hand Seth had his chip in. If it had been damaged or destroyed, they'd
have another one going Dark.
“Does your chip work?” he finally asked Seth. He couldn't tell whether it had
been hit or not.
Seth frowned and tapped his bloody hand. The navigation menu should have
appeared, but there was nothing. He tried again with the same result.
“Well, looks like it's busted,” said Seth and shrugged his shoulders. “No big
deal. Not the first one to go Dark, am I?”
A part of Rand was horrified at the ease with which accepting it came. Just a
few months ago it would have seemed like a world ending event, but now it was
passed over with a shrug. How things had changed. “Now we have no one who
could chase after Tina and John,” Rand pointed out.
“It might not matter,” said Carl. He'd been silent the entire way, deep in
thought, trying to figure out how to use his power. It seemed he'd arrived at a
solution.
“What do you mean?” asked Jen.
“I think I've figured out my power,” replied Carl as he leaned against a tree.
“It's the same Tina used to Alternate herself and John. I think I can do it too.”
“So we can all go after them?” asked Seth. He didn't mind Rand fixing the
wound on his hand.
Carl shook his head. “I don't think I can manage all of us at once. Two at
most. If it even works.”
“Some of us should stay here to help deal with the lizard men,” added Jen.
“Trez needs to be warned that they're going to start breeding.”
“I can't go back,” said Rand. He'd finished with Seth's wounds and turned to
look at Carl and Jen. “The police will be looking for me. If I go it's only a matter of
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time before I'm arrested.”
A brief silence ascended on the group. It was still a subject none of them
wanted to dwell on too much.
“Who goes isn't important,” said Carl. “It's that we decide what we do. It
seems going after Tina and John is one thing. Fighting the lizards here is
another. Am I right?”
The three others nodded. There was no argument about that.
“So it would make sense that two stay here and two go after Tina and John?”
Carl suggested.
“That makes sense,” agreed Rand.
“Then the selection is simple,” said Jen. “Rand can't go because of his issues
with the law and I'm more interested in stopping the lizard men than worrying
about Vincent or Tina.” She saw the problem of Vincent being solved by Tina
relatively quickly.
“You two up for chasing after her?” asked Rand and gave both Carl and Seth
a look.
“Assuming I can get us there,” said Carl. He could not make any guarantees
he'd get them to the right place.
“You'll get us there,” said Seth in a firm voice, boasting with trust in his
friend. “And when you do we're going to murder that bitch.”
No one argued with his statement.

Continued in book two of the Broken Worlds Trilogy.
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